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Editor's
NOTEBOOK
OPE THEM IS A CHALLEAGE
s this new square dance season begins
most clubs are faced with the problem
of keeping members, those who have
belonged as well as recent graduates.
Keeping members should not be
thought of as a "problem," but rather as an
excitng "challenge." A challenge, remember, is a problem turned right side up.
Granted, there may be no easy solution,
but it is possible to meet the situation if we
harness the great "energy" potential that
exists within the club, with its officers, and
with its members. Pride in your club is one
of the greatest resources of energy.
Exerting "energy" is a key to success in
almost any endeavor. Lets break down the
word "energy" and see how it can be applied to the "Keeping Them" problem.
• The first e can stand for enthusiasm.
Each member of the club should be
enthusiastic in their greetings to other
members, especially the newer ones.
Theirs is a responsibility to encourage, to share, to show that everyone
is welcome.
• The n stands for nearness. Don't be
stand-offish, be neighborly. Don't allow any member to be a nonentity make them feel noticed. Listen to
their new ideas - build on the enthusiasm of a new member brings in.
• The second e in energy stands for
effort - a planned effort. See that

D

members are aware of club activities,
current as well as future. Make them
knowledgeable on resources and
past accomplishments. Plan to let
members know they are missed.
• The r in energy stands for relate.
Relate as individuals - personalit .;s
come through when sincerity is behind a contact. Insecurity or shyness
in a new member can be overcome
by an honest effort to learn their interests, their work, their family.
• The g stands for good humor and
good fun. Fellowship, laughter together, friendliness, are the keystones of any organization.
Remember, "you rarely succeed at
anything unless you have fun doing
it."
• Finally, the y in energy stands for
YOU the dancer. You are the one
who must exude enthusiasm; you are
the one who must encourage; you
are the one who must relate in a
sincere and human manner; you are
the one who must contribute fun.
Expending the kind of "energy" described above will make you a better member as well as "Keeping Others In." V

PRESENTS
SC 52
SC 53
Larry Warner
Santa Marla, CA
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BM 152
BM 151
BM150

FOR YOU (Roundance) by Fran
J and L RAG (Roundance) by Larry
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Fran Kropf
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Hello. Hello
Let Me Call You Sweetheart
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Trail Of Lonesome Pine
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This month we have eliminated Breadline, Encore and the Note Service to make room for 128
New Couples In One Yearl It is a report by
Keith Rippeto of the activities of Callerlab's
RPM committee. Some very excellent ideas are
presented. This month we welcome Jack Murtha as a featured columnist with his DIAMOND
column. Some of the feature articles include The Square Dance Connection by Elsie Rose,
Smoking Is Bad For You by Oel Futrell, What's Right With Square Dancing by Nick
Martellacci, to name just a few, are well worth reading. Happy Square Dancing.
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TEA4po
ave you ever stopped to think
about our world and everything in
it? Have you ever wondered about
just what keeps our world alive?
Certainly, we humans have done many
things that should have destroyed it long
ago.
We are always discovering ways to
make things automatic and easier for us.
But when you think about it, our very world
is the biggest automatic business in our
lives. The sun comes up every morning, it
sets every evening, and the moon appears
at specified times of the month. We take for
granted the rain we receive for our plants
to grow as well as to furnish drinking water.
When you stop and think about it, the great
Creator put everything into motion for us to
enjoy. I imagine he had a lot of fun creating
this planet. What other mind could have
thought of all the things we enjoy in this
world?
I enjoy watching the Discovery Channel
on our TV. It covers shows that depict many
animals on our earth. Some of which I didn't
even know existed.
The moose is a very funny looking animal, as well as ungainly in its gate. Some
of the monkeys that are shown have long
probosics that add to their funny appearance. I guess the most unusual animal, and
the ugliest in my book, is the camel. How-

H

PO BOX 216

by Jeanne Briscoe

ever, when you think about it, the camel is
a very valuable piece of transportation.
This program points out the importance
of the food chain in our environment. It also
points out the importance of the rain forests
and many of the medicinal plant life that
grows there. When you think about what
we have been put in charge of in this world,
it might make you feel very small.
Without a doubt, the way the world was
put together, (whether or not you believe it
was made by a Creator, or just happened),
itwill boggle your mind when you try to think
about this planet and the universe as a unit.
The vastness of our world and universe will
frighten you if you think about it long
enough.
When I think about all the disagreements in this world, it makes me ashamed
to be one of the Creator's care-takers. I
think of the petty arguments about square
dancing and it really makes me feel sorry
that we humans must concern ourselves
with such trivial subjects. But, that is the
reason we were blessed with the brains we
have. Didn't He say, "You shall have dominion over all the earth"? If so, "Just Keep
Truckin'." V

GRENN

BATH, OH 44210

LATEST ROUND DANCE:
GR 17194 WASHINGTON SQUARES ROSE P-2 two-step by Dick Taylor
and Mary Winkler

New ROUND DANCES to old Grenn records:
GR 14087 A TASTE OF JAZZ, HONEY P-3 waltz/jive by Craig Pierson
GR 14165 MOONRISE IV waltz by Jim & Barbara Connelly
CEM 37032 HAPPINESS WALTZ R3 by Jim & Barbara Connelly
GR 17150 MY FAVORITE WALTZ P-3 by Duane & Hazel Oswald
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loin Dave and Charlotte Walker
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Cruise and dance for 12 magnificent days
Ott the fabulous C1201147V

oDvssev

Fly to London and sail to the beautiful ports and fjords of Norway.
Highlights:
Flam j Gudvangen ± Molde ± Svartisen Glacier
Arctic Circle ± Lofoten Islands j Honningsvag
Trondheim ± Geiranger ± Bergen
In addition, there will also be LINE DANCING and
introduction to SQUARE DANCING.
Inside Cabin/Per Person
from $3111

Outside Cabin/Per Person
from $3651

Price INCLUDES cruise, round-trip air from U.S. gateway cities to London &
transfers. Port charges: $230 per person. Prices based on double occupancy.
LONDON SHOWTIME and ENGLISH COUNTRYSIDE

OPTIONAL: TOUR packages available. Call for details.

IFHOLIDAMMIle

Sharon Crocker
1-800-955-5769
602-625-0093 Green Valley
602-886-7447 Tucson

1605 N. Wilmot #1028 -.A: sun AZI35712
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128 [nu COUPLES In onc YEAR!
by Keith Rippeto

D

wing the last four months the RPM
(Recruit, Promote, Maintain) committee of CALLERLAB has been very
active and feel we're making things happen as far as recruiting new dancers is
concerned. Our committee has approximately one hundred dedicated callers
working for the common good of square
dancing. Our committee is open to anyone interested in working for the square
dance activity. For more information
please continue.
Through CALLERLAB'S voice mail
system we've established communications that we never dreamed existed.
We're able to record our ideas and allow
others to listen to them in hopes it will
help recruiting. I'm very impressed with
the results so far and I'd like to share
some of the ideas with you. I'm also
painfully aware that by the time you read
this our traditional recruiting 'window*
may be past. VVho cares? We can start
lessons anytime! Right? Let's do it!
Listed below are several ideas that
have been taken from the RPM committee's Voice mail box. If you choose to use
them please let us know of the results!
I've listed them in no particular order,
however, the one idea getting the most
press is the ten plus ten week year round
learn to dance program.
Ten Plus Ten Program
It's been said by many professional
promoters/advertisers that we (Square
Dancing) absolutely do not have a product to sell because we only offer it once
a year! They went on to say that no
matter how much money we throw at it
the results will always be negative for the
money spent! Plain enough? Why is it
that the hardest things to see are right
before our eyes?
6

Several callers are using a ten plus ten
type program and many more plan on
using some form of the program this fall.
From the ones we've heard from that
have tried it the results are positive. The
idea is to start a new class every ten
weeks which will require at least two
different levels of classes on the same
night. One case we know of has three
sets of lessons on the same night. Ten
weeks is only a suggestion. You can use
as many weeks as it takes, but whatever
the number is make sure it's workable
and not too long between the start of the
next new class. One of the best things
with this program is it makes lessons
available year round. I assume we'll be
able to sell it then. Right! Using ten
weeks as an example, the program
works something like this.
Start your class at 7:00 in the evening
(Sunday evenings you can start at 6:00
if it doesn't interfere with the area church
schedules). Let's say you only have four
new couples (eight would be great,
twelve would be out of sight). Encourage
experienced dancers to help you get
started. Don't let only four couples get
you down because they're going to be
the foundation of your new one hundred
and twenty-eight couple club. Be enthusiastic! When you get things rolling make
sure you continually mention that you're
going to start another class in a few
weeks so your new students can start
talking to their friends. A cookout on
about the fourth week would do wonders
American Squaredance, September 1994
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for your new students and they would
have a chance to bring out some of their
non-dancing friends. On the eighth night
inform the students that you're starting a
new class in three weeks (week eleven)
for their friends and anyone else that may
be interested. Strongly suggest that each
one of them must bring at least one couple out for lessons. Make them feel important by telling them they'll still come in
at 7:00, but it'll be to "Angel" the new
class. It's also a good time to mention
that they can use this as a refresher
course to brush up on some of the calls
they're not sure of. Now you have them
dancing with their friends and you're only
into week eleven! Make sure your ten
weekers understand they'll be continuing
their dancing and education at 8:30 and
the new class is welcome to stay and
watch if they like. Are we building a
strong group or what! Don't forget to visit
with them as much as possible. Become
their friend, it's very important!
What happens next is quite exciting.
You have students that have had only ten

weeks of classes coming in at 7:00 to
help the new ones. This creates a winwin situation for you and the "Angels."
They feel important and you're building a
strong relationship with them!
If you analyze this progressive program you can see that those in the first
class that may have been having problems now have a chance to go back
through the first ten weeks without feeling
like they're inferior and dropping out
never to return. Wow! Where was this
program when what's his name was taking lessons, but dropped out because he
was a little slow or missed too many
nights?
I feel there are many benefits to this
plan. It doesn't change the teaching order
or the list. It simply splits the pie into more
pieces, but you still get the whole pie. It
also allows a repeat class without any
hassle. It also provides a stopping point
for the individual that is satisfied with a
program that only requires ten to twenty
weeks to learn. Some people simply enjoy the lessons and never want to move
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REEVES RECORDS INC.
EDDIE'S &. BOBBIE'S RECORDS
MAIL ORDERSPROMPTLY FILLED
SERVING THE DANCING

•
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DIPLOMAS
RECORD CASES
DANCE WAX
BOOKS, MANUALS
PLASTIC RECORD JACKETS
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•
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.•
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• have •-

EDDIE— BOBBIE— ROBBIE—SARAH REEVES
1835 SO. BUCKNER
P.O. BOX 17668
214 / 398-7508
DALLAS TEXAS 75217-0668
•
FAX 21
any higher. Most of all, our activity becomes available to the public all year
long!
One other thing that will happen, or
should, is the creation of MAINSTREAM
clubs in areas where there are none! It's
predictable when you look at what's happening when you reach week twenty.
You've got another new class coming in
at 7:00 o'clock and the ten week class
moving to 8:30 and going till 10:00. What
are you going to do with the ones that
have now completed twenty weeks? Unless you can convince them to stay after
10:00 o'clock to continue, you're going to
have to go to another night or send them
to a club that dances their level. What a
dilemma! We've got too many dancers
and we're going to have to start up another night! If you do a little math, and
assuming everyone brought out at least
one couple for your first three sets of
lessons, you now have sixteen couples
(four squares) in lessons on your twenty
first week! At the end of one year it's
possible that starting with only four couples initially you can have 128 couples
8

using ten weeks as the approach for
lessons. Is it legal to pyramid square
dance lessons?
Some will say this is too much commitment on the caller's part, not to mention
the Angels' commitment. To some extent
I must agree, but may I suggest that
where possible callers get together and
share the work load by combining
classes. At least agree to relieve each
other when needed. I'll bet a Yellowrock
to a Reverse Wrap-A-Round Back Flip
The Diamond that if the program works,
most callers won't ask for help! Let's see,
128 x 5 - rent = $$.
Let me reiterate that nothing changes
as far as the Basic, Mainstream and Plus
lists are concerned or the time required
to teach them. The real change is the
dancers will decide what level they want
to settle into. Is it possible this could
double the activity in one year? YES!
One other thing. While I've used callers
only as an example in this letter, I see no
reason why clubs that really want to work
can't do the same, but you must commit!
I have to say that this particular program
American Squaredance, September 1994

has "charged me up" and I'm looking
forward to getting my own started! Hope
we don't run out of hall space with all
these new students.
Charts
At least four weeks before lessons
begin, keep a chart and have each club
member write down the names of at least
three couples or singles as prospective
new dancers. Next, give a copy of the
chart to all the club members and have
them read it. It's very likely you'll find that
several club members know some of the
same prospects. With this in mind have
all those that know each prospect contact
them and ask them to come out and learn
to dance. Even better, why not call all the
prospects and invite them to a cookout
with all the club members. I can't think of
a better way to get acquainted or a better
time to talk about square dancing. A casual approach beats the almost demanding type approach that most of us use
today for recruiting.

Flyers & Sacks
Make up flyers with all the required
information for a new dance class. Be
sure to emphasize the good things, fun,
exercise, etc. Leave out lesson duration!
They'll be dancing the first night, so it only
takes one night dance. Right? If each
class night is treated like a dance then
we're dancing. Anyway, take the flyers
and go to the local supermarkets and ask
them if you may stuff a flyer in each
customer's grocery bag. Maybe I should
say sack? At the same time have some
of your club man a registration stand so
you can take names and phone numbers
of prospective new dancers. You'll be
surprised what one Saturday will do for
your recruiting. You might even "bag" a
few yourself. Sack!
Halls & Rent
If rent or hall availability is a problem
go to your local Community Education or
Recreation Director and ask them to
sponsor lessons. Generally they'll be
more than glad to. They'll also provide

MERR84CII RECORD SERVICE
For All Of Your Square And Round Dance Records
Square Dance, Round Dance And Line Dance Manuals
Square Dance Records*Round Dance Records
Clogging Records•Line Dance Records
Samson Wireless Systems•Williams Sound Wireless
• Williams Sound Personal PA For The Hearing Impaired •
Call Today For A Free Sample Of Our Monthly Square Dance Tape Service
Stay On Top Of The Latest Releases.
Receive A Monthly/No Return/You Keep The Tape/"New Releases"
Cassell Tape Service / $32.00 Per Year in U.S. I $42.00 U.S. Funds To Other Countries.
Need Blank Cassettes? Yes We Have Them! Boxes, Poly And Hard Plastic Labels
Cassettes Are Ampes 617. Lengths are: C-12, C-22, C-32, C-46, C-62, and C-91

CALL, FAX OR WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICES
Johnnie Wykoff & Star DBA
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE
PO Box 7309, Houston, TX 77248-7309 * 323 West 14th St., Houston, TX 77008
Tel # 713-862-7077 * Fax: 713-802-2922 24Hours
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
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LINE- UP
ThThese
ese Callers Are Available To Call For Clubs and Festivals...Call
Phone/Fax: (203) 934-2653
Evenings: (203) 932-3987
603 Savin Ave.
West Haven Cr 06516
Calling almost anywhere,
anytime
"Railroad Bill" Barr
Stan Burdick
PO Box 2678
Silver Bay, NY 12874
Call: 518-543-8824
The Meandering Man

110
..

.....'...

Jim Snyder
RD 3, Box 101
Bemville, PA 19506
Call: 215-488-6988
Artist Buckskin Records
Now Travel Full -Time

Jim "Who Cholmondeley
12610 Lusher Road
Florissant MO 63033
(314) 714-7799 or 653-1441
The Caller Who Cares

the hall free and do the advertising in
most cases. Great way to get youth involved! Community Colleges are always
looking for dance instructors.
Go to your local Public Utility Company and ask them to sponsor your lessons or dub dances. I personally know
this works! Just this year we lost our
dance hall that we had danced in for
several years and couldn't find another
hall. Desperate, I wrote a letter to a Public Utility Company requesting they sponsor our dub by allowing us use of their
auditorium. I made it a point to emphasize the benefits of square dancing and I
suggested that lessons could be set up
for their employees. I also listed the
names of a few dub members that were
employed by them. For my troubles, and
proof I had liability insurance, I got a 55
square foot air conditioned hall with a
large theater type stage, beautiful
wooden floor, kitchen facilities, free janitorial service (although we do not need
it) and the pleasure of dealing with some
of the finest people I've ever had the
pleasure of knowing. Large corporations
10

Walt Cole (801-392-9078)
944 Chatelain Rd.
Ogden UT 84403
The basis of calling is timing
The basis of timing is music

Charlie Wheatley
6402 Beulah Church Rd.
Louisville KY 40228
(502) 239-1956
Calling Full—Time

are very public minded and you'll be surprised what they'll do if the right approach is used.
Bribes
One caller association is offering to
donate ten dollars to the local school
system for every student that enrolls in
classes. Another caller is offering free
lessons to any teacher that enrolls in his
class. One caller offers free lessons during the summer (slow time) for anyone
enrolling.
Why not hold a free spaghetti dinner
or Soup Bean and Corn Bread Night for
the non-dancing public? Have an impromptu dance during the dinner and get
the non-dancers involved. Have everyone register for a door prize (10 weeks of
free lessons) so you'll have names and
addresses of prospective new dancers.
Offer one year's free dues for the person bringing out the most new dancers.
Advertising
Some inexpensive ideas for advertising that have come across our voice mail
American Squaredance, September 1994

have been to use the promotional signs
in bowling allies, city buses, cabs and
paper place mats in restaurants. I particularly like the place mats. I would
guess they would be designed so that the
reader would learn of the great benefits
associated with square dancing and
phone numbers would be listed for those
interested. I also assume they would be
paid for by the local dancers and provided free to restaurants that would use
them. The local restaurant that everyone
patronizes after a dance would be a great
beginning. Another good idea is to erect
"yard signs" in each square dancer's
lawn to expose our activity to the public.
The sign would say something like 'We
Square Dance, Ask Us!" or "Mentally and
Physically Fit. Square Dance Is It!" A
block on the bottom of the sign would
allow you to fill in a phone number. I have
asked the CALLERLAB Foundation to
look into funding this particular project so
every square dancer and club has access to the.
Media
Start sending "releases" to your local
newspaper, radio and TV stations! Anything good that puts square dancing before the public eye can only help. An
article announcing that "Mr. John Smith,"
a nationally known square dance caller
from Hollywood, California will be featured at the 35th Annual Buckwheat Festival at Happy Valley Conference Center,
Anytown, Anywhere USA this coming
Saturday, April 21st. Non-dancers are
welcome and encouraged to attend. Refreshments will be served. Come out and
see America's best kept secret!
Make sure the media understands
what you're doing and make sure it's
good news! The point is to start using our
media friends as a device to reach the
public. If you get resistance start a writecall-in campaign like some of our fellow dancers did when a local newspaper
refused to put their schedules in the Sunday paper. May I say that the dancers
won and their schedule still appears in
Sunday's paper. I'll bet there's several
people in every club that would write an
article for you. START IT NOW!
American Squaredance, September 1994

The following ad was placed in the
local Tulsa, Oklahoma newspapers.
Shane Greer says he came across it in
St. Louis. Thanks for sharing it with us.
I've modified it some and you're encouraged to modify it to suit your needs and
have it run in your local newspaper!
America's National Dance
HEALTH, TRAVEL and FRIENDSHIP. America's best kept secret! What
is it? Western Square Dancing! One and
one half hours of square dancing equals
30 minutes of aerobics. When you're
square dancing you won't think of those
everyday problems or let the work day
brain drain bother you while dancing a
figure like "Spin Chain and Exchange
The Gears." Square dancing keeps the
mind active and the body fit without
strenuous workouts. You gain endurance
muscle instead of bulk. By combining the
mental and physical exercise square
dancing offers it's a win-win situation for
you! There's no consumption of alcoholic
beverages during Western Square
Dances. You can dance any night of the
week anywhere in the WORLD because
it's called in the English language only.
Learn here and dance anywhere in the
world! Square dance festivals and conventions are offered at the Local, State,
National and International level. If you
square dance you're sure to dance with
people from all over the world sooner or
later. Dance directories are available for
clubs throughout the world. There are
over 20 Square Dance clubs in this area
alone. Square dance vacations abound
at places like the Lake of the Ozarks,
Missouri; Gatlinburg, Tennessee; Lolo,
Montana; Fun Valley; Colorado and
many more. Tours to Alaska and Hawaii
as well as ocean cruises are very popular
with Square Dancers. You can still leave
your valuables unattended at a square
dance or festival and not fear they'll be
stolen. Just ask any of the 21,000 dancers that attended the 43rd National
Square Dance Convention in Portland,
Oregon. As a social mixer it can't be beat!
It blends people from all walks of life. You
never meet a stranger, you simply make
new friends for life. We like to think a
11

smile is a curve that straightens out a
square. We hold fund raisers and sponsor charity events all the while having
good fun! That's what it's all about, just
relax, laugh, dance, make a mistake, but
most of all, HAVE FUN. The SUPERDUCKS SQUARE DANCE CLUB of
Anytown, Anywhere will hold a beginner's square dance with a FREE Soup
Bean and Corn Bread Supper October 3,
1994, 7:00 PM at the Anytown Community Building, 007 Connley Drive, Anytown. WE CHALLENGE YOU to come
out and see if you can learn to square
dance (everyone else does!).
Video

Several people have produced videos
to promote square dancing. Most recently, a four part series of articles appeared in ASD magazine by Harry L.
Gerwin. In his articles Harry guides you
through the mechanics of producing a
video. Harry even mentions another individual (Carl Fowler) that has produced
his own video. Each of them have run
into the same problem most of us did
when we tried to get the videos produced
by CALLERLAB "aired" on our local TV
stations and they refused or did not play
them often enough to get the desired
results. I'm POSITIVE that if we had the
videos we could band together in each
local area and have a write-in, call-in
campaign to persuade the stations to run
our videos. I don't have either of these

gentlemen's address or phone number,
but I invite them to get in touch with me
and join our committee. I need your help
and all of us need your videos!
If you're excited (at least fired up) and
willing to work, why don't you join me and
the RPM committee in making this year
the best ever for Square Dancing. Even
if you don't wish to join, but have an idea
or have used something that worked,
please share it with us.
As mentioned previously, I've asked
for, and received permission from the
Executive Board of CALLERLAB to include anyone on our committee that is
willing to work for our goals. This includes all non-CALLERLAB callers,
cuers, prompters, instructors, dancers
and anyone with our activity's interest at
heart. If you feel the urge to become a
member, simply drop me a note or call
and I'll send you the necessary information. I ask only that you are willing to
dedicate one year to our committee,
you'll work for the betterment of our activity and you'll respond when asked.
We've all said, "If you want it done, do
it yourself." It's time!
Sincerely,
Keith Rippeto
Chairman RPM Committee
CALLERLAB
Rt. 3 Box 585
Parkersburg, VVV 26101
(304) 863-3274
V
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by Jerry
C-1001 WANTED MAN
C-1002 SOMETHING (Hoedown) . . . by Bill
C-1003 PLEASE PASS THE KISSES by Bob
by Floyd
C-1004 ABILENE

Bat Peterson Bob Anderson Floyd Baker

PO BOX 1835 CLACKAMAS, OR 95015
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MADE IN AMERICA

Stylsc 'Sylvia' *540
5319.95
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Sliver, Red, Navy, Bone

Styki: 'Shag" *522
53595
Colors: Black, White. Gold, Silver, Red, Navy, Bone
Last Uptown (Modified slender toe character)
Hoak 1/2' Rubber cushioned with non-marring
replaceable top lilt

Last Uptown (Modified slender toe character)
Float 1 /2' Rubber cushioned with non-marring
replaceable top lift.

$38.95
Slyly: 'Peggy' 0809
Colors Black, WhHe, Gold, Sliver Red, Navy, Bone
Last Nloole (Slender Toe character)
Host 1 1 /4" Matching

Sty.= 1-leather #538
$37.95
Colors: Black, While, Gold. Silver, Fled, Navy. Bone
Last Uptown (Modified slender toe character)

Stds: 'Dancer 0519
$35.95
Colors: Black, White, Denim, Red, Navy, Bone
Last Uptown (MDdified slender toe character)
Hest 1/2' Rubber cushioned with non-marring
replaceable lop lift.

Heel: 1/2' Rubber cushioned with non-marring
replaceable top lift.

\\\
These shoes are manufactured
in our factory, located in
Gloversville, NY, USA
Thus, we are able to offer
"ALL LEATHER"
shoes of incomparable
quality and price
Style: 'Jan' ill804
$37.95
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Sliver Red. Navy, Bone
Last Classic (Broad toe character)
Heist 1 1 /4' Matching

Style: 'Julie' 0811
538.95
Colorer Black, White, Gold, Silver,. Red, Navy. Bone
Last Nicole (Slender toe chancier)
Hoek 1 1 /4' Matching

• Soft genuine garment leather upper, including gold and silver metalics

Sizing & Widths (women's)
Narrow 8-10, 11 & 12
Medium & Wide
5-10, 11 & 12
Size 12 available
in #522 & 546

MI Non marring split leather outsoles
• Fully lined with foam perspiration absorbing nylon
• Foam cushioned long wearing flex-insole and added 'ball' padding
• Engineered and constructed for the 'Dancer

Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Daytime Phone No:
Style:
Style:

[ ) MC

Size:

Width:

Color:

Size:

Width:
Signature

Color:

[ ] Visa

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back
Send to: Tic-Tee-Toes Mfg. Co
PO Box 953 - 231 Kingsboro Ave.
Gloversville, NY 12078

or Call: 1-800-648-8126 during
factory hours M-F, 7:30-5:00 EST.
Fax: 518-725-8116

Add $4 00/pr. shipping and handling. NY residents add
sales tax, and give county. Canada add 57.00/Pr
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Swilared Circle
by Jeffrey A. Grossman

F

or those of you taking round dance
Gasses this fall, it is nearing time to
choose which of the many classes offered you will attend. Let's look at some
aspects of that decision.
TIME - In the Portland area, for example, there are classes offered every night
of the week except Fridays and Saturdays. Obviously, you can choose only
from among those classes held at times
you are available. However, this constraint need not be absolute. Some people will make significant changes in their
personal schedule to attend a class
about which they feel strongly.
LOCATION - How far are you willing
to travel to attend a round dance class?
To be honest, over the years I've been
surprised how much this issue affects
class selection, particularly at the basics
level.

CLUB CUER - Many people want to
take the round dance class offered by the
cuer from their "home" square dance
club, since there is a certain comfort level
and the teacher is a known quantity. As
a teacher, I find this a mixed blessing.
While I certainly would like to see the
dancers, from the clubs at which I cue,
taking my classes, I do not want them
feeling guilty for seeking a teacher or
class more compatible with their needs
and desires.
HASH CUEING vs COMPLETE
DANCES - There are two major schools
of thought regarding the teaching of basic round dancing. One side believes that
basic figures are best taught in the context of actual dances. The other side
believes that each figure should be
taught separately and drilled with other
figures in a somewhat random manner,

CUSTOM ENGRAVED BELT BUCKLES
Made of Heavy, Chrome-Plated Steel
Ideal for a Gift or Presentation

ea.b
a3z,z=4.1
1 41

#1 I

x 3" - S13.50

#2 2" x 3" - S15.50

#3 2%," x .3%," - S17.50

Prices Include Shipping.
Available through many local Square Dance and Western Stores;
or you may order directly from us.

WE ALSO MAKE CLUB, NAME AND FUN BADGES,
BARS AND DANGLES.
Dealer Inquiries Are Welcome
for additional information call or write

CAPITAL ENGRAVING COMPANY
'3208 Keen Ave. N.E. • Salem. OR 97303
I -8(X)-628-4985 (All 50 States & Canada). Phone or FAX 1503) 371- 1862
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QUALITY SQUARE DANCE MUSIC SINCE 1975

DARRYL
MCMILLAN

ALL TIME FAVORITES:
RH 104 - BREEZIN EASY - HOEDOWN
RH 214 - RIGHT OR WRONG - DARRYL MCMILLAN
RH 304 - SWEET FANTASY - BILL TERRELL
RH 504 - PRETTY WOMAN - TONY OXENDINE
RH 706 - A LOTTA LOVE - KEITH RIPPETO

RILL
TERRELL

BRAND NEW RELEASES:
RH 106 - HAPPY HOEDOWN
RH 225 - WALK SOFTLY - DARRYL MCMILLAN

INTRODUCING A GREAT NEW ARTIST:
RH 1201 - DO REMEMBER ME - CHRIS BURCHFIELD
CHRIS
BURCHFIELD

KEITH
RIPPETO

WRITE OR CALL FOR FREE CATALOG AND SPECIAL RECORD DEAL
P.O.BOX 5336 - DECATUR, AL 35601 - PH 205-353-1618

like square dancing hash. If you have a
preference here, you should discuss it
with the teacher(s) you are considering.
"LOOK AND FEEL" OF THE
TEACHER - Often overlooked is the fact
that as beginning dancers, you will try as
much as possible to imitate your teacher.
Only after you graduate and gain more
experience and confidence, will you explore more individual styles of dancing.
But during class you have only one role
model. This means that part of your
choice might be the dancing qualities of
the teacher. In other words, pick the
teacher you would like to have as a dancing role model.
EMPHASIS ON STYLE/TECHNIQUE- Whether you call it style or technique, there is more to dancing than
placing your feet in the right place at the
right time. Each student has a different
comfort level with the degree to which
these topics are emphasized. Again, discuss it with the teacher(s) you are considering.
PERSONALITY - Even if the class is
at the perfect time and location, with the
American Squaredance, September 1994

teaching methods and emphasis you
prefer, if you just "don't like" the teacher,
you are not going to be a successful
student. You must find the learning environment enjoyable. If you don't know a
particular teacher, try going to a few early
classes to see how it feels.
These are some of the factors you
might consider when choosing a round
dance class this fall. If you have any
questions about a particular class or
teacher, pick up the phone and ask. The
ads for classes almost always give a
number to call for more information.
And one favor to ask of you dancers,
from a teacher: if you need to drop out of
class, please let your teacher know and
try to be specific as to the reason, even
if it is that you just don't like their teaching
style. The feedback is important. As
teachers, we are reluctant to phone a
student and ask them if they have really
dropped the class. This leaves us wondering just whatever happened to that
couple...
Have a good class! I/
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JUST CALL ME LONESOME

Composers: John & Norma Jean Becker
7706 Brunning Court, San Antonio, Texas
Record: Arista Records 12448-7
Footwork: Opposite, directions for man.
Level: Phase 11+2 Two-step
Sequence: ABA INTER BA END (Speed 47 RPM)

INTRO
1-4

(OP FCG) WAIT;; APT,-, PT,-; TOG (VARSU/FCG LOD),-,
TCH,;
1-2
In op-fcg wall wait 2 meas;;
3-4
Stp apt L,-, pt R to ptr,-; tog on R to varsu fcg lod,-, tch L to R,-;

1-8

2 FWD 2 STPS;; FWD HITCH; BK HITCH; LARIAT 6
(CP/WALL);; SCIS SDCAR; SCIS BJO;
1-2 Varsu pos/LOD fwd L, cl R, fwd L,-; fwd R, cl L, fwd R,-;
3-4
fwd L, cl R, bk L,-; bk R, cl L, fwd R,-;
5-6
M in plc L,R,L (W around M If fwd R, fwd L, fwd R),-; M trn 1/4 rf R, cl L,
in plc R (W cont around M If fwd L,) fwd R, fwd L, end CP/WALL,-;
7-8
sd L, cl R, XLIF (WXRIB),-; sd R, cl L, XRIF (WXLIB),-;
FWD LK FWD TWICE;; FWD HITCH; HITCH/SCIS (SCP); 2 TRNG
2-STEPS;; TWIRL/VINE 2; WALK 2 BFLY/WALL;
9-10
fwd L, lk RIB (W lk LIF), fwd L,-; fwd R, lk LIB (W lk RIF), fwd R,-;
11-12
fwd L, cl R, bk L,-; M bk R, cl L, fwd R (W sd L RLOD, cl R, XLIF to SCP/LOD,-;
13-14
sd L, cl R, start rf trn sd & bk L,-; cont rf tm sd R, cl L, sd R to CP/WALL,-;
15-16
sd D,-, XRIBL (W rf twl under lead hnds R, -,L),-; fwd L, fwd R to BFLY/WALL,-;
NOTE: LAST TIME THRU CHANGE MEAS 16 TO WK & PICK-UP:
16
fwd L,-, fwd R (W fwd R-, stp L in front of M to CP/LOD)

PART A

9-16

PART B
1-8

VINE 3 & TCH; WRAP 3; UNWRAP 3, CHNG SDS 3; FC TO FC;
BK TO BK; BASKETBALL TRN (BFLY/COH);;
1-2
sd L, XRIB (WXIB), sd L, tch R to L,-; sd R, XLIB, sd R (W wraps If under
M's L hnd in 3 steps to end wrapped pos fcg LOD),-;
3-4
M stp in plc L,R,L as W unwraps RF hold W's L M's R hnds to fc PTR/COH,-;
under M's R hnd chng sds in 3 steps, R,L,R, to end BFLY/COH,-;
sd L, cl R, sd L trn LF to bk to bk pos,-; sd R, cl L, sd R trn RF end BFLY/COH,-;
5-6
7-8
sd L,-, rec R to LOP/LOD,-; trn away from ptr sd L to LOD Rec R to BFLY/COH,-;
9-16
Repeat meas 1-8 starting to RLOD ending varsuv pos fcg LOD;;;;;;;;

1-4

UMP 4; WK 2; LIMP 4; WK 2 (BFLY/WALL);
1-2 sd L, XRIB (W XLIB), sd L, XRIB (W XLIB); fwd L,-, fwd R to BFLY/WALL,-;
3-4
REPEAT MEAS 1-2;;
SD STAIRS 8,; STRUT 4 (FC WALL);; 2 TRN 2 STPS;; TWIRL/VINE 2 APT, PT;
1-2
sd L, cl R, fwd L, cl R; sd L, cl R, fwd L, cl R;
3-4
fwd L,-, twd R,-; fwd L,-, fwd R trn to fc wall,-;
5-6
repeat meas 13-14 Part A;;
7-8
sd L, XRIB (W rf twl under lead hnds R,-, L),-; stp apt L,-, pt R twd prt,-;

INTERLUDE

1-8
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NOTES
FROM A
VETERAN MU*
by
Mac McCullar

R

ecently I visited east of the Mississippi River. While there I talked to
dancers of different so called levels of
square dancing, and found the same
club problems as in my area of the country and other areas I have visited.
A number of the problems were
pointed at the club caller, which is par for
the course. When asked about their
caller, one of the more experienced couples answered that the caller was so-so.
What they didn't say was, they have a
very small club with a square of "A" dancers, with some Plus, and the remainder
are from new to Mainstream. Now that's
a mixture, just put yourself in that caller's
position. He is trying to please the entire
group and in some ways not satisfying
everyone with the level he calls. How
would you handle it? How would Callerlab handle it?
The caller in question is said to be a
good teacher. He uses the Callerlab list,
is current on all Quarterlies, etc., but with
this mixture of dancers he is unable to
spend, or chooses not to spend time on
styling and other details. This was apparent when I visited the club. In defense of
the caller, he is very busy trying to bring
up the club level of dance and mix in the
less experienced dancers.
I talked to one of the learners at the
dance, who at one time was a dub level
dancer, club president, and association
representative of a large dub and association located in another area. Due to
illness and moving, he had to drop out of
dancing for several years, but is now
attempting a come-back with the above
group. His comments were, "The callerteacher teaches the list, and does a good
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job, but he doesn't go back and call the
basics taught often enough." Practice
makes perfect so I am told. The learner
also noted that the more experienced
dancers seem to dance together a great
deal, where have I heard that before!
Whether by design or accident it's worth
looking into.
In this learner's former club the group
always had after parties, picnics, barbecues, whereas this club has none and he
really misses that part of club activity.
When I was at the club they were having
fun, also courteous and friendly.
My thought is that small dubs will always have the problems of small classes
and mixing the new dancers with the
club, but that should not take the fun and
comradery out of it. Don't be too quick to
point the finger at the caller. This is a
cop-out. Close your hand and see where
the finger points, so help out!
In my estimation, if a person is sincere
enough to give up a night, travel a great
distance, use expensive equipment and
records and maybe not make expenses,
he/she must be okay.
Keep on dancing and I might ask who
taught the swinging Do Sa Do and from
what list? V
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i ant nubs
by Jack Murtha

S

everal years ago Jim Hilton wrote an
article about the transition problems
that occur when moving new dancers
from the learning stages of classes into
regular club level dancing. In response
he received several letters and a host of
suggestions. I wrote about two factors
that are important parts of modern
square dancing and affect this transition.
'Square dancing is a very unique recreation in several ways, but in at least two
respects it imposes extremely complicated conditions for teachers and learners to overcome:
1. We dance in randomly selected
teams of eight people.
2. As dancers we have no control over
the choreography of the dance.
There is just no other forrn of dance
similar to what we do in square dancing.
I've danced for years at social dances
where each person dances with one
partner and one of those two is in complete control of the choreography. I've
danced for years in folk and round dance
groups in which the choreography is set
and memorized, but even if you foul up,
it only affects you and your partner.
Even today in our contra and quadrille
world (these are also team activities),
dancers get to preview and practice the
choreography and have several chances
to learn it as they repeat patterns over
and over again. Only in modern square
dancing do we have the complex
problem of adjusting to a different
group of randomly selected team
members and unpredictable choreography every tip!
From an educator's standpoint, the
problems of preparing Mr. and Mrs. Av-

erage Person to dance well in the Plus
Program, given the above requirements,
means that every class member must not
just know and understand the calls and
concepts being learned, but must also be
able to regularly apply that learning in
one unpredictable situation after another. Teaching in this manner requires
a highly skilled teacher and a lot time.
These lessons must be very well learned
by all class members.
What we really have now is a sophisticated screening program that encourages those class members who learn
these dance skills easily, and who dance
a lot, to complete classes as quickly as
possible in order to seek more complex
learning opportunities. Those who are
'screened out' by this process are virtually pushed to the side, or they are left to
struggle, using their poorly developed
skills in complicated dance programs.
I believe we need to redesign our new
dancer programs and commit ourselves
to providing more party programs along
the way. I suggest we think in terms of a
two year program for this transition from
new dancer into area Plus Programs.
There are many ways to create interesting class and party programs for people
in their first two years of square dancing!
Two years is not too much time to spend
on a thorough education if our goal is to
change Mr. and Mrs. Average Person
into successful Plus dancers who are still
dancing twenty years later. Communities
can make changes in their programs
once they are convinced to do so is in
their best interests. Some of the payoff
for redesigning the transition period may
be delayed and not converted to dollars
for a year or two. However, we who derive great pleasure from our programs
need also to flip the coin and accept a
commitment to help increase our area's
participation and retention. We must
make it more likely that all who want to
learn square dance can eventually enter
our area programs successfully.
Those who participate in the present
programs like them and don't want a lot
of change. Plus dancers like their program, and would be unhappy to see it
drastically changed or eliminated. MainAmerican Squaredance. September 1994

more people and to avoid squaring up
only with members of our own club. While
rereading articles published in ASD since
1992 I found several articles stating with
strong conviction, "SQUARE DANCING
IS FRIENDSHIP SET TO MUSIC."
Friendliness is the cornerstone of today's
square dance movement and nowhere is
it practiced more graciously than at a
national convention where we dance with
many new friends tip, after tip, after tip.
As for unpredictable choreography! It
was the famous caller, Joe Lewis, who
defined the difference between the traditional dances of square dancing's early
years with the modem dancing of our
current programs. He said, "In the traditional form of square dancing everyone
knew what was coming next and wanted
to know. In today's form of square dancing no one knows what's coming next
and they don't want to know."
These two factors increase dramatically a square dance's level of difficulty
and add greatly to the complexity of our
favorite recreations, but both are essential to the pleasure and the sense of
adventure we seek. It is very important
that square dance teachers give new
dancers enough instruction, practice and
time to learn so they can become competent and successful club dancers. The
transition from class to club should be a
very exciting and rewarding time for all
our new dancers. V

stream dancers like their programs and
incidentally, there are still many areas in
the world of square dancing where Mainstream is the major area program, California not withstanding. We don't need to
change the call lists — we need to develop better area teaching and party programs using what we now have.
It is a great challenge to prepare
large numbers of new dancers for an
activity in which they must regularly
succeed while dancing unpredictable
choreography in randomly selected
teams. We have the content in place
— now we need to develop more effective programs to help new dancers
learn that content
Incidentally, we really don't spend
much time teaching these skill even
when all the guidelines are followed. If
the 41 sessions recommended for the
MS Program were compressed into regular six hour days and five day weeks,
typical of our high school programs, the
total time to MS is less than three weeks!
Not much time..."
Not much has changed since 1985
when I first wrote these comments. The
two factors are still essential parts of
today's square dance world.
Friendliness is still square dancing's
most important ideal. All of us have
learned to join the first square we come
to with an open position, to dance in
different parts of the hall so we can meet
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A UNIQUE COLLECTION OF EASY
DANCES FOR ONE NIGHT PARTIES
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LEARN BY FIDE()
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS

The
Original
SQUARE DANCE TAPES
1. BASIC 1 TRAINING TAPE - (1-23)
2. BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE - (14-49)
3. MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE
4. PLUS TRAINING TAPE
5. SINGING CALL TAPE - From Basic to Plus
ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE TAPES
6. A-1 PART A
7. A-1 PART B
8. A-1 DANCE TIPS
9. A-2 PART 1
10. A-2 PART 2
ROUND DANCE TAPES
11. WALTZ BASICS - R/D
12. TWO-STEP BASICS - R/D No. 1
13. TWO-STEP BASICS - R/D No. 2
14. EASY LEVEL ROUND (12 Two Step, 6 Waltz Routines)
15. PHASE III Waltz/Fox-trot
16. PHASE III Cha Cha/Rhumba
17. PHASE HI Tango/Jive/2 Step
18. PHASE IV Waltz
19. Phase IV Foxtrot
20. Phase IV Cha Cha/Rhumba
21. Phase IV Jive/West Coast Swing
EA.
22. Phase IV Paso Doble/Quickstep
PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING
GUITAR
23. BASIC (IUITAR
24. INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED GUITAR
ROUNDS CUED WITH HARMONY
25. CUEING WITH HARMONY (11 Two-Step, a wait: Routines)

C>

ALL
TAPES

s 3 9.95

HOW TO ORDER
Send a check or money order
(no cash please) payable to
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS, $3.50 for shipping,
handling and insurance for each
tape).
AMERICAN CURRENCY
(Shipping and Handling $10. each tape
outside U.S.A. $5 each tape for Canada)

GOLD STAR VIDEO
PRODUCTIONS
P.O. BOX 1057
SISTER, OR 97759
CALL TOLL FREE

1 -800-137-HINGE
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
VHS ONLY
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ince Ed Foote dedicated his May
"AC Lines" column to my letter, I
feel obligated to respond. First of all, my
wife and I aren't exactly newcomers to
the square dance scene, we received our
instructions in 1961.
We are satisfied dancing at the Plus
level and also enjoy dancing rounds at
levels 2 thru 4. We have no desire to
dance at higher levels, not because we
wouldn't be able to learn, but rather because we are satisfied dancing at our
present levels. This is the same reason
why I drive a Ford instead of a Lincoln. I
could afford the Lincoln, but I'm satisfied
with the Ford. Unlike Ed Foote none of
my income is derived from square dancing, whether this activity flourishes or
folds, my financial position would remain
the same. I have no drum to beat nor axe
to grind.
Ed Foote accuses me of attacking the
messenger instead of the message. I
have no problem with the message, I do
have a problem with the manner in which
the message was delivered. It was rude
and tactless. Ed Foote closes his article
by saying 'What is needed here is toler-

ance." Do these quotes from his attack
on Doris Bamer sound tolerant?
1. "It is sad that once again, we have a
person who has no idea what they are
talking about."
2. "Doris just bubbles over with the
friendly square spirit, right?"
3. "Spoken like a true anti-advanced person who has never danced the program."
I think Ed Foote should practice what
he's trying to preach. If his attack on
Doris Bamer were tolerant and tactful my
letter would not have been necessary.
This is still America Ed Foote, people
have a right to disagree.

R. Al Gagliardi,
Arnold, PA

O

ver the last few months I have
been reading various columns
complaining about the drop off in the
square dancer population and all the
remedies for the problem.
I like the work that caller lab has done
in structuring the calls into the various
levels. This makes for consistency world
wide. As a dancer and angel since 1981
and an instructor since 1991, I need the

Pewter Earrings 9'5 Pair e
(Tax & Shipping Included)
The Finest Cast Pewter on
Surgical Steel French Wires

Buy Two Pair, Mix & Match
VISA
Or

M/C

Hutton Metalcrafts
Box 418, Pocono Pines, PA 18350
(717) 646-7778 Handcrafted with pride In the USA

consistency since we use teaching tapes
arranged by Les Hokstra with Curly Custer calling
I place the blame for the drop out rate
on the great rush to turn students into
dancers, especially at the Plus level. This
puts pressure on the students and turns
them off, especially when they get
dumped into the dancing world with minimum experience in dancing at the club
level.
As a club, we have three class level
dances starting in January and we encourage our members and the students
to attend other clubs' class dances. We
encourage our students to attend other
classes, especially if it is apparent that
they need the extra work. Our club members angel often and create a friendly
atmosphere on class night. When the
students have reached Mainstream, we
encourage them to go to the dances of
Mainstream clubs in the area. I wish
there were more Mainstream clubs to
send them to.
At graduation in the middle of May, we
have taught about a quarter of the Plus
list. We continue classes into June. During the summer, we dance every week
and dance a modified Plus program.
June is reserved for review, July and
August continue with instruction from the
callers on the rest of the Plus level. New
members are expected to come out in
the fall and angel for our new class.
Over the last two years, we have had
an extremely low drop out rate. Of those
that dropped out, most were due to time
conflictions or the realization that dancing was tougher than they thought.
The following is an open letter that I
wrote to our members this year. It should
be foremost in minds and attitudes of all
dancers, callers and clubs.
Dear Friends,
New members are an invaluable asset
to our club. They are to be guarded and
nurtured for the resource that they are. I
have seen clubs that have wasted This
resource as shown in the drop out rate of
students and new members. Other clubs
have not bothered to go to the trouble
and work necessary to have classes. I
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am proud of this club in the way they
have recruited for and helped students.
The work continues, make the new
dancers feel welcome. Be aware of our
new members and recent graduates.
Please go out of your way, as you have
in the past, to include them in your
squares as couples and singles - both
men and women. Be patient as they continue to learn and improve their skills.
The class of '94 has shown dedication
and tenacity that is to be appreciated.
They will be following in the footsteps of
the class of '93 to continue to make this
club innovative, active and fun for all.
Larry Sherwood,
Keansburg, NJ

M

r. Charles F. Stamper thinks we
have "me-itis," according to his
June, 1994 letter to ASD. Mr. Stamper

KALOX—Feted—Longhorn
NEW ON KALOX:
K-1327 Fire Ball Mail
by John Saunders
K-1326 Who's The Blonde Stranger
by John Saunders

RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX:
K-1325 What It Means To Be Blue
by John Saunders
K-1324 My Window Faces The South
by John Saunders

RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN
LH-138
TWo Timin' Blues
LH-193 Freedom
LH-144
Bailin' The Jack
LH-1022 Goodnight Little Girl

NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO:
8-420-A The Angels Sing
by Birgit & Richard Maguire
8-420-8 Sugar 8. Spice
by Bill & Helen Stairwalt

RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO:
B-419-A Side By Side
by Jack & Ann Von der Heide
B.419-B Sweet Dreams
by Richard & JoAnne Lawson

NEW ON CROW:
C-002 Oklahoma Hills
by Bill Crowson
C-001 Calendar Girl
by Bill Crowson

2832 Live Oak Dr. Mesquite TX 75150
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like", "I feel better spiritually when we
greet each other with love and respect."
Hoo boy. "Lord, I thank Thee that I am
not as other men. Unjust. Adulterers..."
Well anyway, we'll leave it to you ASD
readers to decide who has the worse
case of "me-itis" here.
We do thank you for bringing us the
message Brother Stamper, but alas,
we'll probably keep backsliding into our
old sinful ways, straying from the path of
righteousness with our willful insistence
on making our own decisions about who
we should "lighten up' on, and who we
"need" in square dancing.
And if as a result, Mr. and Mrs. ThereAre-Other-Things-In-Life-Besides-Squ
are-Dancing quit dropping in to our
dances as usual, three or four times a
year, well, we'll just have to try to struggle
along without them, best we can.
Gus Mirsalis
Richmond Hts., Ohio

doesn't explain what he means by "meitis," and we can't find it in Funk and
Wagnalls. So we'll just have to go with
the assumption that "me-itis" means an
excessive preoccupation with oneself, or
"me."
If this is true, then it must also be true
that a person with "me-itis" would lean
toward habitual use of words that refer to
"me," such as, "I, me, my, mine." This
assumption leads to an interesting comparison between Mr. Stamper's letter
and ours.
In our March ASD letter there is not a
single occurrence of "I, me, my, mine."
However, when we read Mr. Stamper's
June ASD letter, what do we find? "Excuse me...", "...I think...", "...if I...", "Did I
...", "I have been dancing for more than
eleven years..."
That's very interesting Mr. Stamper.
Somehow its significance here eludes
us, but that's very interesting. But let's
continue with Mr. Stamper's letter. "My
club..." (Mr. Stamper apparently owns a
square dance club.) "I doubt...", "I like...I

Round Dance Video Tapes
for Dancers and Teachers
®00
Cost per tape is - $43.00

Send Orders to:
ROUNDALAB Video Office
do Sharon & Casey Parker
1032 Compass Lane
Manteca, CA 95336
1

Phase I
1 Tape
Phase II
1 Tape
Phase III
1 Tape
l'hase IV
2 Tapes
Phase V
2 Tapes
Phase VI
2 Tapes
Full Set ($350.00) 9 Tapes
Available in VHS or PAL format
Ca. residents add 7 3/4% state tax

(ROUNDALAB members write for information on member discount)

Shipping Fees
48 Continental U.S. - $7.00 for the 1st tape and $1.00 for each additional tape.
Shipments Overseas by air - $16.00 for the 1st tape and $5.00 for each additional tape.
Hawaii, Canada , Overseas by surface - $13.00 for the 1st tape and $1.50 for
each additional tape.
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Gentlepersons:
AMEN! AMEN! AMEN! Sister Weinrub, for your comments to Feedback in
the July 1994 edition of ASD! You are
right on target!
My astrological sign is Cancer, and I
learn a lot just by watching and listening.
However, I don't just listen to words, I
listen for patterns which are the causes
of the symptoms. All this hogwash about
the technicalities of square dancing driving away dancers are symptoms. Everything I see and read ultimately points to
the fact that the majority of the dancers
who are in places of leadership have
forgotten about the people. If they haven't forgotten, they have lost their nerve
to tell the techno-snobs to shut up or
leave. It is those who insist on the perfection of the techniques of the dance who
shut out those who want more relaxed
fun than technical proficiency. Don't get
me wrong, I do believe we must all be
able to execute the calls since the purpose of the organization is square dancing. However, many or most have
crossed over the techno-snob line.
And those hearty souls who insist on
claiming the sanctity of family values as
the salvation of square dancing are totally off the mark. I'd as soon dance with
a "sinner" who cared about me as a

human being as i would a pious "Christian" whose only vision of life is that which
exists within their defined borders. A very
interesting statistic would be the number
of children who dance of those who are
most vocal about a family-value activity.
And even more interesting would be the
number of dancers who have lusted after
another's spouse (not to mention actually committed the sinful deed) who decry the presence of single dancers in
what they believe should be a couplesonly activity.
Putting people's needs back into
square dancing is far more important
than changing the programs of instruction. We will not be able to turn back the
clock and forget the technical progress
that has been made in square dancing.
We c6n, however, focus on people's
needs to achieve, to belong, to be appreciated, to be loved, to be acknowledged,
to be respected as an individual of worth.
We have a healthy activity which is
changing, but the basic needs of the
people never change.
Very truly yours,
Charles F. Stamper
Western Star Dancers
San Francisco, CA

SETS IN ORDER BOOKS AND OTHER SQUARE DANCE PRODUCTS OFFERED BY

Five Year Calendars.
Handboks for
Basic-Mainstream,
Plus, Sr Indoctrinatin.
Line Dance Books,
Line Dance Glossary.

NEW ENGLAND CALLER
P.O. BOX 8069
LOWELL, MA 01853
Basic Round Dancing.
Diplomas - Sq. Dance
Rd. Dance, Arch Angel,
Appreciation Awards.
Needle notes, Square
Dancing, The Other Stuff

Sq. Dancers On Slate.
Books, A-1-A-2,C-1,
C-2, C-3A. Videos, Basic.
Mainstream, Plus, A-1,
A-2. Caller Text
Caller Teacher Manual.

Call - 1-800-666-6733 FOR PRODUCT PRICES AND INFORMATION
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Round Dance

PULSE POLL
Phase II
Don't Rock the
Jukebox
Do You Know Where
Your Man Is
By The Light of The
Silvery Moon
Shirley
Missouri Waltz
Trashy Woman
Everyday
Phase III
For A Little While
Hitchhike
Somethin's Stupid
Open Arms
Santa Catalina Jive
Phase IV
A' La Mer
Don't Be Mean
Mama's Rumba
Mountain of Love
Phase V
Living a Lie
Adios Mundo
Now
Phase VI
Daddy Cha
Emily Emily
To All The Girls
Classic
Begin the Beguine
Pop Goes The Movies
My Love

MOST POPULAR DANCES
voted and enjoyed by 240 National
Carousel Clubs
(Adv. and High-Int. Levels)
1. Castles & Kings (Slater)
2. Jean (Lambert/Morales)
3. Picardy Foxtrot (Slater)
4. III Could Write A Book (Childers)
5. Are You Still Mine (Blackman/Goss)
6. Penny For Your Thoughts (Slater)
7. Charade (Kemmerer)
8. Strange Music (Esqueda)
9. In The Still of The Night (Slater)
10. South Of The porder (Bahr)
11. Waltz at Sunset (Childers)
12. A Lovely Evening (Childers)
13. Just a Tango (Childers)
14. How He Did Foxtrot (Goss)
15. Someone Must Feel Like a Fool (Collier)
16 Fiesta Tango (Palmquist)
Roundalab ROQ:
Phase II—None
Phase Ill—Shimmy Cha (Sobala)
Collectibles 0153A
Phase IV—Come Dance Foxtrot
(Roumagoux)
Roper JH410
Phase V—None
Phase VI—To All The Girls(Kiehm/Goss)
Columbia 38-04217
Classic
La Pura (Goss)
Special Pressing
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ROUNDALAB
Golden Classic List —1994
Phase II
A Taste of the Wind +2
M Night
Baby O'Mine
Birth of the Blues
Buffy
Could I have this Dance +1
Dancing Shadows
French Brown
Feelin
Good Old Girls +1
Hot Lips
Houston
Hush +2
Jocelyn's Waltz
Kontiki +1
Maria Rumba +1
Mexicali Rose
My Love +1
Neapolitan Waltz
Pearly Shells
Piano Roll Waltz
Roses for Elizabeth
Shiek of Araby
Spaghetti Rag
Street Fair
Take One Step
TVs of My Fingers
Very Smooth +1
Walk Right Back
Phase III
A Continental Good Night
Alice Blue Gown +1
Answer Me
Apres L'Entriente +1
Autumn Leaves +2
Beautiful River
Butterfly
Crazy Eyes +2
Dance
Desert Song +2

Dream Awhile
Elaine +1
Folsom Prison Blues
Games Lovers Play
Hallelujah
In the Arms of Love +1
I wart a Quickstep +1
Lisbon Antigua
Moon Over Naples
Patricia
Pop Goes the Movies
Tango Mannita
That Happy Feeling
Third Man Theme
Phase IV
Adios +1
Biloxi Lady
Gazpacho Cha
Hooked on 9.ving
Lazy Sugarkot +1
Marilyn, Marilyn +1
Rainbow Foxtrot +2
Three AM. +1
Till Tomorrow
Phase V
Caress
Hawaiian Wedding Song
Lovely Lady +2
Maria Elena
Para Esto +1
Riviere de Lune +1
Send Her Roses
Sugar Stomp +1
Tampa Jive +1
The Singing Piano Waltz
Waltz Tramonle +1
Wyoming Lullaby +2
Phase VI
Cavatina
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QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND
DANCE MUSIC BY:
SOUTHERN SATISFACTION
Elmer Sheffield Jr

• • BRAND NEW
Bob Newman

Craig Rowe

ESP - 195 ELVIS & ANDY by Elmer
ESP - 194 I SWEAR by Elmer
ESP - 193 IF BUBBA CAN DANCE (I Can Too) by Elmer
ESP - 908 GIMMIE THAT WINK by Steve
ESP - 413 JAMMI'N (Hoedown)
ESP - 532 LOVE BUG by Bob

• • RECENT
ESP - 191 THAT'S MY STORY by Jerry
ESP - 190 AS FAST AS YOU by Elmer
ESP - 412 STRUTTI'N (Hoedown) by Elmer
ESP - 187 I DON'T NEED NO ROCKIN CHAIR by Elmer

Stave Kopman

„ P4
by ESP a

Same Music By
SOUTHERN
SATISFACTION

Joe Porritt

• • BRAND NEW
JP/ESP - 7003 BRING ME SUNSHINE by Bill
JP/ESP - 329 LITTLE LESS TALK by Mark

• • RECENT
JP/ESP - 236 REAL GOOD TIME by Joe
JP/ESP - 328 TRAVEL ON by Mark
Bill Harrison

WRITE FOR CATALOG AND INFORMATION
ESP, 2213 S. Adams St., Tallahassee, FL 32301
Mark Turner
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PEOPLE
PROBLEMS
by Bill Walsh

T

he discussion about the number of
calls we ask new dancers to learn
continues. For four years, many ASD
articles have asked for shorter lists. The
response is often that there is no problem
with the current Mainstream List. The
response misses the point. The list is not
at fault. The problems exist because it is
seldom used as was intended. Callerlab
suggests the list be taught and that people dance at that level for a year while
learning the Plus list. The logic is sound.
European callers report the system
works well. It also works well in some
areas in this country. We have enjoyed
Mainstream dancing with many clubs,
almost always in rural areas, where
neighboring clubs were far enough apart
to avoid competition. In such places,
we've noticed the dancers are usually
good dancers that know the level well.
This is exactly what the European callers
say about their dancers. Having danced
in all fifty states, we have found another
situation where Mainstream dancing is
successful. That is where a caller, usually through control of a hall, is able to
offer a different level each night of the
week. His dancers are seldom encouraged to visit other groups, thus they are
somewhat isolated. These successes
prove the current arrangement of lists
can work.
Unfortunately, the described situations usually do not exist. In urban areas, there are few or no Mainstream
clubs. We have all watched these clubs
fold. They recruit and teach new dancers,
then watch the neighboring Plus clubs
rounce on the best graduates. VVho is left
to run the Mainstream club? The program, on paper, is great, but when people
are added, experience shows it fails.
Being human, people do not want to
dance "just" Mainstream, when Plus is
available across town. Further, callers
are anxious to teach the next level. This,
again, is human nature at work. Only a
American Squaredance, September 1994

few callers are financially well rewarded.
More lessons are one of the ways a caller
can increase income. When dancers feel
compelled to climb the ladder, and it is at
least mildly rewarding financially,
wouldn't you expect the caller to encourage more lessons? The longer the lists,
the more he can teach. Unfortunately, the
longer lists cause more drop outs, and
fewer dancers.
We teach Plus, but we dance "soft
Plus." Keith Rippeto's thoughtful article in
the May '94 issue of ASD accurately
describes the situation. I know many
other callers agree. Very few dancers
can handle the Plus Level, thus it is rarely

Your pin-on
badges need —

— to protect clothing
from pin holes
and tears
At your Square Dance Shop
and Badge Maker
DEALERS: Call or write for brochure

BADGE HOLDERS, IIIC.
PO Box 540845
Grand Prairie, Tx
75054-0845
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called, but some reduced version of it, or
Soft Plus, is called. Further, these callers
agree that many of the commonly omitted
calls are from the Basic or Mainstream
list. The defenders of status quo are really defending "Soft Plus" which has no
universally accepted definition, but which
forces dancers to learn many calls that
are seldom used.
Keith also mentions polling the dancers. This is now being done. The question
asked is, 'Would you want all dancing
below Advanced to be rolled into one
level?" I have no doubt the dancers will
give that a resounding NO, despite the
fact it is exactly what exists today. If there
are only Plus clubs, there is, really, only
one level.
If you were looking for a new activity,
would you select one that required two
years training before you could participate at the most common, and frequently
the only available level? Of course not.
Thus, many of us try to teach the entire
list through Plus in one season. We now
offer thirty-two lessons, and turn out
dancers who are not ready to participate

in the Soft Plus activity that is available.
The National Directory shows 222 clubs
active in Ohio. Twelve are listed as Mainstream clubs, only twelve places in a
large state for the recruit to dance. I
recently read that there is no Mainstream
club in New Jersey. What chance do
people have to dance Mainstream for
one year?
Compare the situation to Country
Western dancing, where a new dancer is
able to participate after the first lesson.
What other pastime requires so many
lessons before permitting the newcomer
to become part of it? Why do we have a
hard time attracting recruits? The answer
is very obvious. People are looking for
ease of entry, and we throw up lengthy
time barriers.
I am a dancer, not a caller. Thus I am
in no position to judge the merits of the
two major caller organizations, but I do
know that the shortened list proposed by
the American Caller's Association will
help me recruit and keep new dancers.
That should be everyone's goal.

SPRINGTIME IN THE SMOKIES
ADVANCED & CHALLENGE SPECTACULAR
April 6-9, 1995
3 Halls A2 - C1 - C2

Fontana Village Resort
Fontana Dam, North Carolina
Hardwood Floors - Great Sound
NEW Central Heat & Alr
Computer Squares

Steve Kopman • Bill Harrison • Ray Denny
Tennessee

Maryland

Tennessee

For Information write or call:
Debbie Kopman - 1305 Whitower Drive, Knoxville, TN 37919
(615) 691-1580
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WHY CALLERS DON'T JOIN
THE ASSOCIATIONS
by Larry Brockett

I

have been calling 40 years. In 1954
when I started calling I joined the
Southern California Callers Association
in Los Angeles. They were very helpful to
new callers, but didn't mind telling them
if they were doing something wrong and
would help rectify it at the time. I believe
Southern California Callers Association

was the largest in the country with several hundred members at that time.
About 15 or 16 years ago I wrote to
Callerlab and asked a few questions. I
did not receive an answer. Last month I
wrote to American Callers Association
and asked them several questions. The
main one was why should a caller join
BMI and ASCAP if he didn't record, and
was it mandatory as I have not talked to
one caller that wanted to join. Could a
caller be fined for calling a dance if he
didn't belong, and who's bright idea was
this. Again, I did not get any answers to

RECORDS
Daryl Clendenin
(503)285-7431

elk
John Kwaiser
(303)667-3440

CHINOOK RECORDS

Doug Davis
(510)606-0540

CK-118 ONE MORE TOWN by John
CK-117 THINK OF ME by Jerry
CK-116 THAT'S HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU by Daryl
CK-115 TAKE A LOT OF PRIDE by Guest, Wade Driver
CK-114 SUNSHINE by Dave
CK-113 COOL DRINK OF WATER by John
CK-112 A BETTER LOVE NEXT TIME by Daryl
CK-111 DON'T WAKE ME UP by Jerry

Jerry Junck
(402)585-4829

CHINOOK HOEDOWN
CK-513 DILEMMA/POKEY JO
CK-512 WHITE LINE / SHORT LINE
ROUNDS ON CHINOOK
Ray & Virginia
Walz
(503)364-4977

CK-1102 MY CUP RUNETH OVER by Ray & Virginia
CK-1103 TWO BROKEN HEARTS (HUSBANDS & WIVES)
/ ANITA by Dan & Doris Sobala

Bob Finley
(406)682-7534

HOEDOWNER RECORDS

<,40EU0/,
I
`'in

HD-129 ALONG FOR THE RIDE by Bob
HD-128 TIME CHANGES EVERYTHING by Doug
H D -127 THAT'S WHAT I LIKE ABOUT YOU by Bob

Dave Craw
(317)874-2448

PRODUCED BY CLENDENIN ENTERPRISES
fired record orders and dealer inquires to:
GATEWAY RECORD SERVICE, 11915 N.E. Halsey, Portland, OR 97229
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my questions, but they did send me an
application and some literature. I realize
that times change, however not always
forthe best, after calling for 40 years, and
I don't consider myself a fuddie duddie,
but I see no advantage in joining. If I was
calling 4 or 5 nights a week as I did from
1955 to 1975 it would be a different ball
game, and if I was recording 6 times a
year. Why would a caller pay $80 to $110

a year to join the association plus even
more to join BMI and ASCAP? Speaking
for myself I doubt that the man that was
responsible for getting all four couples
working at the same time instead of just
two, and also the man that started sight
calling (Les Gotcher) would join unless
there were a lot of advantages that I don't
know about. 6/

Complete Square Dance Floor For Sale - $3500.00 OBO
Size: 60' x 72' 3/4" Ext. Plywood on 2" x 4" frames
Price includes floor; caller's stand; OH lighting;
all electrical hook up; and colorful parachutes for over floor.
Located near Grants Pass, OR. You Haul.
Contact: Ronald Hollensted - 1034 S.E. Clarey
Grants Pass, Or 97526 (503) 476-7650

Pat Barbour
Texas

Naturing World Class Talent
3350-A Highway 6 South, Suite 547 ' Sugar Land, TX 77478 U.S.A.
Phone/FAX (713) 980-8339

I

Brand New Releases

Mike Sikorsky
California

I

ER 1001 'Easy Come, Easy Go' - Pat Barbour
ER 1002 'Shoulder' Been A Cowboy' - Mike Sikorsky

Mac O'Jima
Japan

ER 1003 'If Tomorrow Never Comes' - Mac O'Jima
ER 1004 'Pain In My Heart' - Mitchell Osawa
ER 1005 'Big Mamou" - Koji Harai
Soon To Be Released

Mitchell Osawa
Japan

I

ER 1006 'Get Back' - Jin Kobayashi

Koji Harai
Japan
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Steve Edlund
Canada

Jin Kobayashi
Japan
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portable sound
systems

OUTSTANDING - PERFORMANCE, QUALITY,
AND SERVICE

• SOUND SYSTEMS
• SPEAKERS
• THE DIRECTOR COLUMN
• MICROPHONES

AC-300C

• WIRELESS MICS
• SPEAKER STANDS

HT 100

• RECORD CASES
• TAPE RECORDERS
• CORDS AND CABLES
• ASSISTIVE LISTENING SYSTEMS
Phone or write for
complete information
package with prices.

WA 180

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.
1033-E Shary Circle ■ Concord, CA 94518

Phone: 510-682-8390 FAX: 510-682-8497
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BIRMINGHAM: THE MAGIC CITY
he Special Events Committee will
provide seven one-day tours which
will give you an opportunity to see some
of Alabama during the 44th NSDC.
Find out firsthand how Birmingham
earned the nickname "The Magic City"
by taking one of the morning or aftemoon
tours on Tuesday, June 21st through
Saturday, June 25th.

T

Some of the sights to be seen include
Vulcan, the mythical Roman god of the
forge, cast from 100 percent Birmingham
iron ore. Vulcan is the second tallest
statue in the U.S. (after the Statue of
Liberty). Since Vulcan is on the crest of
a mountain, he surveys the City of Birmingham from an elevation of nearly six
hundred feet.
Also enjoy Cobb Lane, a quaint pedestrian shopping area; historic Five
Points South, Birmingham's premiere
dining and entertainment district; the Birmingham Civil Rights Institute; the
32

University of Alabama at Birmingham
covering 70 city blocks and including the
UAB Medical Center, recently ranked as
one of the nation's three best medical
centers; and Birmingham's City Center,
rich in architecture, civic landmarks,
manicured parks and tree-lined streets.
The city tours cost $18. For more information on other tours, call the Alabama Registration Office (205)
833-NSDC.
IS THIS YOUR FIRST CONVENTION?
if the 44th NSDC in Birmingham will be
your first convention, well guess what?
There will be many first-timers to keep
you company.
The last time Alabama hosted the National was in 1985 with an attendance of
17,781. For many dancers, this is a oncein-a-lifetime experience, since it takes
place close to home approximately every
10 to 12 years.
American Squaredance, September 1114

4.11NINETEENTH ANNUAL
Don Armstrong

CONTRA HOLIDAY
Thanksgiving Week-end

Nov. 24-27, 1994
At the beautiful YORKTOWNE HOTEL, York, PA
Thursday evening through Sunday lunch
Complete package only: hotel accomodations and all meals,
Optional Gourmet Thanksgiving Dinner available.
CONTRAS PRIMARILY, but also: SQUARES, QUADRILLES,
LANCERS, OLD TIME BALLROOM, ROUND DANCE,
FOLK DANCE, ENGLISH/SCOTTISH/IRISH COUNTRY DANCE
DON & MARIE ARMSTRONG, Canon City. CO
DICK & SUE LEGER, Bristol, RI
BILL & BARBARA JOHNSTON. Skippack, PA
Write for Brochure: Box 138, Skippack, PA 19474
Telephone/FAX: 610-584-4220

Some of the many fun things you will
get to enjoy are dancing to different callers, a fashion show, educational panels,
exhibition groups, vendors for your shopping convenience, trail-end dances, after
parties, door prizes, tours and much
more.
When you register for the Convention,
be sure to order a Program Book and a
Bus Pass. The Program Book costs $3
(increases to $5 after April 30, 1995,
subject to availability). The Bus Pass is
essential to getting around town and
costs $15 ($25 after April 30, 1995). If
you pre-register, both will be in your registration packet when you get to Birmingham in 1995!

covers the northern part of the state and
flattens out to the bayou lands in the
southern region.
Alabama's rivers have played an important role in our state's wealth and
development from the earliest days of
Indian settlements along their banks to
modern day projects such as the Tennessee Valley Authority's hydroelectric
complex.

SET YOUR SIGHTS ON ALABAMA
IN 19951

Birmingham, nestled in the central
part of the state, was founded in 1871
amidst hills so red with iron that one was
fittingly named Red Mountain. It was the
plentiful coal, iron and limestone - ingredients for making steel - that made Birmingham a booming town until the
Depression. After that, Birmingham's
iron and steel industry never fully recovered.

labama, whose name means "brush
gatherers" in Choctaw, has a dramatically varied terrain. The end of the
tree-covered Appalachian mountains

While in Birmingham, visit Sloss Furnaces National Historic Landmark. For
nine decades, Sloss Furnace produced
most of the pig iron that fed the city's
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foundnes and steel mills. Today, it is the
only preserved example of 20th century
iron-making technology in the world.
BIRMINGHAWJEFFERSON
CIVIC CENTER
h the recent completion of a $140
million expansion project, the Birmingham-Jefferson Civic Center
emerged as one of the finest meeting
facilities in the country. The handsome
structure covers almost seven city
blocks, with a 19,000 seat Coliseum,
3,000 seat Concert Hall, 1,000 seat
Theater and a 220,000 square foot Exhibition Hall. A 400,000 square foot projects mart adjoins the center, housing the
nation's first medically-oriented trade
mart. The multi-use facility attracts 1.5
million visitors annually for a wide range
of events. Dynamic architecture, a great
central piazza and generous landscaping make it a landmark.
there will be a total of seventeen
dance halls including the Civic Center,
the Ballrooms of the Sheraton, and Boutwell Auditorium. All dancing will be under
one roof, except for Singles and Country
Western which will utilize Boutwell Auditorium across the street from the Civic
Center.
The dance floors at the 44th NSDC in
Birmingham will include 9,558 square
feet of carpet, 73,499 square feet of tile,
and 146,510 square feet of cement.
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ALABAMA'S DANCING DOLLS
labama has five sets of dancing dolls,
all dressed in 44th NSD attire. From
the 43rd NSDC in Portland, Oregon they
will dance their way across the country
with many square dance clubs. If your
club receives a set of these dolls, please
display them at your dance, and then
pass them on to another club. As we
eagerly await the return of our dancing
dolls to Birmingham in June 1995, we will
be tracking their progress via postcards

A

that will be provided with each set. Be
sure to mail one of these self-addressed
postcards back to our Dancing Dolls
Trackers, Paul and Elise Place.
OAK MOUNTAIN STATE PARK
irmingham and surrounding areas
have parks that provide facilities for
walking, tennis, swimming, picnicking
and the like, but Alabama's largest metropolitan area also has the largest state
park: Oak Mountain State Park, with just
under 10,000 acres. Located 15 miles
south from town on 1-65, the park has
landscape features ranging from picturesque valleys to rocky ridges. Facilities
include improved and primitive campsites, family cottages, a gold course, lake
with marina, picnic areas, swimming, hiking and walking trails, and tennis courts.
Recently opened are a nature center and
the Treetop Nature Trail where injured
wildlife are cared for.

B

TIPS FOR THE RV'ER
f you plan to stay in Alabama after the
I 44th NSDC (and we hope you will), we
have many campground options. You

can choose from approximately nineteen
State Parks, twelve Corps of Engineers
Parks, several Good Sam Parks, and
National Forest campgrounds. There are
several private campgrounds such as
Coast to Coast, KOA, and Escapee

parks on the coast. You can obtain more
information from Alabama State Parks
Reservations, (800) ALA-PARK or AAA
Alabama Motorist Association, 2305
Fifth Avenue, Birmingham, AL 35203,
phone (205) 323-4491. t/
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NEW HOEDOWNS
MAR-3002 Skunk Island Rag
MAR-3003 Ruby-Dee
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NEW RELEASES
MAR-604 Love Bug
MAR-605 God Bless Texas
MAR-1102 Daddy Laid the Blues.

by thin
by Vein
by Qrd9

PAST RELEASES
MAR-1001 Even Cowboys Like a Little
Rock n' Roll
MAR-1101 Where The Sidewalk Ends

UPCOMING RELEASES:
by Mark
MAR-702 My Town
by Bill
MAR-802 Miracle
by Fred
by Cindy MAR-902 Old Time Religion by J.R
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KEEP 'EM SQUARED UP WITH HI-HAT &
BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS
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BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS
HH 5169 - Livin' On Refired Dreams by Tom Miller
ELK 031 - Surround Me With Love (Sing-a-long) by Buddy Weaver
HH 662 - Dolly Hoe Flip Hoedown (2Cpl.)(A-1)by Bronc Wise
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS
Moly Flrstenourg HH 5168 - Dry Bones by Marty Firstenburg
HH 5167 - TR.O.U.B.L.E. by Wayne McDonald
HH 5166 • Hooked On A Feeling by Bronc Wise
HH 5165 - Golden Memories And Silver Tears by Ernie Kinney
HH 5164 - Your Cheatin' Heart by Wayne McDonald
HH 661 - Petticoat Hoedown Flip Hoedown (2 Cpl) (A-2)
by Bronc Wise
ELK 030 - Guitars & Cadillacs (Sing-A-Long) by Bronc Wise
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ELK SING-A-LONGS AND HI-HAT PIONEER TAPES ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE PRODUCER
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BRAND NEW ON BLUE RIBBON
BR 281 - I'm Gonna' Hold On To The Love I've Got by Bill Stone
BR 1012 - Golden Memories (Round) by Jimmy & Carol Griffin
BR 1011 - Now or Never (Round) by Ed & Esther Haynock

&II Donahue
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RECENT BEST SELLERS ON BLUE RIBBON
BR 277 - You Look So Good In Love by David Murray
BR 276 - How Come You Do Me Like You Do by Jerry Biggerstaff Jerry Gulledge
BR 1010 - A Fool Such As I (Round) by Jimmy & Carol Griffin

PRODUCER: ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES, 3925 N. TOLLHOUSE ROAD
FRESNO, CA 93726 PHONE: 209-227-2764
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Here's a great idea that was sent to us by
Charles Daniels of Cottonwood, Arizona that
should help make your dances a bit more organized.
John Toth and I noticed that the better dancers seemed to dance together and the lesser
skilled never got the opportunity to learn from
the better dancers. We decided there must be a
way without creating hard feelings. Being computer nerds, we decided to try and combine the
two things we loved the most, square dancing
and computers.
The cards system is not a new idea, but we
noticed that in the cards we had seen, couples
that came in together, spent most of the tips
together. A randomly generated numbering
system would not do that since it would be just
like putting all the numbers in a hat and drawing
for each tip. The cards are great for classes and
workshops. Since the numbers are randomly
generated, they rotate dancers from square to
square so that cliques don't form and all couples
have a chance to interact with each other.
Our cards go to 53 couples but could be
extended to 132 couples. Each card is encased
in a plastic holder which keeps it from becoming soiled. They are easy to read and fit in your
shirt pocket.
The introduction price for 53 cards is $39.95
plus $4.50 shipping and handling. Replacement
cards will be supplied for $1.00 each with a
minimum of $3.00 plus $1.50 shipping. They
may be ordered from Charlie Daniels, 1796
Shawnee Trl, Cottonwood, AZ 86326 phone
(602) 646-9167. Generally the FAX is on and
is the same number above. Checks should be
payable to C.H. Daniels. Sony, no plastic. ✓
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also, Club/festival Booking Agents:
Ask For Our Listing For Available
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Stamped return Envelope Stan Burdick
PO Box 2678, Silver Bay. NY 12874
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Roy Vanvactor of Radcliff, KY shared a solo/line dance with me while we spent the
Memorial Day weekend together at the KDF affair at Elizabethtown, KY. He calls his
dance the...
FRIED EGGS
Record: "Fried Eggs" CDC #CDC-M07A by THE ANALOGUE PERCUSSION
Footwork: All start with Left foot
Intro: Wait four (4) measures
MEAS:
1 VINE LEFT THREE AND TOUCH;
side L,cross R Behind L,side L,touch R To L;
2 BALANCE RIGHT AND LEFT;
side R,step in place UR,side L,step in place R/L;
3 VINE RIGHT THREE AND TOUCH;
side R,cross L behind R,side R,touch L to R;
4 BALANCE LEFT AND RIGHT;
side L,step in place R/L,side R,step in place L/R;
5 TWO CROSS POINTS;
cross L in front of R,point R to side,cross R in front of L, point L to side;
6 TWO CROSS POINTS;
repeat measure 5;
7 HITCH FORWARD THREE;
forward L,close R to L,back L,hold one beat;
8 HITCH BACK THREE AND TURN RIGHT 1/4;
back R,close L to R,forward R,tum right face 1/4;
DANCE GOES THRU SEVEN (7) TIMES COMPLETE, ON THE EIGHTH TIME
THRU THE FOUR (4) CROSS POINTS AND FREEZE....

The JUDGE say's subscribe to AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE
$20.00 for 12 issues
$23.00 for Canada (U.S.)
$32.00 for Foreign (U.S.)
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, ST, ZIP

661 Middlefield Road, Salinas, CA 93906-1004

With the start of another school year, Jean Siffin of Solon, OH offers a simple little
mixer that can get the kids meeting one another in a hurry. She suggests using this
dance with ages 4 and older. With the weather still pleasant, it might well be danced
out of doors on the playground or at recess. I have been finding great use from it
with my adult groups. It is truly a "quick-teach" routine. Jean calls it the...
POLLY WOLLY DOODLE MIXER
Formation: Double circle, facing partner. Boys with back to center of hall,
girls back to wall.
Can be danced as a singing game to the tune of same name or it
Music:
works well with any 32 bar music.
Routine:
Counts:
1-4
Sashay 4 steps to gents left. (Ladies right).
5-8
Two hand turn half way around.
9-16
Repeat 1-8.
17-20 Bow and curtsy twice to partner.
21-25 Stamp right, stamp left, then R,L,R, men face left on last count.
26-32 While ladies clap hands, men walk left around the circle with a
step, step and 1,2,3 and another step, step and 1,2,3 to face a
new partner to face a new partner.
(Steps are slow, slow, quick, quick, quick.)
From Sheffield, England, Al Green offers a square dance which he states his dancers enjoy very much, in fact, they have voted it their favorite quadrille/singing call
which is the...
CHARLES POLKA QUADRILLE
Break,

Figure,

Left allemand, dosado,
Circle left all the way,
Sides face Grand square.
Four ladies chain over and back,
Circle left halfway, left allemand,
Weave the ring, dosado, (take the corner) promenade.

Also from England, Winchester this time, Henry Garfath shares a cheerful little longways routine which he says developed "from the need for a simple floor-warmer in
confined spaces." It is based loosely on the Cumberland Reel and the Cumberland
Square Eight. Henry has named it the...
COMBERLAND GAP
Formation: Longways for four couples.
Any 32 bar music although Henry likes "Alabama Jubilee."
Music:
Routine:
Meas:
End couples gallop down center to change places and return
1-8
(I leave them to sort out how to pass - it adds to the fun!).
9-16
Middle couples right-hand star half round and left hand star back.
17-24 All face caller, led by top couple separate, go single file to
bottom, meet partner and return to places.
25-32 Bottom three couples make arches while top couple go through
arches to bottom. All swing partner.

EASY LEVEL SOLO DANCES
THE BOB HOWELL COLLECTION
byBob Howell and 011ie Mae Ray
Whether you're a teacher, recreation professional, leader or caller, or just
want to learn the latest steps, Easy Level Solo Dances:
The Bob Howell Collection has just what it takes to get your toes
tappin and your hips swinging.
$21.95 per book. Add $3.50 shipping U.S.; $5.50 Canada & Mexico;
$10.50 US dollars all other countries.
ORDER FROM: Siddall & Ray Publications for Dance
1017 Williamsburg Dr., Charleston, IL 61920

by
Ed Foote

BEYOND BASIC CHALLENGE
Last month we discussed the Basic
Challenge Program (C-1). The next program beyond C-1 is EXTENDED CHALLENGE (C-2). There are about 100 calls at
this program and is for the established C-1
dancer who wishes to dance additional
calls and be exposed to more difficult positions.
The C-1 and C-2 programs have the
most number of dancers within the Challenge community. It has been estimated
that 85% of all dancers involved in Challenge have no interest in going beyond the
C-2 program. There is a great deal of material called and considerable success by
the dancers. The caller tries to insure this
success by using directional calling as
much as possible to help the dancer thru
the material.
It should be noted that there is no increase in the speed of calling at any Challenge program. Challenge is definitely
meant to be a "dance" and not a speed
contest.

ADVANCED
CHALLENGE (C-3)
This program is divided into two parts:
C-3A consists of about 75 calls and has
very few "concept calls." Concept calls are
considered much more difficult than standard calls. C-3B is significantly more difficult
than C-3A. It consists of about 75 calls with
several of these being "concept calls."
The C-3 dancers are looking for very
difficult material and many additional calls.
These dancers usually have a great deal of
time to devote to Challenge dancing, as
well as great reaction to difficult positions.
Tape dancing is considered a necessity at
this level, as the dancers want to be able
to handle well all the material used by a
variety of Challenge callers.

Compared to the first two programs of
Challenge, there are not many dancers at
C-3. However, some regions of the country
have a moderate number of these dancers.

STAR CHALLENGE (C-4)
Dancers here are looking for the toughest the caller can give them. They must be
able to see and understand unbelievably
complex positioning and also remember
Challenge calls of long ago that are no
longer being used at other programs. C-4
dancers need to know between 150-200
calls beyond those used at C-3B.
There are very few dancers at this program, perhaps 20 squares in the entire
country. Because C-4 has become so difficult, recently there have been C-4 Basic
dances held. These involve a large number
of call "names" but eliminate much of the
very complex positioning.
Overall, Challenge will always be a minority part of the total square dance community. But its value is that it keeps
thousands of people in square dancing
who might otherwise drop out. Detractors
of Challenge claim that Challenge dancers
want to recruit everyone into Challenge.
This is not true, because that would simply
water-down Challenge by forcing people to
dance where they do not want to dance,
resulting in no fun for anyone. Challenge
dancers only seek to recruit those who are
truly interested in doing more and have
proven themselves to be solid dancers at
previous programs. ✓
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Bob Huff
602-892-8816

Gay Mohmen
816-394-2667

Lee Mcin
918-451-0048

B8 Volner. A CA
314-471-0392
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Dave Guile
307-638.3541

RIchad Lane
602-305-1217

Son Lowe
803-269-1927

Shane Greer
918-485-8772

Guy Adcrni
815-654-1061

HOT 4 BAR B RELEASES
4B-8127 WHY BABY WHY - Lee
4B-8126 MILLION DOLLAR BABY Gary
4B-8125 JUST ONE TIME - Gary
48-8124 A DOG NAMED BOO - Mike
4B-6123 ACROSS THE ALLEY FROM THE ALAMO Lee
48-6122 YOU ARE THE ONE • BIll
4B-6121 YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLIN - Lee
HOT QUADRILLE RELEASES
WHY DIDN'T I THINK OF THAT - Dave
0-904
WOMAN, SENSUOUS WOMAN - Shane
0-903
MORNIN' DEW - Guy (Patter)
Q-902
0-901
APPLEJACK - Bob
0-900
NICKELS AND DIMES -Sam
YOU'RE MY SOUL & INSPIRATION - Guy
Q-899

CARDINAL RECORDS

Hada Halley
316-231-3277

Cu Jerry Routh
417-282-6340

Nike Huddeson
316-524-0997

Nary Kcppenhayer
614-231-7352

HOT CARDINAL RELEASES
CAR-23 LITTLE LONG HAIRED OUTLAW - Mike
CAR-22 OH LONESOME YOU - Harold
CAR-21 PLEASE PASS THE KISSES - Harry
CAR-20 I'M LITTLE BUT I'M LOUD - Jerry
Call pr Write for our complete catalog:
Four Bar B Records Inc.
PO. Box 7-11, Macks Creek, MO 65786
(3141 363-5432
International Distributor For Lloyd Shaw Foundation, inc

tions at the LEGACY display. In spare
moments, we chatted with lots of old
friends in the spacious corridors and
halls. It was enjoyable to meet several of
Jon Sanborn's ASD staff at his booth in
the vendors' area. Next conventions: Birmingham in '95, San Antonio in '96, Orlando in '97, Charlotte in '98 and
Indianapolis in '99.
NORTHERN NEW YORK
ACADEMICS
REFLECTIONS OF PORTLAND

P

ortland, Oregon - The 43rd National
Square Dance Convention was truly
one of the best. Cathie and I flew in on a
Tuesday, landing in Seattle, then drove
a purple rental car south to the City of
Roses. First event for us was Wednesday's Contralab meeting, followed by the
usually slam-dunk kind of schedule that
seems to be our usual thing at everyday
National. Press Breakfast Thursday
morning. Three panel presentations in a
row — two for LEGACY, one for CALLERLAB. On another stage we cooked
up a just-for-fun skit to spoof first-timers
at a convention. I called tips in several
halls (MS and Plus) and prompted contras all three days. Whenever possible,
my latest recording, A Ragtime Call, on
Rawhide was featured. A very exciting
assignment for me was to introduce callers from overseas at the special International Callers After Party, working with
Walt Cole and Gordon Goss. What fun it
is to listen and dance to callers from
England, Germany, Japan, Sweden,
New Zealand, Australia, Canada and
even from Taiwan. Dancers were present
at the convention from Russia, South
Africa, American Samoa and 50 states in
the U.S.A. — 21,770 of them. Some of
you may see us this fall in a seven-minute
Discovery Channel segment taped one
day, featuring especially the caller from
Taiwan, as well as a dialogue by Cathie
and me. (If you see it, let us know. Wth
a day's worth of tape, we probably won't
survive the final cut. -CAB)
I set up my usual square dance cartoon exhibit in the Showcase of Ideas
display and took a stint answering ques-

Hague, New York - Just four miles
from our Silver Bay home, following the
explosive Fourth of July, it was time for
our annual Northern Caller School. This
year our efforts produced the best one
ever — nine callers registered from five
states and Canada —that's a geographic
record for us. At this particular school, we
specialize in teaching fundamentals of
the calling art to new and less experienced callers. In four days of extensive
study, a lot of comradery develops, and
there's even fun in mistakes made and
corners lost. Believe it, or confirm it with
good folks like David, Betty, Greg, Paul
A., Sue A., Ray, Sylvia, Eldon, Barbara,
Sue M., Martin, Margaret, Regg, David
and Paul D. Even our special helpers
Patter and Sadie will confirm that. For me
as a caller-coach, assisted by Cathie,
there's no greater thrill than seeing firsttime, stage-frightened, mike fumblers
turn into fairly competent hash 'n songsters by the end of four days of hard work.
Here's a wish that each one will go on to
become a successful callerwith cooperation and support from folks back home.
Who knows? Maybe one of them will
out-flip Flippo one of these days!
A TRIO OF TIMELY TREKS
It's interesting to compare the next
three calling dates, all in my "home
county" of northeast New York. Each had
similar features but each was unique in
program content. The first was in a campground, part of a week-long "package"
geared to Plus and Advanced dancers;
the second was staged in a lovely square
dance hall, starting with an hour of Plus
instruction, followed by a full evening of
Plus dancing; the third was in another

dancer-owned hall, but featured a half
hour of Plus dancing followed by a whole
evening of Mainstream dancing. Perhaps
you wonder which arrangement was
best. I can't speculate on that. Each program seemed to meet the needs of the
group. There's value in the diversity we
find in this great square dance hobby of
ours. (Long live diversity! Onward to universality! -CAB)
Mechanicville (Albany), New York Bob Bourassa, a well-known New England caller, asked me to fill in at Deer Run
Campground one night at his weekly
dance-camp event. Deer Run is a lovely
park deep in a wooded area in the Capital
District. Bob was there, and he added a
touch of Advanced choreo to the otherwise all-Plus evening forthe eager campers. One interesting side note: once
when we badly needed an extra couple
to fill one set, a young couple jumped in
from the sidelines, and with a little pulling
here and there, they danced a good Plus
level with the others. After the tip, it was
discovered they were only line dancers
there to observe our dance and simply
"answered the call" to come in. Wow!
There's an ideal couple as candidates for
fall classes! The Babcocks and other
friends attended the dance. A surprise
"milestone" happened when the Reeds of
Pittsfield handed me their down payment
check and became our 20th people registered for ourJanuary South Pacific tour.
Scotia (Schenectady), New York This dance was a Helderberg Twirlers
regular Plus dance with a preliminary
hour of my teaching and reviewing two
assigned basics: track two and follow
your neighbor. The setting was the truly
most beautiful square dance hall in the
country (alleged by many), Ponderosa
Hall. A dozen or more sets came out that
night and the prexy/emcee was Bert
Bear. Round dance cuers were Esther
and Iry Mindlin. Caller Lucille Sanford
attended with husband Earl, another couple preparing to tour with us in January.
We already felt a hint of our Journey
"down under" when Kevin Watson, a real

visitor from New Zealand, came to the
stage for some Kiwi-kibitzing. I've got to
say that club is a healthy and well-organized one, perhaps due to good, long-time
leaders at the helm. I'll be back.
Plattsburgh, New York - The Northern Lights Club from the Canadian border
town of Rouses Point moved their summer series of dances south to the rustic,
pretty square dance hall of the North
Country Squares at the fairgrounds in
Plattsburgh. As we said, the MS dance
was preceded by a half-hour of Plus,
which president Brenda McDonald told
me was initiated a while ago to give both
level-advocates a fair shake. Sandy and
Jim Russell (Silver Bay Caller School
grad, '87) handled the round dance program. Callers present were: Dan Sweetman, Harry Baggott, Roly Malett and
Pete Ostrander. Old friends attended
from the Pointe Claire (Montreal) Circles
and Squares Club where I called so
many times in years past. Golly, I just
blink to think of a repeat treat with the
bright Northern Lights!
THAT'S NOT ALL, FOLKS!
How could I wrap up this paltry piece
without mentioning our double-weekly
dance series (every Monday, every
Wednesday, all summer) in two close-tohome locations? On Mondays it's the
family dance program at the YMCA's Silver Bay Association Conference Center
(outdoors, on the volleyball court, barring
rain); and on Wednesdays, it's the family
dance parties in the rustic Community
Center in Hague. These are the kinds of
family dance parties (call them CDP or
0/N/S's or fun-level parties) we've been
doing for over 35 years in this setting, and
we find the fun of the events never diminishes for the thousands who have participated. (The children we taught years ago
are now bringing their children to the
weekly toddler half hour. It'd make us feel
old if it weren't so much fun! -CAB)
Long live square dancing in this form,
too! (Amen! -CAB) ✓

For Creative Choreography this month, we
would like to focus on Touch 1/4. Not the
obvious type we call from a box 104 or from
lines of four. It's amazing what you can do
with some of the simplest of calls.
1. HEADS SQUARE THRU 2
TOUCH 1/4
GIRLS RUN
STAR THRU
TRADE BY
ALLEMANDE LEFT
2. HEADS PASS THE OCEAN
EXTEND
RECYCLE
TOUCH 1/4
SPLIT CIRCULATE
BOYS RUN
SQUARE THRU 2
TRADE BY
ALLEMANDE LEFT
3. HEADS STAR THRU
PASS THRU
TOUCH 1/4
GIRLS TRADE
RIGHT & LEFT THRU
DIXIE STYLE TO A WAVE
ALLEMANDE LEFT
4. HEADS LEAD RIGHT
TOUCH 1/4
SPLIT CIRCULATE
CAST OFF 3/4
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND

5. HEADS PASS THRU
SEPARATE GO AROUND ONE
TOUCH 1/4
CIRCULATE
FACE IN
PASS THRU
HALF TAG
BOYS TRADE
TOUCH 1/4
BOYS RUN
PASS THRU
ALLEMANDE LEFT
6. HEADS TOUCH 1/4
GIRLS PASS THRU
CENTERS TOUCH 1/4
GIRLS RUN
CENTERS PASS THE OCEAN
EXTEND
SWING THRU
HINGE
GIRLS RUN
SQUARE THRU 4
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND
7. HEADS PASS THRU
SEPARATE GO AROUND ONE
ENDS STAR THRU
CENTERS TOUCH 1/4
GIRLS PASS THRU
CENTERS FAN THE TOP
ENDS HINGE
EACH SIDE FAN THE TOP
BOYS RUN
COUPLES CIRCULATE
WHEEL & DEAL
PASS THRU
ALLEMANDE LEFT
8. ZERO LINE
TOUCH 1/4
GIRLS RUN
TOUCH 1/4
FOLLOW YOUR NEIGHBOR &
SPREAD
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND
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9. ZERO LINE
PASS THRU
ENDS FOLD
TOUCH 1/4
CENTERS TRADE
CENTERS RUN
HALF TAG
SCOOT BACK
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND

12.SIDES RIGHT & LEFT THRU
HEADS PASS THRU
SEPARATE GO AROUND ONE
LEFT TOUCH 1/4
CIRCULATE
TRADE
ROLL
PASS THRU
BOYS CROSS FOLD
STAR THRU
BOYS TRADE
PROMENADE

10.HEADS STAR THRU
CENTERS SQUARE THRU 3
LEFT TOUCH 1/4
BOYS TRADE
TOUCH 1/4
CIRCULATE
BOYS RUN
SWING THRU
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND

13.HEAD LADIES CHAIN
HEADS STAR THRU
DOUBLE PASS THRU
LEADERS U-TURN BACK
BOYS TOUCH 1/4
GIRLS LEFT TOUCH 1/4
ENDS PASS THRU
WHEEL & DEAL
CENTERS PASS THRU
SINGLE CIRCLE TO A WAVE
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND

11.HEADS PASS THE OCEAN
EXTEND
EXPLODE
LEFT TOUCH 1/4
CIRCULATE
CIRCULATE
BOYS U-TURN BACK
PASS THRU
TRADE BY
ALLEMANDE LEFT

14.ZERO LINE
RIGHT & LEFT THRU
HALF SASHAY
LEFT TOUCH 1/4
CIRCULATE
BOYS U-TURN BACK
ALLEMANDE LEFT
15. HEADS LEFT TOUCH 1/4
BOYS TOUCH 1/4
GIRLS FACE IN
CENTERS PASS THE OCEAN
FLIP THE DIAMOND
SPLIT CIRCULATE
SWING THRU
SWING THRU
EXTEND
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND V
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THE NOREO NORNER

by Steve

For creative choreography this month we would like to focus on touch 1/4. Not
the obvious type we call from a box 1-4 or from lines of four. It's amazing what
you can do with some of the simplist of calls.
HEADS SQUARE THRU 2
TOUCH 3/4
THEN:

1. Boys Trade
Star Thru
Trade By
Swing Thru
Extend
R/UG

3. Split Circulate
Girls Run
Touch 1/4
8 Circulate
Split Circulate
Boys U-Turn Back
R/UG

2. Boys Fold
Double Pass Thru
Girls Trade
Touch 3/4
Boys Trade
Swing Thru
Recycle
UA

4. Centers Trade
Girls Trade
Split Circulate
Extend
R/UG

5. Centers Run
Ferris Wheel
Centers Swing Thru
Extend
Swing Thru 2 Times
R/UG

I hope this helps expand your horizons!! It's not too early to plan for next year's Lee &
Steve Kopman's callers school August 25-27, 1995, Knoxville, TN. Call for information
(615) 691-1580

Kopman's Choreography
• 50 sequences per set (enough for 1
dance
• Reduce your calling preparation
• Not computer generated
• Easy to read
Send check or money order to:

STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919

American Squeredance. September 1994
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Increase your calling level ability
$50.00 per set
Pays for itself in less than 1 dance
Immediate delivery
All requests confidential
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FONTANA VILLAGE RESORT

1994
Come Dance for a Night or a Week!!!
Gerald's of Due West, Square Dance
Shop at most Festivals

September 11-18
September 22-25
September 25-28
September 28-1
October 2-9
October 21-23
October 28-30
November 4-6

Dancers Enjoy:
AIR-CONDITIONED HALLS
Great Callers & Cuers
Famous Floor

Accent on Rounds

Fontana Sponsored

Mr. Ed. Raybuck

919-998-4216

September Sashay

Caller Sponsored

Mr. Darryl McMillian

205-350-9692

Autumn Holiday of Rounds Fontana Sponsored

Jack & Nell Jenkins

904-787-2339

Mountain Memories

Fontana Sponsored

Mr. Bud Whitten

404-961-2936

Fall Jubilee

Fontana Sponsored

Mr. John Barrett

904-769-7775

Autumn Leaves

Caller Sponsored

Mr. Damon Coe

804-332-6602

Smoky Mountain Magic

Caller Sponsored

Mr. Dave Lightly

515-987-4349

Smokey Mountain ChallengeCaller Sponsored

Mr. Steve Kopman

615-691-1580

Contact Fontana for details and additional information.

FONTANA GROUP SALES
P.O. Box 68, Fontana Dam, NC 28733
1-800-849-2258

AL

THE INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF
SQUARE DANCE
CALLERS

V1113WPO11HTO
by
Larry Cole
Larry Cole is from Marion, Indiana and is
Chairman of CALLERLAB Basic/Mainstream
Committee and a member of CALLERLAB
Board of Governors.

FLASH!
— Read All About It —
Adopted For Use This Fall
A New MT0111
Hi, and welcome to this month's CALLERLAB column. We are very pleased
you chose to share yourtime with us. The
title of this article reads "A New MTO."
What is MTO? In this case MTO stands
for Mainstream Teaching Order. CALLERLAB has adopted for a one year trial
basis, a new Mainstream Teaching Order. A proper understanding of this Mainstream Teaching Order requires that you
are aware of its origin. Thanks again for
spending this time with us, and now, here
is more about CALLERLAB and our new
MTO.
CALLERLAB consists of many committees that perform all the necessary
functions that keep it running smoothly.
The Basic/Mainstream Committee is
charged with the management of the

CALLERLAB Basic/Mainstream Program. The latest project to pass through
the committee process is a new Mainstream Teaching Order. This process
started nearly three years ago. Many
CALLERLAB members who had experimented with Mainstream teaching orders
other than the standard, were asking for
the consideration of a new teaching order. It was by their request that a subcommittee was formed. This
sub-committee was charged with recommending a revised teaching order.
Kenny Farris was appointed chairman of
this sub-committee and accepted the unenviable task of compiling all the information necessary to make a
recommendation. Kenny had many fine
callers on his sub-committee and they
devoted well over a year to the development of a new Mainstream Teaching Order. This sub-committee included callers
spread all over the square dance community and it was quite a task for them to
develop a consensus in a common program. Once their task was completed a
recommendation was sent to the full Basic/Mainstream Committee.
The Basic/Mainstream Committee
consists of approximately 250 CALLER-

e c000 SQUARE DANCE - ROUND DANCE - CLOGGING
Orders Shipped Daily
We Carry All Labels

Records, Sleeves, Needles,
International Orders Welcome

00
0

Monthly Tape Service Available

All Square Dance Singles Just $3.50!
American Squaratenea. September Nisi

9356 Natick Avenue
North Hills CA 91343
(800)213-3515 (818)891-6622
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SUPERIOR SOUND
COLUMN SPEAKERS
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OUR SPEAKERS ARE ENGINEERED AND DESIGNED TO
PROVIDE QUALITY SOUND IN DIFFICULT SITUATIONS.
THE LEADER IN QUALITY SOUND SINCE 1961
THE MOST POPULAR FOLDING SPEAKER IN AMERICA.
WE HAVE THE RIGHT SPEAKER FOR ANY HALL YOU CALL!
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DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR JUNIOR

YAK STACK

HALF YAK

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER,
CALL (203)647-7530 FAX (203) 870-4546
OR WRITE: YAK STACK
PO Box 361, Tolland, CT 06084-0361

LAB members. The proposed Mainstream Teaching Order, with a lengthy
letter of explanation and a cover sheet of
instructions, was mailed to the full committee. These 250 callers worldwide
were asked to study the proposed MTO
and return their reply. Their response
could be voiced in either of two directions. The first choice was to recommend
the MTO to the full CALLERLAB membership for a one year trial basis, the
second choice was to return it to the
sub-committee for further refinement.
Wow, just like the tortoise and the hare
there was no contest. The full Basic/Mainstream Committee approved the
proposed MTO by a four to one margin.
Well, we finally arrived at third base
and home plate was waiting in Vancouver, B.C. at the annual CALLERLAB
Convention. The Basic/Mainstream
Committee held a meeting for discussion
of the proposed MTO. It was a lively
encounter to say the least. Pros and cons
from every corner of the room, each
caller pushing their opinion to the limit but
with inexhaustible respect for the other.
50

E

At the general business meeting on
Wednesday morning, as directed by the
Basic/Mainstream Committee, I put a
motion on the floor to adopt the proposed
Mainstream Teaching Order for a one
year trial basis. This motion passed with
flying colors and was supported by the
entire membership in the post convention
balloting. Follow up action will be taken
at the 1995 CALLERLAB Convention.
Here are a few facts about the new
Mainstream Teaching Order:
Fact No caller is required to use this
MTO.
Fact This MTO is designed to teach
the full Mainstream Program, it is not
structured for separate teaching of the
Basic & Mainstream Programs.
Fact This MTO does not mean you
must abandon your present teaching
plan. If your plan works, use it.
Fact This MTO was conceived for new
callers who are searching for guidance
and experience callers looking for a
change.
Fact This MTO does not replace the
current Basic/Mainstream Teaching OrAmerican Squaredance, September 1994

der, it only provides an alternative.
Fact This MTO was adopted on a year
trial basis only. The adoption will expire

at the 1995 CALLERLAB Convention
and further action must be taken.
Happy Dancing. ✓

SUGGESTED
MAINSTREAM TEACHING ORDER
PROPOSED FOR A ONE YEAR TRIAL BASIS AT THE VANCOUVER
CONVENTION. THIS IS A SUGGESTED TEACHING ORDER FOR THE
CALLERLAB MAINSTREAM PROGRAM. IT IS DESIGNED TO GIVE
GUIDANCE TO THOSE CAll.FRS WHO CARE TO USE IT. THE
BASIC/MAINSTREAM COMMITTEE INVITES YOUR RESPONSE.
(Not Intended As A Teaching Order For The BASIC PROGRAM Alone)
SUGGESTED CALLERLAB MAINSTREAM PROGRAM TEACHING ORDER
Circle Left
Circle Right
Dosed°
Couples PMITerladt
Rigru & Left Gruel
Star by the Leh
Forward & Back
Swing
Two Ladies Chain
Counesy Turn
Four Ladies Oiain
Lathes In. Men Sashay
Allemande Left
Weave the Rung
ladies Promenade Inside
Men Promenade Inside
Star by the Right
Right Ann Tum
Left Arm Turn
Pass Tim
Separate
U Turn Back
SW Promenade
Gems or Ladies Backtrack
Right & Left Tfini
Piomerude 1/2
Grand Square
Lead Right
Veer Left
Bend the Line
Star lien
Rollaway Half Sashay
Lathes Chain 3/4
Couples Circulate
Couples Trade
Circle to a Line
All Around Left Hand Lady
See Saw
Split the Outside Couple
Wheel Around
Do Paso
Boys Caralath (2-faced line)
Girls Circulate (2-(aced line)
Boys Trade (2-faced line)
Girls Trade (2-faced line)

Chun Down the Line
Square Thru (1-5 hands)
California Twirl
Dive Thru
Allemande Thar
Sham the Star
Boo the Gnat
Wrong Way Grand
Wrong Way Thar
Partner Trade
Flutter Wheel
Reverse Flitherwheel
Sweep 04
Veer Right
Alamo Style
Balance
Swing Tau (Alamo nne)
Ocean Wave
Swung Tbsu (waves)
Boys Run
Guts Run
Boys Trade (waves)
Girls Trade (waves)
Boys Cumulate (waves)
Girls Circulale (waves)
Wheel & Deal (2-faced line)
Pass the Ocean
Extend
Touch 1/4
Centers Trade
Ends Trade
Ends Cumulate
Centers Circulate
All Eight Circulate
Centers Run
Single File Cowlate
Slip the Clutch
Wheel & Deal (1-faced lute)
Double Pass Thru
Trade By
Ferns Wheel
Zoom
Turn Thru
Eight Chain Thm (1-8 hands
Cloverleaf

Single Hinge
Scoot Back
Slide Tbru
Pass to the Center
Spin the Top
Corners In
Cast Off 3/4
Walk & Dodge
Fold (loyclprlslendslceners)
Tag the Luse
Dvue Style
Cron Run FBI
Left Swing Thni
Hall Tag
Split/Boo Caroline (B)
Fan the Top
Cross Fold
Recycle
Spin Chain Thru
Couples Hinge
Shoot the Sim Full Around [H)
Left Square Thru (B)
Promenade 3/4(13)
Ends Run (B)
Two Lathes Chath 3/4 (B)
Half Sashay (Standard) (B)
indicates a BASIC
program call placed
toward the end of the

TEACHING ORDER.

CALLERLAB recommends
that the Basic and
Mainstream Program be
taught in not less than sixty
(60) hours. CALLERLAB also
recommends that calls be
taught from more than a single
position or formation and that
styling and timing be included
as a part of the teaching
program.
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jim & jean
cholmondeley
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e should be looking forward to be starting square dance classes soon. Are we
going to use the same old techniques we have used in years? Are they
working? Are these techniques bringing in younger dancers, couples and in large
numbers? That would be nice wouldn't it?
Country Western is bringing in younger dancers, many couples, and in huge numbers. Take a look at most CW dance floors and you will find them full. Crowds of
200 to 1000 people are not unusual. If they are having this success why don't we include CW with Square Dancing? We may not get that large a crowd, but then again,
we may. Any increase in numbers would be a plus.
How do we do this...first we must learn how to do CW dancing. We must encourage our callers and cuers to learn how to dance and teach CW. Encourage them to
teach and advertise CW dance lessons with their Square Dance lessons. Any questions call us at (314) 741-7799.

TEXAS PROGRESSIVE SCHOTTISCHE
Circle Mixer Side by Side dance position / Both Start on the same foot
1-4
Vine Left and Stomp
Step Left with L, Cross Right behind L, Step Left with L, Stomp R
5-8
Vine Right and Stomp
Step Right with R, Cross Left behind R, Step Right with Right, Stomp L
9-12 Two Left Heel Taps, Two Left Toe Taps
Touch Left heel fwd twice, Touch Left toe backwards twice
13-16 Lady Rolls to RLOD and Stomp - Man Step Three and Stomp
Releasing Right hands the lady rolls in three steps across
the front of man and Stomps
She ends facing RLOD. Man - takes three steps in place R,L,R
and stomps on L.
17-20 Lady does a Right Vine and Stomp/Man does a Left Vine and Stomp
(See 1-8 above), Couples are moving toward center of circle.
21-24 Lady does a Left Vine and Stomp/Man does a Right Vine and Stomp
(See 1-8 above), Couples are moving toward outer edge circle.

25-28 Two Right Heel Taps, Two Right Toe Taps
Tap Right heel forward Twice, Tap Right Toe backward Twice
29-32 Lady Steps Fwd, Turns and Stomps/Man Steps Fwd and Stomps
Lady takes three steps fwd R,L,R (turning to her right to face LOD)
and stomps L
Man takes three steps fwd R,L,R (reaching fwd to take his new
partner's hand) and Stomps L. Couples should be in Side-by-Side
position facing LOD
By Norm & Carol Fritchie, 1637 Peltier Lake Dr., Centerville, MN 55038 s/

No. 900 Jacket
No. 950 Blouse

No. 950 /
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SI.50 + .50' P. & H.
$5.00 + .50' P. & H.

Pattern Co.
Box 23
Hamlin, Texas 79520

No. 900

Catalog $1.50
plus 500 postage & handling

119 Allen S.
t

MEG SIMKIN.....S.....l-lampden, Mass. 01036

413-566-3349
Everything for
Square Dancers

Send $100 for catalogue
Refunded on first order
Handling $4.00 ea.

NEW

NEW

Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light weight, petticoat. All bottoms
are hemmed for comfortt and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline.
Extremely full #6000-Sixty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each
Extremely full #5000-Fifty yards- 3 layers-25 yds. each
Extremely full #4000-Forty yards-2 layers-20 yds. each

$34.00
$31.00
$28.00

LENGTHS: 19, 20, 21, and 23 inches.
COLORS: Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Ivory, Peach, Pink
Hot Pink, Yellow, Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy.
SIZES:
Small, Medium and Larae
American Squaredance, September 1994
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Stan Cole
209-642-2430

Ray Tai
607-563-2083

Lary Cole
317-384-7089

lee McCormack
501-394-5913

1:( NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES
RWH-194 BABY WE'RE REALLY IN LOVE by Dale
RWH-193 IF YOU KNEW SUZY by Jerry
RWH-192 A RAGTIME CALL by Stan B

lorry. .1Mo sa,
612 99s-75.80

Iro,„
•

CE:.t5t-D32
Dzr274

Dale McClary
Dole
407-242-8490

Steve Sullivan
208-233-0206

COMING SOON
RWH-195 I'M GONNA WRITE MYSELF A LETTER by Larry
BUC-1254 THANK GOODNESS IT'S FRIDAY by Tom
SIZZLIN' SELLERS
RWH-191 TUMBLING TUMBLEWEEDS by Dick
RWH-190 BORN TO ROCK by Lee
RWH-189 FRIDAY NIGHT HONKY TONK ATTITUDE by Otto
RWH-188 SHE'S TOUGH by Steve

Stan Burdick
518-543.8824

WELCOME
ABOARD!
JERRY

'Cr HOT NEW SING-A-LONG SONGS
RWH-802 TAKE THESE CHAINS FROM MY HEART by Stan C.
RWH-801 HEY, GOOD LOOKING' by Dale

DEL

‘xx\xxxxx‘\xxvssw BUCKSKIN \\xxxxx‘NI\xxxx\i_
RECORDS

%lb
Jim Snyder
215-678-6503

Dave Gipson
219-482-2565
'Cr

Rick Allison
708-426-5663

Pat Shevokas
815-339-2547

Hank lutcher
71 7-435-2048

•
larin f8xlMsceg

2 14-12 7,6414

HOT NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES
BUC-1253 BLUE MESA by Pat
BUC-1252 LIFE TURNED HER THAT WAY by Hank
S1ZZUN' SELLERS

Grace Wheatley
505- 778 -5662

BUC-1251 SIX DAYS ON THE ROAD by Dave
BUC-1250 MOVE IT ON OVER by Hank

Jerry Reed
407 - 633 - 1306

* WRITE FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR BRAND NEW CATALOG *
• Dick Walbel Enterprises • 675 E. Alluvial • Fresno CA • 93720 • 209-439-3478 •
A
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PARTY LINE
by Cathie Burdick

ere's an idea for a one-time celebration of all the birthdays in your
club! We don't need to include recipes for Birthday Cake, which would be
the main refreshments, but if you want to
augment the cake with a cool fruit dish, I
saw a suggestion in Woman's Day this
summer for a chilled fruit topping of 1 cup
heavy cream, whipped with 2 tablespoons of maple syrup. Just make larger
party amounts proportional.
Here's how you celebrate everyone's
birthday at once. Designate a table (or an
area of your dance place) for each month.
The tables may have appropriate centerpieces, depending on how elaborate you
want to be. Why not have a large committee of twelve with each one responsible
for one decoration? You might have folks
sign up on a list to bring something appropriate that they already possess.
Everyone with a birthday in May gathers at the May table for refreshments,
with those in July all together and those
in December reminiscing about how holiday presents interfered with their birthday
gifts. Get the idea? This is a great mixer,
too. People who may not ordinarily visit

H

may have a great time comparing notes
on birth dates and maybe even years.
For music, be sure to include the singing of Happy Birthdayto everyone. If your
club likes the idea, you might bring small
gifts or white elephants and exchange
them so everyone receives a "birthday
present."
Halves of used birthday cards might be
used for the old gimmick of mixing up
partners for one tip. At the door each
person receives one half of a card. The
other half is given to people of the opposite sex. At a certain time, dancers join
the card halves and dance with that partner.
Whatever you decide to do, the name
of the game is celebration! Live it up and
have fun! V

SD 510 -

CIRCLE DANCES AND MIXERS #3
Called by JACK MURTHA
- Easy Achey Breaky (line dance)
- Chasin' Rainbows (easy couple dance)
- Friendship Ring (circle mixer))

DIA 4003 - DIAMOND CALENDAR GIRL (calls 1-20)
Called by CRAIG ROWE

The DIAMOND PROGRAM is designed for use in school classes
and in EASY SQUARE DANCE PROGRAMS. For info, write:
JACK MURTHA ENTERPRISES 146 Clinton St., Yuba City, CA 95992-3005 (918) 873-1120

Arrencan Squaredance, September 1994
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SMOKING IS BAD
FOR YOU
(Or where did all the dances go)
by Oel Futrell
Our little group stood close together
under a canopy in the parking lot. We
pulled the collars of our coats up around
our necks to ward off the cold wet breeze
blowing out of the northwest. A slow
misty rain had been falling all evening.
Two of the men moved behind a woman
to shield her from the cold wind. The
conversation was pleasant, and non
complaining. Our group was made up of
all ages from 25 to 75. We were comrades in arms against a crewel world.
This was our smoke break.
We were square dancers, having
been members of the club for years. At
first the club did not seem to notice our
smoking. Then signs were put up designating certain parts of the dance hall for
smoking and non-smoking. In the last
year a few members had enforced the
public law that band smoking in the hall
all together. The smokers quietly moved
to the parking lot. When the weather is
just right we raise a window so the music
comes through and the smokers form a
square and dance up a storm right there
between the cars. The parking lot surface is not the best dance floor in the
world but we smokers have learned to
enjoy what we have and make the best
of it. We workshop each other, for we are

accustomed to being looked down upon.
Occasionally a visiting caller who is also
a smoker joins us and leads the parking
lot workshop. We felt grateful for the
opportunity to help and praise each
other, for we knew how it feels to be one
of the group that usually got only criticism, except when dues paying time
came.
It was time for the smoke break to end,
and we rejoined the inside squares. We
passed around the Certs, for we did not
want to offend the non-smokers in the
square. Between the patter and the singing call there were comments about our
new found abilities to perform a difficult
call, but we only smiled, knowing we had
enjoyed the company of the best people
in the world, our little smokers group out
in the parking lot.
Next week, at the end of the second
and fourth tips, we will quietly slip out
again to join the smoker's square between the cars. If the weather is nice we
will raise a window, but it it's too cold or
too hot, Sam will click on his pocket tape
recorder and around we will go. Being
non-complainers we are forced to learn
APD dancing. It would be out of the question to ask some non-smoker to fill in our
square. Maybe we are missing something inside, but oh, what we have
gained. When the cold wind blows
maybe our shielding each other is not
Yellow Rocks, but it forms a closeness
not known by others.
The non-smokers tell us cigarettes are
bad for our health. They are probably
right, but the cold wind out there in the
parking lot causes a close bond I'm glad
I felt. V
American Squaretiance. September 1994

A DANCE TO REMEMBER
Square Dancing To A
Symphony Orchestra:
A Unique Experience
by Fred and Corrine Kirsten
Publicity Chairs for the
Concord Stompers
Lafayette, CA

L

ed by Club Caller Gary Kendall, a
group of 30 square dancers from the
Concord (California) Stompers helped to
make square dance history last Fourth of
July when they danced two tips with the
California Symphony. According to Barry
Jekowsky, conductor of the 100-piece
symphony, this is only the second time
that square dancing has ever been performed with a symphony orchestra. The
first time it happened, he said, was with
the Boston Pops Orchestra. The Stompers thereby claim title to the second
such performance. Or, perhaps it can be
said that this was the first such event
west of Boston!
The performance took place at the
Concord Pavilion, an outdoor amphitheater with an audience capacity of
7,000. Part of the audience is accommodated in fixed seats around the stage,
part in a lawn area separated from the
seats by a wide walkway.
A large number of musical events take
place every summer at the Pavilion, but
one of the favorites is the annual Fourth
of July show. Traditionally, this features
music by American composers. The one
exception is that it always includes
Tchaikowsky's 1812 Overture, which
provides a great excuse for a local volunteer Light Artillery group to exercise its
cannons (blanks, of course). A final rousing piece accompanied by fireworks
closes the show.
This year the theme was "Family
Fourth of July: A Celebration of the Great
American West." Of course, square
dancing did not originate in the West; but

the spirit that typifies square dancing is
very appropriate for this theme. The organizers for this performance decided to
include square dancing for at least one
number and perhaps two.
Thus it happened, one day, that Linda
and Larry Spars (activities co-chairs for
the club) found a message on their answering machine from the operations
manager for the symphony asking for a
return call. When Linda called back, the
manager had a deceptively simple question —would the Stompers be willing and
able to put together three squares to
perform on the Fourth of July program?
Linda realized this was a golden opportunity and answered, "Yes, we can."
She now had two additional questions
to answer. First, could she actually find
enough Stompers willing to dance before
an audience of as many as 7,000 people.
Second, would Club Caller Gary Kendall
agree that it was a good idea. By keeping
the phone network hot, she found
enough "volunteers" to fill the three
squares.
Gary, it turns out, already had considerable experience in calling to live music.
Smaller groups, of course, not symphony
orchestras. However, he fully understood the techniques involved in synchronizing with live music. When Gary
got in communication with Maestro Jekowsky, they explored some new territory
—namely, what tunes could the symphony play that were Okay for square
dancing. Their respective repertoires did
not necessarily have much common
ground! They settled on two. One, "Yel-

low Rose of Texas," was fairly obvious.
The other, "Achey-Breaky Heart," was a
little surprising.
At a rehearsal on Club night, Gary
promised the volunteers to choreograph
a straightforward routine. The object was
to show lots of action (also known as skirt
work), but to avoid breakdowns. Yes,
breakdowns were a real possibility because we weren't sure at this point how
well the dancers could hear the caller
over the volume of music generated by a
100- piece orchestra.
On the day of the performance, the
dancers arrived at the Pavilion by 4:00
PM, got their backstage passes, found
the two allotted dressing rooms and, after
a few false starts, figured out which was
the men's and which was the women's.
The rehearsal with the full orchestra was
surprisingly short. But that's the way it is
with professionals, right? It was decided
to place one square on center stage, in
front of the orchestra, with the other two
in the walkway between the reserved
seats and the grass seating area. Gary
would be stationed next to the conductor,
like any other "guest soloist."
The main problem at the rehearsal
was as predicted —getting the sound
system tuned up such that the dancers
could hear Gary. Another problem was
finding the proper locations for the two
squares on the walkway. They needed to
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7317 Harriet Ave. S.
Minneapolis. MN 55423
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have good exposure to the audience,
needed to be able to hear the caller
clearly, and needed a relatively level
space to dance on.
After rehearsal, the group partook of a
buffet supper along with all the other
performers, and then marked time until
the performance started at 8:00 PM.
There were five short numbers before the
Stompers showed their stuff. And then it
was Show Time! The three squares paraded from the wings to their assigned
spots; the music began; Gary gave his
first call; and it was just like Club night!
The two numbers went off without a hitch
and all the Stompers went off smiling
after a good show.
So how did it all work out? Well, the
square dancers all said they'd love to do
it again; they were sorry when the two
tips ended. The caller's reaction was
similar: Gary said, "Definitely. Let's do it
again!" Both Linda and Gary received
letters from the California Symphony
saying, in part, 'Thanks so much for being a part of our program. You were
definitely a hit —'Achy Breaky Heart'
never sounded so good!" And, "...the
audience loved it!"
Congratulations to the 30 volunteers
(three squares and standbys), and especially to Gary Kendall and Linda Spars for
leading the way as the Concord Stompers made square dance history. 6/

Oscar & Shirley Johnson
(612) 869-6168 Res.
RECORD CASES & SLEEVES
REPAIR SERVICE
CUSTOMIZED MUSIC VOLUME CONTROLS
3 & 5 -YEAR CALENDARS
MAGNETIC & TRAVEL PATTER AIDS
NEEDLES, TAPS, WAX, MISC.
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C-224 WHY HAVEN'T I HEARD FROM YOU - Jerry
C-329 MOVIN' ON - Gary
C-533 SOMEONE MUST FEEL LIKE A FOOL TONIGHT-Ken
C-328 TRASHY WOMAN - Gary
C-717 MRS. RIGHT - Marshall
C-817 LIGHT OF YOUR LOVE - Scott
C-120 STROLLING BANJO/HANDS DOWN - Hoedown
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BRAND NEW RELEASES
RYL 125
RYL 124
RYL 122
RYL 220
RYL 221
RYL 222
RYL 313
RYL 314
RYL 406
RYL 513
RYL 805

JUST ENOUGH ROPE by Jerry
ROCK MY WORLD by Jerry
THANK GOD FOR YOU by Jerry
SO NICE TO BE WITH YOU by Tony
EVERYBODYS SOMEBODYS FOOL by Tony
TAKIN' IT EASY by Tony
BROWN EYED GIRL by Tony & Jerry
LITTLE BROWN CHURCH by Tony & Jerry
CHUOGIN' I T.J. (Hoedown)
BLUE LADY by Larry
WHY DON'T YOU LOVE ME? by Randy

SPECTACULAR NEW RELEASES

St. Louis Royal
Rendezvous
November 11 - 12, 1994
St Louis, MO
For Info: 314-938-5879

American Squaredance. September 1994

RYL 512
RYL 904
RYL 509
RYL 405

PROP ME UP BESIDE THE JUKEBOX by Larry
WINGS OF A DOVE by Randy
LET'S ALL GO DOWN TO THE RIVER by Larry
ASTROICHASE (Patter)

ROYAL RECORDS INC.
Rt. 1 Box 33, Fairfield IA 52556 515-472-3795
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Dear Editors,
re. Tempo, July 1994.
It saddens me that Americans (and
Canadians) are so quick to rationalize
away the erosion of personal freedoms
in what I always regarded as the Land of
the Free. While a case can be made for
banning smoking for the protection of
others, there is no justification for a free
and proud people to roll over and play
dead when Big Brother (Big Sister?)
starts to pass legislation forcing people
to do something "for their own good." The
effectiveness of seat belts and helmets
is irrelevant; the freedom to decide personal, non-threatening behavior is vital.
Instead of rejoicing to see our grandchildren, being forced by the state rather
than their parents, to wear helmets when
riding their tricycles, of all things, we
should be vigorously resisting the destruction of the basic, inherent right of
adults and future generations to be responsible for themselves. It was that
right and the willingness to accept that

responsibility that made America great,
as I see it.
Sincerely,
Henry B. Unrau
Edmonton, Alberta

Dear Jon & Susan,
You never know where or when you
might meet fellow square dancers—they
crop up in the most unlikely places!

Silver Sounds
mmmfflinille Sir I

Records

Jack O'Leary

SSR-175
SSR-174
SSR-172
SSR-171
SSR-170
SSR-169
SSR-165
SSR-163
SSR-161
SSR-135
SSR-112

PENNSYLVANIA POLKA by Mike
SINGING THE BLUES by Bruce Mc.
HEY LITTLE DEVIL by Chris Froggatt
SOMEDAY SOON by Red
ITS SO NICE TO BE WITH YOU by Lori
WOOLY BULLY/CAJUN JON (Patter)
LET IT SNOW by Bruce W.
SLA Contra by Tony
KIDS OF THE BABY BOOM by Don
MEMORY by Jack
WIND BENEATH MY WINGS by Jack

Red Bates

Mike laverone

Bruce McCue

Tony McUmber

Don Brown

Lori Morin

Cliff Brodeur

Bruce Williamson

For catalog and information: Silver Sounds Records, PO. Box 229
Glastonbury, CT 06033 Tel. (203) 633-0370 or (203) 529-0937

Recently, we were out for a stroll by
the river in our small Hampshire country
town, when we saw some American Veterans returning to their coach, after visiting the town as part of their D-Day tour.
An American Division was stationed in
Alresford during the latter part of the war.
We started chatting to some of the
people, and discovered that one couple,
Bob Fuerst and his wife, from Springfield,
Missouri, were square dancers. They
would have liked to visit our club, Rustlers, that evening, but had to attend a
commemorative dinner near Southampton with the rest of their group. However,
it was great to meet them, and have a
brief chat. It would have been even better
if they had been able to dance with us!

We had a very good time, except for
the closing part. She may be Miss Oregon, and a very good singer, but did she
have to go and murder the National Anthem? After all, it is our National Anthem
and should be sung with honor, grace,
dignity, loyalty and the way it is written.
Not to go up and down the scale to find
the right note, and hold a note long
enough to choke it to death. There is just
so many beats in a measure, no more, no
less. If it can't be sung the way it is
written, don't sing it.
Thank you,
Merle Mizner
Kinsman, Ohio

Yours sincerely,
Kathy & Bert Spinney
Alresford, Hants
England

Just returned from a trip out west and
the National Square Dance Convention
in Portland, Oregon.

The Most Complete Square Dance Catalog Service
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SQUAriES
COUCH POTATO
ROCKIN M RECORDS 701
ClHer: Deborah Parnell
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2 way, walk in &
square thru, swing thru, boys run, ferris wheel,
square thru 3, swing & promenade.
DON'T BLAME IT ALL ON ME
ROCKIN M RECORDS 112
Caller: Wayne Morvent
FIGURE: Head couples square thru 4, meet sides
make a right hand star, one time around, heads star
by the left one time to the same pair, touch 1 /4, walk
& dodge, partner trade, pass the ocean, girls crossfold, swing & promenade.
IF YOU WANTA FIND LOVE
RED BOOT STAR 1352
Caller: Jim Park
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2 way down the
middle, touch 1/4, boys run, swing thru, girls fold,
peel the top, right & left thru, star thru, pass thru,
trade by, swing corner & promenade.
JUST ENOUGH ROPE
REB BOOT STAR 1353
Caller: Jolly Baldwin
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2 way walk in &
square thru 4, swing thru, boys run, ferris wheel,
centers pass the ocean, explode the wave, swing
& promenade.
IF BUBBA CAN DANCE
REB BOOT 3040
Caller: Don Williamson
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, single circle to a
wave, boys trade, spin the top, right & left thru,
rollaway, touch 1 /4, boys run right, swing & promenade. (Can also be done as a line dance.)
A LITTLE LESS TALK
REB BOOT 3039
Caller: Don Williamson
FIGURE: Head couples promenade 1/2 way walk
in square thru 4, do sa do, swing thru, boys run
right, couples circulate, chain down the line keep
that girl & promenade.
BLUE LADY
ROYAL 613
Caller: Larry Letson
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2 way down the
middle, square thru 4, right & left thru, pass thru,
trade by, swing thru, spin the top, slide thru, swing
& promenade.

LITTLE BROWN CHURCH IN THE VALE
ROYAL 314
Caller: Jerry Story & Tony Oxendine
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, do sa do, swing
thru, boys run right, half tag, scoot back, boy run,
star thru, pass thru, u-turn back, swing corner &
promenade.
BROWN EYED GIRL
ROYAL 313
Caller: Jerry Story & Tony Oxendine
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, make a right hand
star, turn it round, head men lead, reverse flutterwheel, sweep 1/4, back right out at home, sides
square thru 4, swing corner & promenade.
A RAGTIME CALL
RAWHIDE 192
Caller: Stan Burdick
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2 way walk in, touch
1/4, walk & dodge, swing thru, boy run, couples
circulate, ferris wheel, centers sweep 1/4, swing
corner & promenade.
IF YOU KNEW SUSIE
RAWHIDE 193
Caller: Jerry Johnson
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do sa do, swing thru,
boys run right, ferris wheel, right & left thru, square
thru 3, swing corner & promenade.
SIX DAYS ON THE ROAD
BUCKSKIN 1251
Caller: Dave Gipson
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do sa do, swing thru,
spin the top, right & left thru, square thru 3, swing
& promenade.
LIFE TURNED HER THAT WAY
BUCKSKIN 1262
Caller: Hank Lutcher
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2 way, right & left
thru, sides square thru 4, do sa do, eight chain four,
swing corner & promenade.
LOVE BUG
ESP 532
Caller: Bob Newman
FIGURE: Heads star thru, pass thru, all veer left,
girls hinge 1 /4, diamond circulate, cut the diamond,
bend the line, right & left thru, star thru, pass thru,
trade by swing & promenade.

WHAT 1)0 YOU THINK?
by Steve and Sharon Baysinger

W

e have an idea that would enable
square dancers all over the country to contribute to a national fund for
promotion of square dancing. The registration fee set for the conventions is very
low — lower than our association's
weekend festival. If the registration fee
was raised, with a stipulation in the
guidelines that this increased amount
would be put in a separate account, to be
used solely for Public Relations to show
square dancing in a good light, think what
this would mean!
If registration was raised $5.00, and a
convention had 20,000 attendees, there
would be $100,000 put into this national
PR account, and the conventions would
still end up with their normal amount of
profit. Callerlab could hold this PR account as they have worked on square
dance PR. A national PR firm could be
hired — not to develop television advertising for square dancing as that would
be too costly — but to get square dancers
into some of the national ads such as
Coca Cola, automobile ads, etc. If the
public saw square dancers connected
with these national ads, they would even-

tually accept square dancing, and not
think of it as something strange. Square
dancers are the only people who know
the secret of our activity, and the public
needs to see it to understand it! The
beauty of this plan is that it wouldn't be a
one-time thing. Every year, a convention
would be adding to this PR account, and
Callerlab would work closely with the PR
firm to accomplish what is needed.
We can't imagine any square dancer
objecting to the raise in registration if
they knew that NEC was doing it to raise
public awareness of square dancing. As
president of our association, we constantly hear our 88 clubs asking what can
A Square Dancer do to help. But what
can one association or individual club do,
as compared to all the associations and
clubs around the country working together??
We'll send a copy of this letter to some
national organizations and future convention chairmen, in hopes that they will
let you know if they support this idea and
think NEC should pursue it. We hope to
hear from you.
Let Steve and Sharon know your
thoughts on this by writing them at 11240
Tigrina Avenue, Whittier, CA 90603. 6/

YOUR VISA or MASTER CARD
IS GOOD AT
AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE
for
PURCHASES
and
SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL

PRINCESS CRUISES
It's More Than A Cruise, It's The Love Boat.

7oi1r Dave and Charlotte Walker
on a

SQ11,ARS 4/11W eRlUSS
to

itawaii and ?ahiti
fanuary 27 to 7ebruarj 7, 1995
Sail and dance on the beautiful Q0,CDS,N PRJAVeSS
for 11 enchanted days.
Fly to Honolulu & cruise to these fabulous
Ports of Call ±
Kauai Lahaina, Maui Hilo, Hawaii
Christmas Islan
French Polynesia

Bora Bora & Moorea
Papeete, Tahiti

In addition, there will also be LINE DANCING and
introduction to SQUARE DANCING.
Inside Cabin/Per Person Outside Cabin/Per Person
from $2440
from $2840
Price includes cruise & all transfers. Low air add-ons available.
Port charges: $170 per person.
Prices based on double occupancy.

.41SRME
VHOLIDATS
1805 N. Wilmot #102B, Tucgon, AZ 55712

Sharon Crocker
602-625-0093 Green Valley
602-886-7447 Tucson
1-800-955-5769

P.S. MS/OS

by Walt Cole

TIMING'S THE THING:
HEADS PROM EN ADE HALF
SIDES RIGHT & LEFT THRU
HEADS SQUARE THRU

DO

SA DO

*(TO A WAVE)
SWING THRU

ALL

EIGHT CIRC U LATE

•

BOYS TRADE •

GIRLS TURN BACK PROM EN ADE

(2)
(5)
We are changing our format for this month
to do a bit of explanation as to what is
presented in this article. Timing is the very
basic to smooth dancing —no stop and
go— and to dancing with the music. In the
above singing call, the dash lines equal
one per beat of music. Whether it be a
singing call or a patter record, most of the
time the musical sequence is 64 beats
long, that is 4 beats per measure; 2 measures per phrase and 8 phrases per musical
score. The asterisks indicate when the
dancers start the execution of the called
movement. If timing is done correctly, as
shown, then the dancers will always start
the movement, more times than not, on the
first beat of the phrase or at the least on a
good downbeat, i.e., 1st, 3rd, 5th or 7th
beat of the phrase.
Listed below are some common mis-timed
breaks and figures and some timed breaks
and figures. The (1/2 way from home)
means the dancer will start the promenade
home when they are 1/2 from home —8
steps— but, the music will give them 16
beats to arrive at home. What happens?
The dancers wait at home for 8 beats and
smooth and continuous dancing is impossible. The numbers in parenthesis follow-

(1)

(1)

ing the movement are the number of steps,
or beats, needed to execute the movement
as recommended by the timing committee
of Callerlab.
COMMON MIS-TIMED BREAKS:
GRAND SQUARE (32),
CIRCLE LEFT (8),
LEFT ALLEMAND (6),
SWING (4),
PROMENADE (8) = 58 BEATS AND THE
DANCERS ARE 1/2 WAY HOME TO
START THE PROMENADE.
GRAND SQUARE (32),
CIRCLE LEFT (8),
LEFT ALLEMANDE (6),
PROMENADE (8) = 54 BEATS AND THE
DANCERS ARE 1/2 WAY FROM HOME
TO START THE PROMENADE.
GRAND SQUARE (32),
LEFT ALLEMAND (6),
WEAVE THE RING (10),
SWING (8),
PROMENADE (8) = 64 BEATS, BUT THE
DANCERS ARE 1/2 FROM HOME TO
START THE PROMENADE.

LADIES CHAIN 3/4 (10),
ROLLAWAY 1/2 SASHAY (4),
CIRCLE LEFT (8),
LEFT ALLEMANDE (6),
SWING (4, 6 OR 8),
PROMENADE (8) = 40, 42, OR 44 BEATS
DEPENDING UPON THE SWING AND
DANCERS ARE 1/2 FROM HOME TO
START THE PROMENADE.
COMMON TIMED BREAKS:
FOUR LADIES CHAIN (8),
ROLLAWAY 1/2 SASHAY (4),
CIRCLE LEFT (4),
ROLLAWAY 1/2 SASHAY (4),
CIRCLE LEFT (4),
LEFT ALLEMANDE (6),
WEAVE THE RING (10),
PROMENADE (16) = 64 BEATS.
GRAND SQUARE (32),
FOUR LADIES CHAIN (8),
CHAIN BACK (8),
PROMENADE (16) = 64 BEATS.
FOUR LADIES CHAIN 3/4 (10),
ROLLAWAY 1/2 SASHAY (4),
CIRCLE LEFT (8),
LEFT ALLEMANDE (6),
WEAVE THE RING (10),
DO SA DO (6),
SWING (4),
PROMENADE (16) = 64 BEATS.

HEADS SQUARE THRU (10),
DO SA DO (6),
SWING THRU (6),
BOYS RUN (4),
BEND THE LINE (4),
RIGHT & LEFT THRU (6),
DIXIE STYLE TO AN OCEAN WAVE (6),
BOYS TRADE (4),
BOYS CROSS-FOLD (4),
SWING (4),
PROMENADE (16) = 70 BEATS.
HEADS SQUARE THRU (10),
RIGHT HAND STAR (8),
LEFT HAND STAR (8),
DO SA DO (6),
SWING THRU (6),
BOYS TRADE (4),
TURN THRU (4),
LEFT ALLEMANDE (6),
SWING (4),
PROMENADE (16) = 70 BEATS.
HEAD LADIES CHAIN (8),
HEADS SQUARE THRU (10),
RIGHT & LEFT THRU (6),
VEER LEFT (2),
CIRCULATE (4),
BEND THE LINE (4),
SLIDE THRU (4),
SWING (8),
PROMENADE (16) = 62 BEATS.
COMMON TIMED FIGURES:

FOUR LADIES CHAIN (8),
CHAIN BACK (8),
CIRCLE LEFT (8),
LEFT ALLEMANDE (6),
WEAVE THE RING (10),
SWING (8),
PROMENADE (16) = 64 BEATS.

HEADS PROMENADE HALF (8),
SIDES RIGHT & LEFT THRU (8),
SQUARE THRU (10),
DO SA DO (6),
EIGHT CHAIN FOUR (10),
SWING (6),
PROMENADE (16) = 64 BEATS.

COMMON MIS-TIMED FIGURES:
HEADS PROMENADE 1/2 (8),
RIGHT & LEFT THRU (8),
SQUARE THRU (10),
RIGHT & LEFT THRU (6),
SQUARE THRU 3/4 (6),
LEFT ALLEMANDE (6),
PROMENADE (16) = 60 BEATS.

HEADS SQUARE THRU (10),
DO SA DO (6),
SWING THRU (6),
BOYS RUN (4),
COUPLES CIRCULATE (4),
FERRIS WHEEL (6),
DOUBLE PASS THRU (4),
LEADS PARTNER TRADE (4),
SWING (4),
PROMENADE (16) = 64 BEATS.

HEADS SQUARE THRU (10),
RIGHT & LEFT THRU (6),
S1MNG THRU (6),
BOYS RUN (4),
FERRIS WHEEL (6),
PASS THRU (2),
STAR THRU (4),
SLIDE THRU (4),
SWING (6),
PROMENADE (16) = 64 BEATS.

HEADS SQUARE THRU (10),
DO SA DO (6),
TOUCH 1/4 (2),
WALK & DODGE (4),
PARTNER TRADE (4),
RIGHT & LEFT THRU (6),
FLUTTER WHEEL (8),
SLIDE THRU (4),
SWING (4),
PROMENADE (16) = 64 BEATS. 4/
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Al Stevens, "Sunny" MGR 2413
A Mainstream Singing Call

Bill Peters, MGR 2412
"Camelia"
A Mainstream Singing Call

DANCER FAVORITES
"Pushed in a Corner" by Fred Beem • MGR 2411
"Gonna Have A Ball" by Jim Mayo • MGR 2410
"Spring Fever" (contra) by Don Ward • CMGR 301
ORDER FROM YOUR DEALER
P.O. BOX 1835 CLACKAMAS, OR. 97015 • 1-800-851-6203

People/Events
IN THE NEWS
CHARLOTTE, NC
ore than 700 dancers, callers and
cuers attended the 5th Annual
Convention of the Folk, Round, and
Square Dance Federation of North Carolina at the Charlotte Convention Center
May 20 - 21. In addition to North Carolina, states represented were South
Carolina, Georgia, Virginia, Tennessee,
and Ohio. A golf tournament which drew
14 participants preceded the opening of
dance halls Friday evening.
Halls were available for Mainstream,
Plus, and Advanced Square Dancing,
Round Dancing, and Texas Two-step,
Line, and Contra Dancing. An after party
was held following the closing of halls at
11:00 PM both nights. Thirty-two callers
and 10 cuers were present at the Convention.
In addition to dancing, other events
were a fashion show narrated by Carol
Vanhise of Durham in which 24 couples
and five individuals participated, sewing
clinic, work shops, and a seminar led by
the co-chairmen and committee chairmen for the 47th National Square Dance
Convention to be held in Charlotte in
1998. Chairman Gene Triplett of Matthews, informed those attending the
seminar that the Federation had received a $12,500 grant from the Charlotte Convention & Visitors Bureau to
promote the 1998 Convention. He also
announced that 702 early bird passes
had been sold to this convention.
Eight Tar Heel clubs had exhibits showcasing their activities. Cash prizes for the
best exhibit were awarded as follows:
Cardinal Squares (Salsbury) - 1st place,
Square Wheelers (Charlotte) - 2nd
place, and Cactus Squares (Burlington)
- 3rd place.
At a business session members approved admission of four new clubs into
the Federation.

M

Approximately 125 dancers feasted on
barbecued chicken, baked beans, and
slaw served in the main hall of the convention Center Saturday evening.
The 6th Annual State Convention will
be held May 19 - 20, 1995 in the new
Charlotte Convention Center now under
construction in downtown Charlotte.
Ralph Komegay, a Wilmington caller, will
serve as chairman for this Convention.
Bill McKinniss of Indian Tail, was chairman of the 1994 convention.
Submitted by Al Stewart,
Greensboro, NC
EXCHANGE STUDENT

FROM RUSSIA
his past year we had the privilege of
hosting a student from the former
Soviet Union. This was the first High
School student exchange with Russia.
These students were brought over here
on scholarships under the Bradley Act.
All the students who were selected to
come to America were top of their class
and their English was perfect.
Our student's name was Veronika Elfimova and she came from a city very
north of Moscow called Archangelsk.
The town is located near the White Sea
where it is very cold six months of the
year. Veronika had just turned 16 when
she came to us. Because the mail is so
bad she never received our letter so she
did not know where she was going, except to America. She found out she was
going to California when she got to Moscow.
After arriving and settling in she was
introduced to our world of square dancing. Since there is no such thing in Russia, she found it very enlightening. We
started her out in our own club's beginner
class, but for lack of attendance, the

T

class folded. Since there was no other
club close at hand for her to learn the
easy way, she had to learn the hard way
- by osmosis. Being as bright as she was,
and knowing about rhythm through her
modem dance, she learned very quickly.
We are very active square dancers and
we go to many local conventions. During
Veronika's stay with us she attended four
conventions. One of those conventions
was the National Convention in Portland,
Oregon. On Thursday of the convention
there was a large parade of states held
outdoors. Through the streets Veronika
was the only square dancer from Russia
so she had the honor of carrying her
country's flag. We couldn't have been
more proud of her.
We will never forget our trip to Portland,
we had a great time. The only sad part of
it was that Veronika or "Nika" as we
affectionately called her, left to go home
on Friday night of the convention.
Having an exchange student can
change your life forever and we can
hardly wait till we get our next girl from
Germany!
Karen & David Smith
Rhythm Steppers
Salinas, CA
IN MEMORY OF PEGGY FOGG
For those who love square and round
dancing, and those who never danced
can now visit the permanent display of
square dance material at Harlin Museum, West Plains, Missouri, approxi-

mately 100 miles east of Branson, MO
and 52 miles east of Mountain Home,
Arkansas, a fisherman's paradise, two
lakes, Bull Shoals and Norfolk.
Some 3,000 plus items have been donated, a collection of 43 years. The secretary of the museum said the West
Plains Branch of South West State University has been using the material for 2
years. Some of the books are Dick's
Quadrille - 1878, Good Morning by Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Ford - 1943, Cowboy
Dances by Lloyd Shaw, a complete set
of Sets In Order, and Southern California
Caller's notes and books.
I have donated the memorabilia in
memory of my late wife Peggy Fogg. We
had a very colorful square dance life,
starting in 1948; promoting the Doll
Dance which ran for 7 years, president of
Western S/D Association 1955 & 1956,
ran a 1/4 page class ad in the L.A. Sunday Times, served 10 years on the
Southern CA Callers Board, founder and
promoter of Square Dancers of America
putting a square dance float in the New
Year's Tournament of Roses 1976 thru
1985.
I've been wheel chair bound for three
years and have now hung up my mike.
The Harlin Museum is located at 404
Worcester, West Plains, MO 65775. It is
open from April 15 to November 15,
12:00 to 4:00, Tuesday thru Saturday.
John Fogg
West Plains, MO
V

YOU WOULD FEEL SICK TOO
IF YOU HAD TO PAY
$.39 FOR EACH RETURNED MAGAZINE
BECAUSE SOMEONE DIDN'T SEND IN
THEIR CHANGE OF ADDRESS.
PLEASE KEEP YOUR ADDRESS CURRENT
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It just doesn't get
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any better than this ! !
America's Finest . . .
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SQUARE and ROUND
DANCE INSTITUTE .
WINTER 1995

Asilomar
Weekend

2 GREAT SESSIONS

5 Day Session

Feb 3rd - 5th

Feb 5th - 10th

How would you like to escape for a
few days and spend a dream vacation
with others who share your
enthusiasm for Square Dancing? The
chance is yours! Come join us at
Asilomar, on the very tip of the
beautiful Monterey Peninsula, where
Square and Round Dancing are at
their very best.
The sound is perfect, the floor is a
sheer joy to dance on and the staff of
callers and teachers are simply out of
this world. The meals are delicious,
designed to tempt the appetites of
hungry dancers.
Youll never find a more enjoyable
square dance experience, so come
join us at Winter Asilomar 55... The
livin' is easy and the fun unlimited.

Meet Your Staff
MARSHALL FLIPPO
"Flip" hails from Abilene, TX and is one of the
most popular callers in the country. He is one of
the founders of CALLERLAB and is in the
"Square Dance Hall of Fame."

FRANK AND BARBARA LANE
Frank has been one of the countrys best known
"professional" callers since 1953. He also is one
of the founders of CALLERLAB and a member of
the "Square Dance Hall of Fame."

BILL AND MARTHA BUCK
The Bucks are from Shreveport, LA and whether
you're a dyed-in-the-wool round dancer or are
just getting into rounds, they will give you great
dancing pleasure.

BOB AND PHYLLIS HOWELL
They are from Euclid, OH and Bob is one of the
nation's outstanding contra prompters. He is
also one of the workshop editors for American
Square Dance magazine.

For an application with full details write:

FRANK LANE'S DANCE RANCH
P.O. BOX 1382 - ESTES PARK, CO - 80517

by Phyllis Mugrage
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ELASTIC WAISTBAND
FOR A SKIRT

have been asked many times how to
best put an elastic waistband on a
skirt. These skirts are so comfortable
I don't think I will ever go back to
putting a regular waistband on any of my
square dance skirts.

ITEMS NEEDED
Elastic to your waist measurement minus 6"—check before cutting it to make sure
it will comfortably stretch over your hips
and shoulders. I prefer the 1 inch Ban Roll
elastic as this does not roll over or twist as
I am inserting it.
Your favorite skirt pattern. I personally
prefer an 8 gore pattern, but you can use a
tiered skirt pattern or a circle skirt. If using
a tiered pattern make sure the top tier IS

1011-fg1 c ileste11113§§
3430 PACIFIC AVE S.E.
SUITE A-6332
OLYMPIA, WA 98501 206-456-1643

ILCU-MAC 1494 SPECIAI 11-`41 'kik IS
DYER & JAR VUS

Sept. 10-17 Holland America Alaska Square Dance Cruise
with Mac Letson and Don Wood

BIL L
B UM GA RNE

HOT NEW LOU-MAC RELEASES
LM 199 THE DANCE by Robert Townsend
LM 198 LONG GONE by Tom Roper
LM 197 WHY HAVEN'T I HEARD FROM YOU by Bill Bumgarner
LM 196 FINALLY FRIDAY by Dan Preedy
LM 195 BIBLE BELT by Don Wood
LM 194 TEMPORARY HOME by Tommy Wells
LM 193 REGULAR JOE by Wes Dyer 8 Kenny Jarvis
LM 192 YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING by Mac Letson & Tom Roper
TOMMY
WELLS

Pli
ROBERT
TOWNSEND

Record Order Phone Number (901) 867-8722

DAN
PRE EDY

MAC
LETSON

:
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TOM
ROPER
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NOT smaller than your hip measurement
plus 4 inches for the opening in the circle.
If your hip measurement is 36" you would
need to make sure the pattern would circle
40" or set your quarter circle at 7-1/2
inches. (If you do not have the directions
for making a circle pattern just write me and
I would be happy to send them to you.)
Cut your waistband material 3-1/4
inches wide for a 1 inch casing, by whatever length you need to fit the opening of
your skirt. If you are using the 8 gore skirt,
and the fabric is heavy, use your hip measurement plus 5 inches and gather the extra
fullness of the skirt to the waistband. Sew
your skirt leaving one seam unsewn (preferably one in the back). Fold the waistband
fabric in half (wrong sides together) and
press. Pin and stitch the waistband to your
skirt using 1/2 inch seam allowance. (Since
I have a serger, I serge the raw edges after

I sew the band on my regular machine. If
you don't have a serger you could double
stitch the raw edge or use a zig-zag stitch
to keep edges from fraying.)
Thread the elastic through the waistband and stitch the final seam. I then turn
the seam in one direction and stitch it in
place.
Sometimes I want a wider band and
don't wish to wear a belt. Then I cut 7-3/4
inch wide material. Fold a press as above.
Next, I stitch six parallel lines a little over
1/4 inch wide. (To be accurate use a chalk
wheel and mark the lines first before sewing.) After attaching the waistband as in the
previous paragraph I then run six pieces of
1/4 inch elastic through the six casings
formed by my stitching. Then finish the
skirt.
This waistband is nice on shorts and
sport type clothing also. V

3rd AWALFONTAll NTASY
TONY OXENDINE

DAMON COE TIM MARRINER
STEVE KOPMAN
DARRYL MCMILLAN
Rounds by JERRY & BARBARA PIERCE

PLUS and ADVANCED
(2 FULL TIME HALLS)

JUNE 1-4, 1995
FONTANA VILLAGE, FONTANA DAM, N.C.
FOR INFO:

Debbie Kopman
1305 Whitower Dr.
Knoxville, TN 37919
(615) 691-1580
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USDA INSURANCE
PROGRAM 1994

T

he United Square Dancers of America continues to offer the best available group dancer insurance to the
square dance community. Every square,
round, clogging, contra, heritage and folk
dance organization needs general liability protection and accident medical expenses while conducting and sponsoring
dance activities.
No Blue Light Special offered in any
store can match what USDA offers for
the dancers insurance. Only $2.10 per
person (with a minimum fee for a club of
$32.00), gives you a whole year's protection. Here are some other things you may
not be aware of:
1.Any later changes in the club roster,
either up or down, will not require additional fee until the next renewal date.
2. Classes sponsored by an insured
club, will be covered without additional
costs during class sessions.
3. An honorary member or caller member of a club is covered by this policy only
when attending a dance as a dancer.
4. The policy provides $50,000 legal
liability in the event of a fire, $1,000,000

personal liability and $10,000 medical
benefits.
5. The accident insurance coverage is
excess (secondary) to any other valid
and collectible insurance covering the
same accident.
6. The policy year is January 1,
through December 31.
7. A dancer belonging to more than
one club pays only one enrollment fee.
8. All members of an insured club must
participate in the insurance program.
9. Picnic, camp-outs, snow-trips and
other non-dancing activities, of an insured club, are not covered by this policy.
10. The club must be a member of a
USDA Affiliate to obtain the $2.10 per
person.
11. Approximately 45 days are required to obtain a Certificate of Insurance, that is why insurance applications
should be submitted by November 15
each year to assure coverage for January 1.
Each year the insurance program increases. Nationwide, the halls that the
clubs are using are asking more and
more that the clubs provide their own
insurance coverage. It's just impossible

You'll have the time of your life !

KIRKWOOD
LODGE
A First Class Square Dance Resort
on the beautiful Lake of the Ozarks
CI.Clette

Damee Vazettetue ea '74,c/if

FOR INFORMATION WRITE:
KIRKWOOD LODGE
P.O. BOX 37, Osage Beach, MO 65065
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Featuring
• 15 Great Square
Dance Weeks
• Outstanding
Staffs
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T HE

SQUARE
DANCERS
CLOSET

MARILYN
ADAMS
2012 Warren Ct.
N. Augusta, SC 29841

(803) 279-3687

CATOLOG $1.00 Ea.
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CALL US TOLL FREE!

1-800-476-2008
Please send with order - size, color, your
name, address, & telephone number. For
charge purchases, send card number, name
printed on card and expiration date. For
freight, please add $7.00 S.0 customers.
add 5% sales tax.

for anyone to find a company who will
write coverage for a club, and provide all
the things that this program provides, for
$2.10 per person. For additional information contact the following:
USDA INSURANCE CHAIRMAN, Owed
& Loraine Backus, P.O. Box 1365, Pine
Bluff, AR 71613 (501)534-2264
USDA HANDICAPABLE
COMMITTEE
The idea of a HANDICAPABLE COMMITTEE was formed in 1983 at the National Square Dance Convention in
Louisville, KY. A handicapable square
dance club from Pensacola, Florida had
just finished their exhibition and Frank &
Nancy Cherry, Caller for the Pensacola
Special Steppers, and Mac & Chieko
MacKenzie, club President, had the opportunity to observe a wheelchair club
perform the intricate movements of
square dancing. After discussions with
the leaders of this wheelchair group and
other square dance leaders, it was
learned that there was no national organization which was representing the
74

Style #501
This stunning petticoat is triple layer in design. The outer
layer is all crystal fabric. The in between layer is nylon net
with a bottom crystal ruffle. The inner layer
is nylon organza with a bottom
ruffle of crystal.
Thus, the petticoat's appearance is one of all
crystal. There is a
leaderline inserted
in the self-colored
binding of each bottom ruffle to ensure fullness.
It's available in 60 yards with our
adjustable poly/cotton top.
Sizes:
Colors:

P-S-M-L
White, Red. Black. Pink.
Dusty Rose. Jade.
Peacock Blue.

interests of persons with handicaps/disabilities who desired to learn how to
square dance.
As a result of these discussions, the
Cherrys and the MacKenzies developed
a concept of an organization to promote
square dancing as an appropriate form of
recreation for persons with handicaps/disabilities. A presentation was
made in 1984 to the Executive Committee of the UNITED SQUARE DANCERS
OF AMERICA. Recognizing the fact that
there is a place within the square dance
movement for the handicapped and disabled, the Committee for Handicapable
Dancers was accepted by the USDA as
an integral part of the national organization. The Handicapable Dancers now
have status and a national organization
supporting them.
The USDA Handicapable committee
works to assure that handicapped dancers have an opportunity to enjoy square
dancing. The committee coordinates the
dissemination of information concerning
other groups which serve the disabled.
The Committee also serves as a forum
American Squarer:twee, September 1994

for the identification of existing clubs and
leaders, encouraging the establishment
of clubs and classes for the handicapped, encouraging an exchange of
ideas beneficial to the promotion, preservation and growth of these special dancers. As a result of these activities, other
organizations can be made aware of the
importance of including the handicapable within their programs.
Through the creation of the USDA
Handicapable Dancers Committee, the
USDA is very proud to have taken the
initial step in recognizing that a place
exists for handicapable dancers within
the square dance movement. Hopefully,
others will join the UNITED SQUARE
DANCERS OF AMERICA in extending
this overdue recognition and acceptance
of a vital segment of the activity.
For additional handicapable dancer
information contact the Cochairman of
the USDA COMMITTEE FOR HANDICAPABLE DANCERS:
Mac & Chieko MacKenzie, PO Box 280,

Gulf Breeze, FL 32562 (904) 932-6367
and Frank & Nancy Cherry, 257 Man-0War Circle, Cantonment, FL 32533 (904)
478-0754
INTERNATIONAL
FOLKDANCE WEEK
The week of October 10 to 16 will be
designated as INTERNATIONAL FOLKDANCE WEEK, an integral part of MULTICULTURAL AWARENESS MONTH.
Wth the increase in public interest in the
board spectrum of ethnic backgrounds
here in California the legislature has designated October as Multicultural Awareness Month and we have asked
Governor Wilson to declare the week of
October 10 through 16 as International
Folkdance Week. This declaration
should happen within the next few weeks
so we should begin our planning immediately. We have a whole week to show
the public who we are and what we do.
Each club and teacher can take advantage of this week by planning some

BILL DAVIS SQUARE DANCE SERVICE
THE EXTEMPORANEOUS CALLER — Second Printing
The most comprehensive book on sight and extemporaneous calling
ever written. 140 information packed pages cover Theory of
Resolution, Formation Awareness, Arrangements, Get Outs,
Programming, 2-Couple calling & lots more. By Bill Davis.
$16.95 Plus $1 Post, US & Can. Add $7 for overseas.

THE ALL NEW 1994 BIG FIVE DICTIONARY
and Square Dance MANUAL
This edition has new larger type and is the most comprehensive
definitions book yet. It contains official definitions of all calls in the
5 CALLERLAB programs MS through C2 including the most recent
1994 updates. It has lots of Get-Outs. It is filled with diagrams and
examples plus in-depth commentary on: usage, teaching, flow,
formation names, learning hints, and common misunderstandings.
by Bill Davis & John Sybalsky - $9.95 plus $1 post in US & Can.

NEW - 8.5 X 11 DELUXE EDITION - $13.95 plus postage
DANCERS'/CALLERS' NOTE SERVICE
Covers all new calls, ideas, and definitions. Commentary on square
dancing. Bi monthly. Per Cal. Yr. - Dancers: $7.50/Callers: $15.95
ORDER FROM: Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale, CA 94087
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S-1 ELASTIC WAIST SKIRTS

In Sizes XS, S. M. & L

One Size fits all $5.95
View 13
Includes:
How to add skirts to
410
11111101
dresses bodice for
square dance
dressmaking.
4 GORE
Easy to follow
8 GORE with ruffle
instructions for the
beginning dancer making
her first S/D skirts.
View E
Vlew P
Vow G
SPECIAL
ADDITION
A Peasant Blouse
Pattern

SHIRLEY'S

10 CORE
kh pocket CIRCULAR

12 salad ralorad plPals
with 15
pleala

PLEATS

Includes all 7 skirt syllett shown
and Peasant Blouse pattern. too!

MAIL ORDER
PATTERN and APPAREL CATALOG
Contains newest S/D patterns
from all major companies;
Send $1.00 refund on 1st
$10.00 order

Square Dance
Patterns
SHIRLEY'S SA)
SHOPPE
Route 9-d Box
423 Dept B
Hughsonville, NY
12537
Telephone
(914) 297-8504

Featuring 3 popular necklines
jewel. scoop and elasticized
and 3 popular sleeve
atyles: puff. flare.
and wry full
3n1 length
puff.

'..2.:
01111
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*—.41
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S-4 BLOUSES

$4.95

6 Beautiful, easy4oinake
blouses from 2 bask patterns
in sizes XS, 8, 81, & L

*Also Includes

POSTAGE
one pattern $1.50
two patterns $2.50

i. b
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ered Apron pattern, View 63
a fiGore Square Dance Skirt
pattern; and View 66 longer
length 8-Gore Skirt Pattern
for Country Dancing.

CLUB OFFICERS: To introduce your new CLASS MEMBERS to our catalog, we will
send you 12 FREE COPIES per class, if you'll send $2.00 to help defray postage.

special event and take the opportunity to
recruit new members. This would be a
good time to expand our horizons to include more ethnic variety in our programs
and in our membership.
In recent years the media has shown
more interest in and willingness to publicize multicultural activities so we should
take advantage of this. Newspapers,
television and the radio are the primary
sources of coverage, but don't overlook
your local Chamber of Commerce and
other public oriented non-profit groups. A
photo session is always well worth your
time. Perhaps you can get a group of
costumed dancers together for a TV filming. Most of your publicity should be done
about a month in advance of the function.
Activities that may work well in your
community would include performances
or demonstrations at a mall, a school or
youth center, at a housing group recreation building or almost anywhere groups
of people get together. Don't ignore the
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Kiwanis and the Lions club or any group
opportunity. Pass out flyers and recruit
new members.
Invite the public to your class that
week and turn it into a mini-party with
demonstrations of your simpler but colorful dances, get them to participate or just
have a free class evening for prospective
new members. Make the evening interesting by showing simple dances the average person can pick up quickly.
Do plan something or several somethings and let me know what you are
doing so we can get new and better ideas
for next year. We will consolidate the
information we receive and compare it
with the activities in the South, giving us
more ideas for next year. Let us know
who organized the function, where and
when it will be and, if possible, the official
title, person in charge with phone number
and address. After it is over let us know
how it went, your expectations for new
members or other opportunities to dem-
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onstrate. This may be an opportunity for
us to begin to grow again.
Max Horn, Chairperson, IFD Week
6200 Alhambra Avenue
Martinez, CA 94553
(510)228-8598
"BAWL" PLANNED TO
BENEFIT SQUARE DANCING
The Georgia callers association is
sponsoring Georgia "Fawl Bawl," a
square, round and line dance event November 4th and 5th, 1994. This dance
will begin a drive to raise funds to help
promote our square dance activity to the
non-dancing public and will be held at the
Georgia National Fairgrounds and
Agricenter in Perry, GA. This promises to
be a weekend of fun and relaxation for
our current dancers.
The Georgia Callers Association has
voted to commit a greater portion of the
profits to pay for advertising in newspapers, magazines, public communications, etc., which will provide a means of
pulling new dancers into our Georgia

clubs. Please see your Georgia caller for
more details or call Don Heins at (912)
265-1504 for further details.
Remember that square dancing has
been defined as "Fun and Fellowship Set
to Music." Let's pull together and make
this a "November to remember."
NATIONAL
ADVANCED & CHALLENGE S/D
CONVENTION
The 28th National Advanced and
Challenge Square Dance Convention
was held in Virginia Beach, VA this past
June. 1,200 dancers from 38 states, 4
Canadian provinces, Belgium, England,
Germany, Japan, Sweden and Switzerland attended the three-day event. Half
of the dancers were present for the
Wednesday night Trail-End Dance and
Thursday morning Non-Staff Caller
Dance.
Dancing was held in the Pavilion Convention Center in Virginia Beach with five
halls of continuous dancing: A-2, C-1,

Engliesh Mountain
Retreat

Sevierville, Tennessee

1994 FIVE-DAY PACKAGE
FEATURED CALLER / CUERS

Tony Oxendine

Jerry Helt

Jerry Story
Gary Shoemake

Jim & Priscilla Adcock
Jerry & Barbara Pierce

"Decko" Deck
Dale McClary

Dick Duckham

Chuck & Voncille Murphy

Skip Smith

Woody Ussery
Ken Bower

Marilyn & Cliff Hicks

Bill Harrison
Kevin Van Vliet

Jerry Haag
Lem Gravelle
Johnnie Wykoff

Jeannette & Leo Chauvin
Eric Jaworski
Jim & Jane Poorman

Wade Driver
Tim Mariner
Larry Letson

Luxury Accommodations • 3 Meals Daily • After Dance Snacks and Refreshments • Hot, Tub •
Heated Swimming Pool • Miniature Golf • Tennis • Ping Pong • Volleyball • Horseshoes

FOR RESERVATIONS CONTACT: English Mountain Retreat
1096 Alpine Drive, Sevierville, TN 37562 / 615-453-0171 / 1-500-633-1251 (Reservations Only)
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800-469-1991

713-469-1951
8902 Taub Road
Houston, TX 77064
PETTICOAT: Crystal petticoat 60 yd.
183.00. 80 yd. $106.00, 100 yd. SI23.00
In white, red, or black.
(Other colors available from catalog)
Specify waist size and length when ordains!'

• •• • ;_,
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THE SPLASH. Available in red, pink or
black solid color with coordinating print
Skirt and blouse set. S M L 180.00
PEASViT BLOUSE: S M L $23.9

CATALOG
MAIL ORDER

SASSY SKIRT: Solid color with white
eyelet ruffles. S M L $55.00.

CUSTOM MADE
JUST FOR YOU!

Skirt and Blouse available colon:
navy. red, jade. teal peacock.
We accept MASTER CARD, VISA, DISCOVER
TO ORDER' State style, color, size and price with your name, complete address and telephone number. Add 84 75 for
shipping and handling, Texas customers add 7.25% sales tax. Foreign shipments add 57.00 per item. Canada, Hawaii Jc
Alaska add 53.00 per item CHARGE PURCHASES send card number, name on card said exprialion date. ALLOW 4-6
WEEKS DELIVERY.

C-2, C-3A, C-3B, and also part-time C-4
Basic and C-4 halls.
Staff Callers were Ed Foote, Dave
Hodson, Ross Howell, Mike Jacobs, Lee
Kopman, Steve Kopman, Ron Libby,
Dave Lightly, Norm Poisson, Ben Rubright, Anne Uebelacker and Dave Wilson. Associate Callers participating
during the Convention were Saundra
Bryant, Vic Ceder and Todd Fellegy.
Nine additional callers participated in a
special Non-Staff Caller dance.
John and Gladys Clark, formerly of
Dayton, Ohio and now living in Sarasota,
Florida were recognized for being the
only couple to have attended all 28 conventions.
Herb and Monica Seitz, chairmen of
the dancers' advisory board, stated in the
convention program book that the NACC
is unique in many ways: 1. Most of the
top names in Advanced and Challenge
are present as Staff Callers; 2. It is the
only convention which allows danCers to
vote on Staff Callers for the following
year; 3. It is the only convention which
78

uses an advisory board of dancers to
help make decisions of importance to its
success; 4. It is the only convention
which allows for programming of callers
not on staff, thereby recognizing upcoming and on-going talent.
The 29th Convention will be held at the
Dayton Convention Center in Dayton,
Ohio June 15-17, 1995, with a Trail-End
Dance June 14. For information write: Ed
& Marilyn Foote, 140 McCandless Dr.,
Wexford, PA 15090
PROMOTIONAL VIDEO TAPES
TV commercials, produced by the
CALLERLAB Foundation For The Preservation and Promotion of Square Dancing, are still available on 1/2" VHS or 1"
studio video tape.
Two 30 second commercials and one
60 second commercial are included on
each video tape. Your local TV or cable
studio can add a phone number or address to the commercials.
"Couch Potato," a 30 second commercial, proposes an alternate solution for
American Squ,redance, September 1994

people seeking more excitement in life
than nightly TV. The 60 second commercial features a narrator repudiating the
more common misconceptions of square
dancing. "Scenic America" another 30
second commercial, pictures square
dancing as the central theme — "Everyone is coming home to square dancing."
The purpose of the commercials is to
educate the non-dancing public and assist local groups in recruiting new dancers for the square dance activity.
The tapes can be used as public service announcements (PSAs) on local TV
stations or cable TV. The tapes are also
effective recruitment tools when used at
shopping malls, craft and folk fairs,
county and state fairs, etc.
Each tape is shipped with a list of
suggested uses and instructions on approaching TV stations and cable companies for air time. The tapes are
distributed at no charge. A $5 donation
to the Foundation to cover shipping and
handling costs would be greatly appreciated.
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DANCERS' RESPONSIBILITY:
1. Return to home position as soon as
possible.
2. The head ladies will take their corner's
hand and head couples will back out to

•

XXIV TAPES:

IlIntniCtintl

In 1986 CALLERLAB introduced a
procedure for "LOST SQUARES." It was
approved with some small changes in
1987 and reads as follows:
The following method of returning to
dancing once a square has broken down,
shall be a uniform method to be taught to
all dancers for class programs through all
approved CALLERLAB dance programs:

A-1 SQUARE DANCING with Mike Sikorsky

3h 9 Whinii.v. Blvd., Los Angdos, CA 90023
(213) 262-5942

P.arknricr

"LOST SQUARES"

BASIC SQUA E DANCING with Larry McBee
O Vol 1
1 Into 23

IMPROVE YOUR
DANCE SKILLS THRU

R&R VIDEO

Call or write the CALLERLAB Home
Office to obtain a tape for use in your
local area:
CALLERLAB, 829 - 3rd Avenue S.E.
Suite 285, Rochester, Minnesota 559047313, Phone: (507) 288-5121,
FAX: (507) 288-5827

CONTRA DANCING
Intro to C ontra so/Mike Samisens 444.951
FOI OarIGCrli

I

N

Line awl Partner Dams
Seven Lim Dances
& Teachers w/ Hal Rice

ic. and other
ri Ballroom. WeifeWving7EINTr
' ' dance tepee available. Please send catalog.
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form lines at the sides of the square.
3. On the callers command, "EVERYBODY go forward and back," they enter
into the dance pattern.
CALLERS' RESPONSIBILITY:
1. Recognize that a number of sets have
broken down and have formed lines at
the sides of the hall.
2. Place the dancing squares into lines
that they are in a normal boy/girt arrangement.
3. Give the command "EVERYBODY go
forward and back" in a bold voice which
is the command for the broken squares
to enter into the dance pattern.
NEW DANCERS' BILL OF RIGHTS
The following New Dancers' Bill of
Rights was developed by the CALLERLAB Education Committee and adopted
by the general membership at the 1988
CALLERLAB Convention in Reno.
New Dancers' Bill of Rights
A new square dancer has the right:
1. To a class experience that is both
educationally and socially enjoyable.
2. To patient and dignified treatment
by the class instructor(s) and sponsors.
3. To gain experience dancing to other
callers and, if possible, with dancers from
other classes, prior to graduation.
4. To receive advice and assistance in
acquiring appropriate clothing for square
dancing.
5. To instruction and practice using the
approved definitions, timing and styling
for each listed call (Basic, Mainstream,
etc.).
6. To information about the history and
heritage of our present square dance
program.
As stated above, this "Bill of Rights"
was approved by our entire membership.
We encourage ALL callers and square
dancers alike to help put the FUN and
FRIENDLINESS back into Square Dancing!
Happy Dancing! Keep 'em smiling!
Remember, Friendship is Square Dancing's Greatest Reward.
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EIGHTH ANNUAL
RALPH PAGE
LEGACY WEEKEND
The Ralph Page Memorial committee
is pleased to announce that the Seventh
Ralph Page Legacy Weekend will be
held on Friday, January 6 - Sunday,
January 8, 1995 (a week earlier than
usual). It will be held at the Durham campus of the University of New Hampshire.
It will feature lots of traditional and contemporary contra dancing, including
many old favorites from the Ralph Page
repertoire.
New England squares and contra
dances are currently done throughout the
country and in many other countries as
well. Much of the credit for this goes to
Ralph Page, the Dean of New England
callers, who kept dancing alive and
healthy in New England through times
when no one else was calling traditional
dances. The Ralph Page Legacy Weekend will feature some of the best music
available, and will promote the vitality of
modern contra dancing together with the
elegance and polish insisted on by Ralph
Page.
The weekend will feature an outstanding staff of well known musicians and
callers. There will be three dance parties
beginning on Friday evening and continuing through Sunday afternoon, including the Banquet and Grand Ball on
Saturday evening.
As in past years, there will be a number of folklorists speaking on topics of
interest to dancers and musicians, and
tours of the Ralph Page collection of
books, magazines and records in the
UNH library.
Reservations will be necessary for the
Grand Dance, and for all meals; all other
events may be attended without advance
reservation. For information on reservations for the weekend, further details on
the schedule of events, and for scholarships to cover the expenses of the weekend, contact the Ralph Page Memorial
Committee by writing for a brochure at
NEFFA-RPLW, 1950 Massachusetts
Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140. A stamped,
self-addressed business-size envelope
would be appreciated. V
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by Elsie Rose

T

he sound of country music sets the
mood and toes begin to tap. Our
caller creates the atmosphere that
makes the connection work. He controls
the speed that we handle best and the
choice of steps within our range. The
time is fast enough to stimulate the heart
yet slow enough for us to follow his instructions. The touch of hand on hand as
we circle left or right is more than part of
a dance; it's the friendly reaching out that
we all need. Touching communicates!
We must learn to listen, absorb and
respond quickly to the calls. Learning the
language is the first step. It stimulates the
mind, stretching and enriching it. Memory is exercised as we tell our body what
to do. Quick thinking is developed and
memory sharpened as we sort out the
different steps. Learning the simplest
one increases our power of coordination.
The body becomes lissome as we bow,
turn, twirl and flow to the rhythm.
We smile as we dance; we laugh in a
tangle of mistakes, eye meeting eye in
the warmth of amused sharing. The
caller moves us gently into more complex patterns. We fumble, we concen-

NEW fix TA,

Attieic
A STITCH IN TIME SEWING
MACHINE CO., 226-06A Kingsbury Avenue
Bayside, NY 11364-3126 Tel# (718)479-3362
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trate and suddenly the new routine unfolds. It might be slow glide from one
position to another, or a quick swinging
tum with your own partner or someone
else's. The more complex, the greater
the challenge. Before long our body
automatically flows into the intended pattern. Instant replay at last!
The square dance is therapy for the
mind, body and spirit. There are no bad
side effects and the results are astounding. Age is no deterrent as long as one
can walk unaided and you are welcome
alone or as a couple. It's a dependable
source of exercise. When the Ice Age of
'94 closed the Nature Trail, prohibited
Outer Drive walking, halted exercise
classes, square dance survived - albeit
with records.
After all, exercise, laughter, camaraderie are the best medications and this
old-fashioned dance has it all. The walk
home is with lightened step and singing
spirits - a joie de vivre that nothing else
can equal.
Reprinted with permission from the
INKLING, published by Fairhaven Residents Association, Maryland I/

831,1111 add s4 95 tor
Postage & Handing
Send tot Free Brochure
Use tor travelog or storage
Holds up io 6 Peacoats
Lightweight rI)Aon-Slirty-Secure
Water & DO Repellent US A
NY Rea 8 1/4 tax/Xiday Overseas
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HARPER SMITH

Texoma Squares Mark End of
Era as Harper Smith Retires
by Shirley Mitchell

H

arper Smith is the only club caller
the Texoma Squares has ever had.
In June, 1994, Harper resigned all his
clubs as their regular caller. He will be
sorely missed by all of us. For those of
you who have not been privileged to
know Harper or much about him, let me
tell you.
Forty four years ago, Harper's brother
Ray, who was already a caller, talked him
into becoming one also. Calling has been
his life ever since. Texoma Squares was
formed in the early '50s when two other
clubs, the Family Square Dance Club
and Circle "8" Square Dance Club, combined and changed to the new name.
Harper had called for both these other
clubs and was well liked by all, so immediately he was asked to be club caller for
the squares.
Harper has remained with us all these
years through good times and bad. The
worst time in recent years was when
Texoma Squares lost their club house by
fire, possibly and probably arson. That
was on August 1, 1991. With some insurance, lots of hard work by members, and
Harper's full support and assistance, out
of the ashes has come a big, beautiful,
air conditioned new building. He was instrumental in obtaining callers for a big
benefit dance and served as master of
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ceremonies for it. We will be forever
grateful.
For 37 years he has held the Smith
Brother's Institute each year for a full
weekend of square and round dancing.
In the earlier days of the institute Harper
and brother Ray joined forces for the
festive weekends. After Ray quit calling,
many other well known callers assisted
him. The institute has, over the years,
been held in many different locations, but
in more recent years has been held at
Texoma Lodge, Texoma State Park in
Oklahoma on the banks of beautiful Lake
Texoma.
Harper has called the turns in 41
states. He has been on the staff at a
number of square dance resorts. He has
called at Kirkwood for 35 years. He has
also been on tap at Fun Valley for 12
years and has spent seven years each at
Peaceful Valley, Lighted Lantern and
Lightning "S" Ranch.
For three years he taught a short
course at the University of Florida in conjunction with the Florida Callers Association. He was one of 100 callers to meet
in Chicago about 15 years ago, who realized the need for standard calls and
moves. The group formed Callerlab.
Square dancers can now travel anywhere in this country and be familiar with
the calls and moves wherever they may
go.
The largest crowd he has called for
was at Golden State Roundup in Oakland, California, with the crowds ranging
from 7,800-8,000. He is the only caller
asked by the Golden State event to call
more than once. He has called for them
three times.
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One time, iii Irving, he was booked for
six nights a week, off only on Sunday and
worked 37 nights straight before having
any time off. During his first 30 years as
a caller, he called five nights a week.
During his career as a square dance
caller, Harper recorded 27 square dance
records. The most well known of these is
"Grand Colonel Spin." It has been a number of years since it was first recorded,
but it, and many of his other records are
still in use today.
In addition to being club caller for the
Texoma Squares for 40 plus years, he
has also been club caller for circle 1" in
Irving for about the same length of time.
The Paris Squares is another of his
clubs. Recently, in a conversation with
Harper, the subject of lessons came up.
He estimated that he has taught about
20,000 people to dance. This writer won-

ders if he isn't being a bit conservative in
his estimate.
On June 18, 1994, Harpe7 called his
last dance as a club caller forte Texoma
Squares. He and wife Jo, were presented with a lifetime membership to the
club. We had quite a gala celebration,
somewhat bittersweet. We feel privileged to have had him this long. We do
expect to dance to his calls again in the
future when he will come to us as guest
caller. And after he has two knee replacements we expect him to come
dance with us.
We, personally, are among the many
who learned to dance under Harper's
Tutelage. You won't find a smoother
caller anywhere. We hope that all of you
will sometime have a chance to dance
with a master, Harper Smith, calling the
turns. ✓
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That Part of the Old West spilling over with
fascinating history, beautiful scenery, weather
perfect for any activity and best of all,
lots of Square and Round Dancing.
Mesa and Apache Junction offer the finest
ballrooms in the world.
On any given day, choose from over 40
Square and Round Dance sessions.
Dance to 18 professional Callers and Cuers
of unequaled talent.
If you don't yet Square or Round Dance,
there's no better place to learn!
Ycsi Please send me more infolinatIon about
Arizona "The Dancers Choice."

A1,444 J44,,,V4,4,

Name
Address
City

State

Phone (

lip

I
"THE DANCERS CHOICE"

Mail to: MACCA, P.O. Box 30102, Mesa, AZ 85275
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LIEFILF1111
by Don Benson
t still doesn't seem so long ago that we
were coerced (he was coerced; I
wanted to go all along -Lexie) into attending our first Square Dance lesson on
Vandenberg Air Force Base (sure a long
drive — don't want to go anyway, but
Lexie's got her jaw set, and I like to eat
and sleep comfortable -Don) September,
1972. The music was hillbilly country
(ugh!), the caller couldn't sing a lick, the
dancing was silly, and I felt foolish and
embarrassed. But for the first time in my
life, I could dance something. By the time
the evening was over, I knew people;
they were friendly and were inviting me
back again. Phil & Sue Harris, Jim &
Maryann Simmons, Bernie & Babs Truman, The Batsons were in those first few
classes with us, and I can still feel the
warmth and friendship and love that we
all learned and shared there.
Over the months I watched my caller
grow from hick to HERO status (how did
he change so rapidly?), and I watched all
us other people change and grow open,
friendly and close. Exciting, wonderful
times that still help define our lives and
make them special! Our first Square Affair in 1973, our first State Convention in
1974, our first National in 1976, many
special weekend conventions, every
happy hilarious times with people that
are as special to us as our own best
friends and family members! How wonderful they are, and how I wish others
could learn the joy that we have learned,
and find the peace and happiness that
we have found!
I find it so strange — I can drive cars,
run radars, fly airplanes, program computers, teach mathematics, decode satellite communications, design earth
stations! But for some strange and incomprehensible reason, I can't do the
one thing that means the most to me. I
can't interest people in the one thing that
is worth all the rest put together. A sim-

pie, physical activity that can bring together families, build life-long friendships, solve problems in relationships,
cement bonds from generation to generation, ease communications with troubled youth, and just plain create the most
intense feelings of joy and happiness I
have ever known.
But how? How can I explain teaching
a class and watching the people change
week-by-week? How can I explain an
indrawn, remote man, bitter at the world
and himself that becomes slowly open
and alive? That's because he must reach
out and touch another, because he must
operate as part of a group, because he
must trust others to learn as he has
learned, because he finds out that mistakes don't matter but smiles and laughter do, because others also must trust
him, he changes! People don't care
about his mistakes. People don't care
about his failures. People don't care
about his worries. People don't care
about his concerns. Those are not important here. People care about his smile,
and his handshakes and hugs, his laughter, and his eyes that are now open and
snapping in joy. How can I explain that
strange thing that happens inside when
there is that perfect blend of intellectual
and physical stimulation, and a mysterious and personal bond forms between
that caller and the dancer, and the rest of
the world disappears, work goes away,
troubles depart and nothing else exists
except the concentration, the music, the
caller and the rest of the people in the
square? How can I explain? Only square
dancers know.
I guess I have almost given up. I have
seen too many eyes become guarded
and too many lips become thin and too
many people become uncomfortable
when I try to explain. The youth are lost
— their constant diet of manufactured
and false excitement in movies, in music,
on TV, and advertising has convinced
them that our lives and our ways are
finished. Never mind that we can out-per-

form them, out think them, and out-work
them. Never mind that they cannot create
goods, design new patterns, maintain
complex machinery, or even fix their own
cars. None of that matters to them. They
have been told so often that only THEY
matter and they now believe it. How
DULL our activity must seem to them.
How quaint. How OLD. And that is what
frustrates me the most, I guess. They
need it more than we do. They need the
warmth, the love, the friendships and the
safe haven that we have. But it seems
that I can't even explain it to my own
generation.

I will keep on trying. I love what Square
Dancing has done for my life. I love what
it has done for Lexie and me. I have
friends that I would give anything I have
to help, and friends who would give anything they have to help me. No questions
asked — just trust and caring. It's a rare
gift, and one that Square Dancing has
given over and over to many of us. Keep
dancing — I will. Keep caring, giving and
trying, and just maybe it will survive, and
just maybe we can introduce this very
special activity to just a few more very
special people. 1,/

RED BOOT BOYS QUARTET

5774-

‘144

Chuck Mem Cleo Bar
Barks

Mike Hoose, Mac McCall, Don W.
Johnny Jones

FJ
Jolly Baldwin

1994 TOUR DATES
FALL & WINTER
September
15
Niagra Falls
16 Ibronto, Can.
17 Owen Sound, Can.
18 Detroit, MI
October
1
Atlanta, GA
November
11 Clinton, MD
12 Shennandoah Valley, VA
RED
13 Rehobeth Beach, DE
BOOT
18 & 19 Pipestem State Park. WV
RECORDS
30 Sebring, FL
December
Melbourne, FL
1
For Information Write or Call:
2 & 3 Stuart, FL
Don
Williamson, Red Boot Prod.
4
Belview, FL
Red Boot Boys
Tapes, Records &
Fan Badges available
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Box 62 Crest Drive
Greeneville, TN 37743
Phone 615-638-7784

Don Coy

Chuck Marlow Loll Young

Ralph Kornagay

Sam Dunn

Latest Recordings
RB 3040 If Bubba Can Dance
by Don Williamson
RB 3039 A Little Less Talk
by Don Williamson
RBS 1354 To All The Girls
by Don Coy
RBS 1353 Just Enough Rope
by Jolly Baldwin
RBS 1352 If You Want To
Find Love
by Jim Park
RBS 1347 One In Every Size
by Cleo Barker
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Square Dance

PULSE POLL
CALLERLAB OS
MAINSTREAM
Wahoo
Single Circle to A
Wave
MS EMPHASIS CALL
Half Sashay
PLUS
Double Your Neighbor
PLUS EMPHASIS CALL

Spin Chain and
Exchange The Gears
ADVANCED
Scatter Scoot
Checkover
Chase Chain Thru
TRADIMONAL
Samsorrville Quadrille
CONTRA
Scout House Reel

PLUS PROGRAM
All eight spin the top
(Anything) and roll
(Anything) and spread
Chase right
Coordinate
Crossfire
Diamond circulate
Dixie grand
Explode family
a. waves
b. and anything
Extend
Flip the diamond
Follow your neighbor
Grand swing thru
Linear cycle (waves
only)
Load the boat
Peel family
a. Peel Off
b. Peel the top
Ping pong circulate
Relay the deucey
Remake the thar
Single circle to a wave
Spin chain and

mended for dancers prior
to Plus program activity.

O ASD
Not a Calleriab
program

I.

EXPERIMENTALS
(Priority order)

CLOSE THE BOX

From a box circulate: Trailers [in-facers] walk
forward as leaders [out-facers Fold] (this action
is also know as Box [Split] Circulate); new
trailers Extend and Hinge as new leaders do
1/2 of a Scoot Back (this action Is know as
Follow Thru). Thus the whole actioin Is: Box
[Split] Circulate; Follow Thru. Gives 2-faced
lines.
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Western Squares, Intl.
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(314) 353-7130
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exchange the gears
Spin chain the gears
Teacup chain
3/4 tag the line
Track two
Trade the wave
ASO PULSE POLL
Triple scoot
EXPERIMENTALS
Triple trade
Caution: Not recom-

Peacock Blue, Geey.
Suit: 15-171/2
Sere: 15•19

527.16
$33.16

Cokes. WhdrIVAte, CresaVCrema.

Filoc/Lr. Blue.
Sun. 15.1712

Sam. 14-19

ULM
334.90
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CHEYENNE 852.46

MR. STOMPER I MS. STOMPER

Clem la Style Oxford, alma glove Wear
Liam wood heel sea componnon
outlook. Gnat .has for caws. tap, round
dancing oobarocen.
M. Aar 74 2.14 (611 ends ad sotta1 A
W 7.13 (741 sea ta am). Cokes: Bak
White.

Loam err 5.10N (AA(, 4401.4
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STOMPERS $42.95

CURRENT CATALOG - $1.00
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by
Bill & Bobbie Davis

THE 1994 NATIONAL SQUARE
DANCE CONVENTION

T

he '94 National Convention was
held in Portland, Oregon. We
went. We go whenever it is close
or otherwise convenient. Why? For most
square dancers it is the happening of the
year. It is where the action is. How was
it? In a word, okay! At our latest check the
attendance was over 21,000. Not the
smallest, not the largest. The weather
was perfect. The venue was fair. The
programming — typical.
We went to our first National in 1956
in San Diego. We danced non-stop from
10:00 AM ill after midnight for three days
in a row. We ate lunch and dinner on site.
Things were less formal. My friends
signed me up to call. I had to do it. That
was then.
Upon hearing that the vendor booths
were about 1/3 mile away from the main
dancing area in Portland, our first guess
was that the vendors would not be happy.
It turned out that some had the best first
day ever. One theory was that once the
dancers go there, they bought — because they didn't want to walk over a
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second time. In any event, the booth area
was always crowded and, for the most
part, the vendors were happy.
In the large convention halls, overhead hall sound was used. It was not bad
for overhead sound, but not as good as
our regular peripheral sound. Hall sound
tends to be less crisp than we are accustomed to in square dancing. The best hall
was the A-1 hall. It had a nice wood floor.
It was the right size, and the sound was
perfect.
The largest hall was the Plus hall. It
was also the most packed. The main
Advanced hall (A-2) was about right. For
the morning and off-hour sessions, it was
the most crowded. The Mainstream hall
was the least crowded. As usual there
were halls away from the main action at
hotels and ice rinks. They were marginal.
Although the A-2 attendance was
good, the Challenge attendance was low.
The pacific northwest is not an intense
Challenge area, and Challenge dancers
— like all of us — have lots of choices
these days. For many the excitement of
a National was waned.
Programming a National Convention
is a tough job at best. There are lots of
callers. They all want to be in the Plus hall
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at prime time. To try and accommodate
as many as possible, callers are given 10
minute slots (one short tip) in the Plus
and MS halls. In the Advanced halls —
fewer callers — the slots are 15 minutes.
My opinion is that this is much better for
both the dancers and callers. As a caller,
I would much prefer two 15 minute slots
to three 10 minute slots. I think the dancers would like it better also. Why not try
it on a one year trial basis? Everyone
might like it.
The evenings are not over until the last
caller leaves the main after party hang

out. That is where all the problems of
square dancing are cussed, discussed,
and — solved? — never. I helped close
them all. I love after parties. I hate to quit
early. If anyone thinks that our problems
are simple, here is the place for education. Wth a dozen callers, there are a
dozen opinions as to the critical problems
and the solutions. Many are similar, but
it is safe to say that no two are really alike.
Problems range from call definitions to
teaching philosophies to the role of national associations.
It's a great life. I love my job. V

Does Your Heart Good.

EXERCISE

American Heart
Association

HAS YOUR MN OUT MR CLASS
BEN A 101111E COOL LATELY"
Just maybe it has to do with what you are offering.
Why not go with the newest craze and offer
COMBINED SQUARE AND COUNTRY WESTERN
DANCE LESSONS
Now available (introduced at the '94 Callerlab)
a book on how to teach combined Square and Country
Western Dance Lessons.
Includes lesson plans and definitions of Square Dance and
CW movements, steps, line dances, listing of music for CW,
choreography for half way dances and music discussions.
$25.00 plus $4.00 postage
Order from J & J Sq Dnc Co.
12610 Lusher Rd.
Florissant, MO 63033-5127
314-653-1441
Visa/MC/Discover Cards Welcome
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WFIAT*8
RIGHT WITH
SQUARE
DANCING
by Nick Martellacci
Brooklyn, New York

E

ach month produces yet another
round of negative articles on the
tragic decline of Square Dancing. As we
approach the beginning of another season of recruiting and classes, let's focus
on the positive aspects of what square
dancing offers to ourselves and our new
members.
Universal Language
Can you think of any other language
where, after mastering about 70 words
and phrases, you can get around freely
in Japan, Germany, Netherlands, and all
other countries where Square Dance is
"Spoken"??
Physical and Psychological
Benefits
How many times do you feel BAD after
a night of Square Dancing? Other than a
case of tired feet, do you feel depressed
after a 10 hour State or Regional Festival?? Very often I've walked into the
dance hall feeling tired and run down
from a hectic day on the job. By the time
the dancing's over, my outlook has improved 100% and I've got more pep than
I know what to do with!! The few times
I've left a hall feeling bad are the same
nights when I went in feeling bad (coming
down with a cold or getting over one)!
Why did I go in the first place? To spend
some time with my fellow club members/friends!
Mental Gymnastics
The Callerlab Programs offer as much
exercise for the mind as they do for the
body. Progressing from Mainstream and
Plus through Advanced and onto ChalAmerican Squaredance, September 1994

lenge, dancers are given more calls, formations, and concepts to master. Each
person is able to choose the program
which most closely fits his or her definition of fun. I know people who have been
happy dancing Mainstream and Plus for
years and years and who have no desire
to move on to other programs. I also
know people who dance C3B three years
aftertheir beginner lessons (and are anxious to learn C4!!).
Social Benefits
Square Dancing has brought me
friends from all over the continent. As I
travel from festival to festival, I run into
old friends and I meet new friends. Very
often, I am greeted by people who see
my club shirt and introduce themselves
as someone who has danced with fellow
club members at other conventions and
festivals!!
Does Square Dancing have problems? Of course it does. Any activity that
involves more than one person at a time
is open to differences of opinion and
Square Dancing is no different. But
Square Dancing's problems are relatively minor. (I'm planning another article to address some of these minor
problems.) The bottom line, the point we
must sell to our audience is this: Square
Dancing offers a wholesome, healthy
form of recreation which is enjoyed by
thousands and thousands of nice
people all across the world. If we are
successful in selling that message, I believe that the biggest problem Square
Dancing will have is finding enough
dance space to hold all the new converts
we've brought into the activity!!
Happy Dancing. 6/
89

SPECIAL OFFER: 20%

Off
a Life Subscription to the
National Square
Dance Directory

Zed

Published in January Each Year

• Information & contacts for over 10,000 clubs around the world.
• Great for traveling & planning vacations.
• Hundreds of dance related products & services.
• Festivals & conventions, callers & leaders.
• Square dance sewing & crafts section.
1994 Edition (Now Available): $12.00 ($8.95 plus $3.05 postage)

Life Subscription: $40.00 (Regular Price $50.00)

Club Information for 1995 Edition
To be sure that your square, round, clogging or other dance club is included
in the 1995 Edition of the NATIONAL DIRECTORY, you need to provide
updated information by August 15th. If there are no changes in your club's
listing, you may send in the club name, city and state indicating "no changes
in listing". If someone else is responsible for sending in information on your
club, please make sure that they do so as soon as possible. Everyone in square
dancing who uses the DIRECTORY appreciates your help.
If you need a Questionnaire form or information on Advertising, Caller /
Leader listings or Festival / Convention listings, please let us know.

National Square Dance Directory
P. 0. Box 880, Brandon, MS 39043
Phone (601) 825 - 6831
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LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION
Letter From The
President
by Enid Cocke

I

n the last issue of the American Dance
Circle, Don Armstrong began a debate

about "community" dancing and whether
lessons are necessary at this level of
dancing. I guess the answer depends on
your own dance experience — and how
you define "community."
My first contact with the expression
came from the Community Dances Manual put out by the English Folk Dance and
Song Society. This is a collection of contras, squares, and Sicilian circle dances

that would qualify as easy level. I
wouldn't use most of them at a one-timeonly dance party, but they could certainly
be used by people who came out regulady for a monthly dance. So I assume
that is the idea behind "community"
dances; a regular gathering of people
who are not diehard dancers but do enjoy
coming out to dance perhaps once a
month.
By that definition, I am involved in
community dancing. Another caller and I
and a group of musicians come out once
a month and put on an open dance. The
content is largely contras, but I add in
some mixers and some traditional couple
dances, and the band plays a couple of
free waltzes an evening. The level of
dancing is improving slowly, and we always have a good evening together. Fur-

I_,IMITEI) TIME OFFER
Great Southwest Pattern Company
by special arrangement is offering:
Nancy's 4-In-ONE Blouse PATTERN
"The Blouse With A Changeable Neckline"
Multi sized (SM. MED. LG. XLG. XXIG) Reg $1999

Along with her brand new

Gors•Nlaker
IN PATTERN FORM
"Make Your Own Gore-Skirt Patterns"
Reg selling foi SII 99 at Stoics Nationwide

BOTH FOR ONLY $19.99
Both atterns come with illustrated ManudligndOntalfl
Extra's such as Nancy's 4-In-ONE French Style Blouse and
instructions for making her NEW poinrea-awideitcgre_skin

Order Today By Calling
Four Of TII
Most Po polaf
NECKLINES
hi 1, 0,011.7.1,910
ALL IN ONE
GORGEOUS
BLOUSE
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1-800-533-4449
Memory Lane Square Dance Attire
3813 Rocky Ford Ave
Manhattan, Kansas 66502
(Discover)
Card

0
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thermore, the activity has interested people in going to other dances in the region
where they gain more dancing experience.
If I look at my own history as a dancer,
I never went to any sequence of lessons
as a modern square dancer would, but I
have certainly received many hours of
dance instruction in my life. Because of
my family connections, I began attending
dance weeks in my teens where people
gave me a wonderful indoctrination in
squares, contras, and round dances. I
greatly value all those lessons and the
many kinds of dance that they have enabled me to master and enjoy.
If I may be forgiven for saying so, the
average community dancers can't waltz.
At our local dances people come to me
and say, "Teach us to waltz!" But the task
cannot be accomplished in a community
dance format. I have tried to help by
scheduling special waltz workshops
where I spend several hours giving people the basics of the footwork and helping

them incorporate them into some simple
dances. But one workshop isn't even
enough. To become adept at waltzing,
people need repeated instruction and
lots of practice.
I treasure the lessons I have had in
dance. They have enriched my dancing
experience immeasurably. It is hard to
speculate about what level of dance I
would be able to enjoy if I had been only
to community dances all my life. I think I
could have learned to dance contras and
squares by accretion through community
dances. VVhat gets lost is the round
dances, and the greatest loss is the
waltz.
So I will jump into the fray and say
bravo for lessons — if they give dancers
skills that they cannot get at a regular
evening dance. Some people will want to
invest the time in lessons to become
more expert and versatile dancers while
others will be happy with their monthly
dance. I wish both kinds of dancers
happy dancing. 6/

Here at last!
You can now get the full set of 12
CW Audio tapes by
Dee Dee Dougherty
1. Slappin' Leather
2. Acky Breaks'
3. Boot Scootin'
4. Ski BUMPUS
5. The Scoot
6. Tush Push
rt
K'

Cr.

7. Honks/ Tonic Stoma
8. South Side Shuffle
9. Cowboy Boogie
10. Hooked on Country
11. Cowboy Cha Cha
12. Four Corners

DC CW Productions
11220 W. Florissant Ave.
$5.00
Suite 168
Florissant, MO 63033
(800) 333-7349 Visa/MC/Discover

each

17777777:77T/17ii=iii77_117,7 77/71lhe
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by Frank & Phyl Lehnert
IT'S ALL OVER
GRENN 17191
Choreography by Bill & Elaine Funk
Good music with a nice different P-2 two step cued
by Elaine.
SUMMER WIND
KAPP KJB-55
Choreography by Dick & Pat Winter
Great Roger Williams music & a good unphased
intermediate slow two step.
J & L RAG
SCOPE 63
Choreography by Jo Anne & Larry Warner
Good music with 2 part P-2 quick two step cued by
Larry.
GIFTS OF LOVE
ROPER 275
Choreography by Karen & Dick Fisher
Good "Lollypops & Roses" music & a comfortable
P-3 +1 (diamond turn) waltz.
SPANISH RAIN
ROPER 414
Choreography by Bob & Mary Ann Rother
Good 'Rain in Spain" music with a challenging
Argentine tango routine.
GOODBYE FOXTROT
ROPER 286
Choreography by Peter & Beryl Barton
Pretty music & a good P-3 +1 foxtrot.
I HEARD THE RAIN
ROPER 286
Choreography by Armand & Joan Daviau
Good music with a comfortable P-4 +1 (dble rev)
foxtrot.
THE EYES OF LOVE
SPEC PRESS 421006
Choreography by Ken & Irene Slater
Haunting music & a nice P4 +2 (sweethearts &
switch rock) rumba.
SYMPHONY
SP 421004
Choreography by Ken & Irene Slater
Pretty music with a 3 part P-6 foxtrot routine.
TOO MUCH TEQUILA
GALAXY 103
Choreography by David Krumm
A phase 3 +1 (underarm) cha cha/rumba with new
label music.
LUCILLE WALTZ
GALAXY 103
Choreography by David Krum
Flip of above with a P-2 waltz routine.
American Squaredance, September 1994

HELEN
SILVER SOUNDS 804
Choreography by Jo Yakimowski
Good peppy music with a P4 cha cha routine.
WEAPON OF PRAYER
SSR 804
Choreography by Jo Yakimowski
Flip of above with a P-3 +1 three part waltz.
JUKEBOX TWO STEP
4-BAR 86110
Choreography by Jess & Pat Lunsford
Good music (flip of a singing call) P-2 two step.
TILL THERE WAS YOU
GRAND 403
Choreography by Dorothy Saunders
Good music (flip of a singing call) P-2 two step.
SWINGING EASY
GRENN 17192
Choreography by Doc & Peg Tirrell
Good music & a good basic P-4 jive cued by Doc.
CHAMPAGNE '94 (A GOOD YEAR)
ROPER 273
Choreography by Gil & Judy Martin
Pretty music with quite a different P-4 +1 (change
of sway) up (op nat scar).
TENNESSEE BIRD WALK
ERIC 275
Choreography by Carolyn Gower
Catchy music with a fun type P-4 cha cha.
CECELIA
COL 13-33187
Choreography by Dennis & Ginny Crapo
Simon & Garfunkel vocal with a P4 +1+1 samba
(shadow bota Pogo & bota whisk).
YEARS OF OUR LOVE
WINDSOR 4692
Choreography by George & Joyce Kammerer
Pretty music with a comfortable P-3 +2 waltz (diamond tm & dos telemark).
RUMBA HAVANA
WINDSOR 4692
Choreography by George & Joyce Kammerer
Good music & a nice P-3 +2 rumba (aida & alemana)
LET'S GO SPEND YOUR MONEY HONEY
MCA S7 64787
Choreography by Christine & Theron Hixson
Good peppy evangeline vocal with a comfortable 3
part P-2 +1 (strolling vine) two step.
PETER FUNN THEME
COLL 6142
Choreography Larry & Aleta Dunn
P-3 +1 (dig places) two step & jive with music by
Ray Anthony.
HEARTACHE TONIGHT
ASYLUM 45104
Choreography by Larry & Aleta Dunn
A three part cha cha & jive routine with music by
The Eagles.
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RHYTHM IS GONNA GET YOU
COL 15-69125
Choreography by Bob & Jackie Scott
P-5 cha cha with music by Gloria Estefan & Miami
Sound Machine.
THEME FROM "BONANZA"
AMERICAN PIE 9033
Choreography by Larry & Aleta Dunn
Familiar music with a five part P-2 two step.
THAT'S GOOD
GIANT 7-18742
Choreography by Chris Knowles
Good Tim Mensy vocal with a comfortable P-2 +2
(fishtail, strolling vine) two step.
W1TCHY WOMAN
ASYLUM E-45071
Choreography by Larry & Aleta Dunn
P4 +1 (sweetheart) cha cha with music by The
Eagles. V

4th Annual

TUMBLING LEAVES
FESTIVAL
October 21-22-23, 1994
Bennington College
Bennington, W

* S41LTI-6TUDDID gQA F F
* Bill Harrison
* Red Bates
* Cliff Brodeur
* Tim Crawford
Full C-1
Hall
Entire Festival

* Jim Pulaski
* Ralph & Joan Collipl
* Esther & Iry Mindlin

R.V. SPACE AVAILABLE • SQUARE DANCE SHOPS
FOUR HALLS/DANCE LEVELS

(PLUS A-1, A-2, C-11

SEVERAL PACKAGES AVAILABLE
CAMPGROUND NEARBY
For Information, Call or Write:
Cliff Brodeur. P.O. Box 914, Pittsfield, MA 01202 • (413) 443-3060
Red Bates: P.O. Box 7704, North Port, FL 34287 • (813) 627-6344
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Rhyme Time
THE CLASS OF '93!
By Cora Farris
We know we tried your patience,
And it must have pained you much
When we couldn't make a `Terris
wheel"
Or even "slip the clutch."
But you were kind and showed us
How we must "shoot the star"
And 'box the gnat" and "dive
through"
And "allemande left" and "that"
We didn't know a "do paso"
From a "seesaw" or "sashay,"
And when we finally learned to "circulate"
It must have made your day!
We "chained" with gusto and passion,
And it gave us quite a shock
When we came out where you said
we would
In time to "yellow rock."
So thanks for all the lessons,
We know you will agree
That you'll have trouble forgetting
us —
The class of '93!

THIS IS NOT WHAT YOU
DID IN HIGH SCHOOL
by G. W. Richardson
North Highlands, CA
Bow to your partner.
Bow to your corner.
Sides Face
GRAND SQUARE!
Right hand waves, Left hand waves.
Diamonds flipping across the waves.
Tea cups chaining all around.
Weaving rings round and round.
Loading boats, toot toot.
Casting off, swing swing.
Flutter wheels and Ferris wheels,
Spinning chains into Stars.
Swing your partner.
Yellow rock your corner.

The above poem was submitted by
Bob Newman. It was written for him
by his beginners class and presented
to him at their graduation.

Arnalcan Squaredance, September 1994
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USDA EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS (
USDA has produced club leadership and educational materials for use by
dancers and leaders to promote and perpetuate the dance activity . The
following is a list of what items are available at this time:
INFORMATION SHEETS (FREE - One sheet, printed both sides, trifolds)
FREE/
NUMBER
SUBJECT
IS-001-92
Recruiting New Dancers
Retaining Dancers
IS-002-92
Responsibilities & Duties of Club Officers
I S-007-92
Square Dance Organizations
I S-020-92
Class Graduation
I S-023-92
Club Newsletters
I S-025-93
Club Checklist
IS-040-92
IS-045-92
Master of Ceremonies
Square Dance Floats
IS-047-92
Club President Responsibilities
IS-050-92
Vice President Responsibilities
IS-051-92
Past President Responsibiilites
IS-052-92
Club Secretary Responsibilities
IS-053-92
IS-054-92
Club Treasurer Responsibilities
Social Director Responsibilities
IS-055-92
Club Delegate Responsibilities
IS-056-92
Club Member Responsibilities
IS-057-92
IS-058-92
Club Caller Responsibilities
Club President Calendar
IS-060-92
Vice President Calendar
IS-062-92
Club Secretary Calendar
IS-063-92
Club Treasurer Calendar
IS-064-92
IS-072-93
USDA Information
IS-073-93
USDAOfficers & Committees
PAMPHLETS
P-023-92
P-025-93
P-070-92

(Pamphlets are 5 1/2" x 8 1/2")
Class Graduation
36 pages
48 pages
Club Newsletters
16 pages
Club Erosion

$1.50
$1.50
Free

BOOKLETS
B-071-93
B-074-92

(Booklets are 8 1/2" x 11")
Games, Gimmicks, Skits
Take the First Step

$3.00
$3.00

40 pages
42 pages

((.

.
kc

•

Copies of these educational materials may be obtained from:
Joe & DeAnn Hutchinson
USDA Education Committee
Rt. 2, Box 479
Salina, OK 74365
(918) 479-6117
••
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MAINSTREAM
CALL BY "ME"
Northeast Colorado SD Bulletine
Jun/Jul/Aug, 1994

N WEAVETHERINGWSBMCHX
C N B D Z X ZGYELSACSBCCZ T
Q KPZPEWIERNTLUHMZOQR
H Q TWAWDLKXBAAANHBRCA
S LHUZHJLCOYRHUJCMUR I
I POHIPRJANZPNRBZYZ PL
IELDEEHJBMWRNHYQIJGT
H FJIAOLGNKTOLTYWMPQH
RLOATSVIREEMWRNARNPR
AAEFLTOLUCAEYARURQTU
H HNZILHDTLCNI TPUWWFQ
TEIYBVAEUSWAIS TMWFEG
E DLERORBRVXDJYERHKLJ
D AEZDSGBCIYESDYPDLEL
N NHFLALL FTNEAYLNIVLW
AE TGJPAAYXTGNXHJQOCM
MMDLROBDXRGUQMYMBORL
E ONMVDNGUDZIUFKEMHIR
L RECBELODVOZURHTLRCK
APBNXLCQPNSSEESAWLL I

FIND THE HIDDEN WORDS
CIRCLE LEFT
X TRAIL THRU
SEE SAW
BEND THE LINE
R & L THRU

STAR PROMENADE
WEAVE THE RING
PROMENADE HALF
DO SA DO
ALEMANDE THAR
STAR THRU
DO PASO
COURTESY TURN
U TURN BACK
SPLIT THE RING

American Squaredance, September 1994
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ED FRA(DENBURG
(Calling For You)
The numbers before the states are the
month and day of the activity.
If you would like to list a festival, convention or
other special dances (two days or longer)
in the next issue please
contact the ASD office.
OCTOBER
1014-INDIANA-Weekend at Potawatomi Inn, In
Angola, Indiana. Oct. 14,15,16,1994. L Perkins, LCole
& Johnson. Contact (313)425-8447
1014-WEST VIRGINIA-Autumn Getaway October 14,15, 1994. Blackwater Falls State Park, Davis,
WV. Callers J.Pride, T.Miller. Rnds P.& B. Bloxom.
Contact Ruby C. Pride, Rt. 3 Box 243, Warrenton,
Virginia 22186 (703)347-3856.
1021-VERMONT-4th Annual Tumbling Leaves
Fest. Oct 21,22,23,1994. Bennington College, Bennington, VT. Callers Ft.Bates, C.Brodeur, T.Crawfrod,
B.Harrison, J.Pulaski, R&J Collipi, E.&I Mindlin. Contact C.Brodeur, P.O. Box 914, Pittsfield, MA 01202
(413)443-3060 or (813)627-6344.
1021-TEXAS-22nd Annual Rambling Roses
Sq/Rnd Dance Festival, October 21 & 22, 1994, Tyler,
TX. Cues L& H. Neely. Callers T.Tyl & D.Nordbye.
Contact Jim & Ida Stephenson, 8743 Pheasant Drive,
Chandler, TX 75758-7011 (903)849-3667.
1021-FLORIDA-20th Annual Roundup, October
21,22,23, 1994, DeFuniak Springs, Florida Community
Center, FL Sqs E.Sheffield, Jr. Rnds M.Jones. Contact
Chairmen Marvin & Olena Taylor, (904)456-0785.
1021-INDIANA-5th Indiana S/D Convention, October 21,22,&23, 1994. Horizon Convention Center, Muncie, IN. Contact Les & Virginia Proctor, 4019 Steinmetz
Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46206 (317) 291-1678.
NOVEMBER
1104-INDIANA-Weekend At Potawatomi Inn, Angola, Indinana. Nov. 4,5,6,1994. LGreenwood & Millers. Contact (313) 425-8447
1118-VIRGINIA-Roanoke Valley S/D Festival November 18&19, 1994 at Natural Bridge, VA. J.O'Leary,
M.Letson, J.& P. Adcock. Contact L.I. Parkinson, 4036
Belford St SW, Roanoke, VA 24018 (703)989-0183.
DECEMBER
1208-TENNESSEE-Gatlinburg Christmas Ball,
Dec. 8,9,10,1994, Mills Auditorium, Gatlinburg, TN.
W.Driver, T.Oxendine, RDs J&13 Pierce. Contact B.
Harrelson, 1604 Grays Inn Road, Columbia, SC 29210.
(803)731-4885. LIMITED SQUARES.
1995
JANUARY
0126-HAWAII-30th Aloha State SQ DA Convention, Jan. 26,27,28,1995. Honolulu, HI. Contact
D.Martinsen, 279-D Mana Hai Pl., Honolulu, HI 96818
(808)487-1923.
0126-FLORIDA-19th Annual Florida Sunshine
Festival, January 26,27,28, 1995, Lakeland Civic Center, Lakeland, FL. K.Bower, J.Haag, D.Hanhurst,
T.Oxendine, J.Saunders, G.Shoemake, A.Springer,
J.Story, C&L Lovelace, J&C Griffin, J&N Jenkins. Contact John & Linda Saunders, 101 Cedar Dunes, New
Smyrna Bch, FL 32169 (904)428-1496.
FEBRUARY
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***
1916 Poseyville Rd.
Midland, Michigan 48640
Phone: 517-835-9524

.
I

***
Calling All Levels Thru A-2
Call or Write for Rates & Dates
24K Gold-Plated Enameled

SQUARE DANCE
JEWELRY
P. Earrings or Pendant $3.95
Both for only 56.95
plus $1.00 ship. & handling
(Calif. res. add 6% sales tax)
Earrings also available
with clips.

l

C'

•

li
r
'

li

When ordering specify dress
color: red, blue or black.
Send check or money order to

3

Charmz-Reaction

licl,illir

P.O. Box 4208
West Hills CA 91308
818-346-4018

WALT COLE

....

PERSPICACIOUS calling
SQUARE-ROUND-CONTRA

Dancing is singing with your
feet, and we put the song in your soles
Caller Schools & Clinics
Leadership Seminars
Caller Training Tapes
The Basis of Callis Timing
The Basis of Timing is Music
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403
Summer-801-392-9078

Winter-602-726-8415

PROMENADERS
Clog 8 S/D Shoes
Blk & Wht $37.95
Colors $37.95

.

Gold & Sil. $39.95
P&H add $3.50

Tel 919-778-0476

SOPHIA T'S
Square Dance & Western Wear Fashions, Inc.
Eastern N.C.'s Largest Square Dance Shop
Rt 9. Box 283 • Hwy. 70 East • Goldsboro NC 27534
CLOGGER for

men (black & white)
CLOGGER for women (white only)
538.95

Brochure available - $2.00 (refunded on first order)
Check, MasterCard, Vise, American Express

American Squarcdancc,

September
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0224-TENNESSE-Riverside Motor Lodge, Gatlinburg, TN, February 25-26, 1995. Callers A.Bond,
M.Foster, J.Goins, T. McGill (SD Dirctor, also lines &
two step). Contact Carolyn McGill, Box 239, Norris, TN
37828 (615)494-6168.
MARCH
0316-VIRGINIA-36th Sq & Rnd Dance Festival
County Fair March 16,17,18, 1995, Reston, VA. Sqs:
J.Biggerstaff, G. Brown, M.Callahan, D.Coe, S.Kopman,
J.Lee, S.Lowe, T.Marriner, D.Walker. Rnds: W.&
B.Blackford, R.& J.Collipi, G.& J.Kammerer, T.& J.
Kannapel. Contact Jim & Virginia Enoch, 13623 White
Stone CL, Clifton, VA 22024 (703)266-3288.
MAY
0511-VIRGINIA-Virginia Sq & Rnd Dance Association 7th State Convention May 11,12&13, 1995. Contact Betty & Dave Peake (703)379-6234.
JUNE
0608-AUSTRALIA-36th Austrailian National SQ.
DA. Convention, State Sports Center, Australia Ave.
Bomebush NSW 2140. June 8,9,10,11,12,1995. Callers
various. Contact 36th Australian Natnl SQ DA Cony.
Inc., % Secretary, P.O.Box 375, RYDE2112 V

N
" ant S NOTES

k

New Monthly Note Service

1)11 For The Caller Who Cares

h

dli
d

by
Choreo Basic - C-1, Singing Call Review,
Contra's, Lines, Partners Review and Much,
Much More .. 30 YEARS of calling experience
to share. Don't delay
Write for FREE SAMPLE TODAY...to 101 Cedar
Dunes, New Smyrna Beach, FL 32189
Telephone: 904-428-1498

CALLERS- DANCERS
Are YOU Considering Sponsoring
A Square Dance Group Travel Program?
If So, WE CAN HELP.
We Specialize in Preparing
Square Dance Group Travel Programs.
CONTACT US for information
About How We Can Custom Design
A Group Travel Program for YOU.
ITI BLACKWOOD TRAVEL
RR 1 Box 3, Sotto 101
Lowpolnt, IL 61545
309-443-5061

p

Come With Us To

AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND

Recently Released Records
Now Available
Information supplied by Hanhurst's Record Service
PO Box 50 Marlborough NH 03455-0050
USA 8 Canada 1-800-445-7398 Fax 1-603-876-4001
Foreign 1-603-876-3836
Brown Eyed Girl, Oxendine 8 Story
RYL 313
I'm In A Hurry And I Don't Know Why . . .
HH 5171
Little Brown Church In The Vale,
Oxendine & Story
RYL 314
Dolly Hoe (Patter) (Flip side called 2 coupes Al),
Bronc Wse
HH 862
Blue Lady, Larry Letson
RYL 513
Skip 'N' Scoot / Stnng Along, (Patter)
TNT 280
You Look So Good In Love, David Murray .
BR 277
Along For The Ride, Bob Finley ....
HD 129
Finally Friday, Dan Preedy
LM 196
T R 0,11 B L.E., Wayne McDonald
HH 5167
Why Haven't I Heard From You, Bill Bumgamer LM 197
Wake Up Jacob, Joe Sake!
DJ 111
Woman, Sensuous Woman, Shane Greer
0 903
If You Want To Find Love, Jim Park
RBS 1352
Daddy Laid The Blues On Me, Cindy Whitaker MAR 1102
Just Enough Rope, Joey Baldwin
RBS 1353
Please Pass The Kisses, Bob Anderson
CAS 1003
EAR 8H (East Africa Rail 8 Harbor),
Art Shepherd
OR 49
You Do My Heart Good, Torn Manning
SG 204
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In JANUARY 1995
(Their Summer)
ASK FOR DETAILS SOON:
STAN & CATHIE BURDICK
PO BOX 2678, SILVER BAY NY 12874
518-543-8824

ONE OF THE BEST!!
COMPLETE GUIDE TO BECOMING A
SQUARE DANCE CALLER; THIS 100
PAGE MANUAL COVERS EVERYTHING
FROM A TO Z. I HAVE USED IT IN
TEACHING CALLERS FOR 17 YEARS.
Edited by Bob Van West
PRICE $25.00 Plus H,S,P
Send to:

LEE SCHMIDT
648 VV1LDE PLACE

Phones: 714-956-0764
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RECORD DEALERS
MAIL ORDER—MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P.0 Box 82716
Phoenix AZ 85071-2716(602-993-9932)
Square, Round, ballroom, pop labels
Specialising in mall & phone orders
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE
PO Box 7039
Houston TX 77218-7309
Phone 713-862-7077
PERRY'S PLACE RECORDS & SUPPLIES
12505 Starkey Rd Suite 1
Largo FL 34613
813.535-0254 /800.882-3262 FAX: 813-535-0406
Prompt, Courteous Mal Order Service
PALOMINO SID SERVICE
2905 Scenic Dr.
Marion OH 43302.8386 (1-800-328-3800)
SUPREME AUDIOMANHURSTS TAPE SERVICE
The Professional Source for Square and Round
Dance Records & Ecstlixnent
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7368 Fex: 1-603-878-4001
Foreign: 1-603-876-3838
PROMENADE SHOP
11909 N E. Halsey, Portland OR 97220
503-252-7623
New Record Release Tope Service for
Just $22 50 Yr. & You keep the tapes.
EDDIE'S AND BOBBIE'S RECORDS
Box 17668 — 1835 5 Buckner
Dallas TX 75217-0668 (214-398-7506)
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Blvd .
Denver CO 802214
Phone 303-238-4810
Phone Orders Welcome
OVERSEAS
HOWARD MARKS, 1 Ivy Road
London, England E17 81-IX (Ph 081-539-7967)
Serving the movement since 1954
Mail Order A Specialty. Member NASRDS
PACESETTER RECORD & TAPE SERVICE
PO box 8246
Chattanooga TN 37411
1-800-346-4867 / 1.615499-5554

BADGES
CENTURY CLUB
Merit Badge of Distinction Join Today
PO Box 57
Westfield MA 01086
Cost. $259 plus 504 postage & handling
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A to Z ENGRAVING CO. INC. [708)526-7396
1150 Brown St , Wouconda, IL 60084
Horne of the Original ROVER Badge
Custom Engraving From your Design, Fun Badges & Dangles
Rhinestone Badges, Mini Purses (assorted colors), much more.
Write for FREE Catalog - Since 1954.
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO (614-471-3735)
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stomps
From our Design or Yours
Harold & Roberta Mercer
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219
KA—MO ENGRAVING
PO Box 30337
Alburquerque NM 87190
3D Club & Fun Bodges
Free Cotoogue — Ph 1-800-352-KAMO
Computerised Engraving by LOWELL'S PLACE
119 West Morn
Moore OK 73160-5105 (105-791-5774)
Mail Order 1-800-669-5774
Many Times Free Set-up
MICRO PLASTICS
PO Box 847
Rifle, CO 81650
Engraving Badges For Squor• Dancers For Over 30 Years
FAX: 303-625-4323
303-625-1718
JIFI
Jim & Cue Fischer
PO Box 947, Lindsay, CA 93217
(209) 562-3177
Custom Engraving, Name Bodges, Ribbons

NOTES FOR CALMS
THE NEW VIEW
Bill Davis
1359 Belleville
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
CHOREO BREAKDOWN
Don Beck (508-897-9767)
176 West Acton Road
Stow MA 01775
Send for FREE sample
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES
Warren Berquam
3775 County Rood 92 No , Maple Plain MN 55359
Notes sent First Class Moil
Mainstream through A-2
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT
Stan 8. Cathie Burdick
PO Box 2678
Silver Boy NY 12874 (518) 543-8824
Write for free sample.
MAINSTREAM FLOW
For the 'Complete Club Caller
1735 Deer Run, San Antonio, TX 78232
Rusty Fennell-512-490-1010
Wnie or Coll for complimentary Copy
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JOHN'S NOTES
John & Linda Sounders
101 Cedar Dunes Dr, Now Smyrna Beach FL 32169
909-428-1496 Basic — C-1, with added Attractions
Monthly Service. Send for Free Sample.
DANCET1ME Notes For Callers (Formerly by Dick Han)
Ph 217.422-1029
Brad Carter
P.O Box 3101 Decatur, IL 62524-310
Writs for free Sample.
CALLER UNK Australian Callers' Federation
do Jeff Seidel
20 Eyre Crescent
Valley View 5093 • South Australia
8-263-5023

SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE AVAILABLE. Write for sample
tape. Palomino S/13 Service, 2905 Soenk Dr.,
Marion OH 43302-8386 Phone 1-800-328-3800
MEARBACH RECORD SERVICE
PO Box 7339, Houston TX 77248-7309
Phone 713-882-7077
FREEI SAMPLE TAPE
HANHURSTS TAPE A RECORD SERVICE
MONTHLY TAPE Contains All New SID Music
The Continuing Choice of 1,650 Calers
Serving Callers Since 1971 — A Perfect GM for Your Caller
P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398 Fax: 1-603-876-4001
Foreign: 1-603-876-3638

TAPES
AUDIO TEACH 8. DANCE TAPES BY ED FOOTE. MS & Plus
taught all-oolitIon to dancers who already know the cals from
standard posilxi. A-1 and A-2 taught Wth walkthru & practice
of al cals. Teach tapes emphasize understandng of cals, are
widely acclaimed as beef on the market. Drill tapes, dance tapes
two—couple tape also evalleble. Wrlie for literature to: Ed Foote,
140 McCandless PL, Wexford PA 15090.
LEARN TO YODEL - Teach tope by Joe Uebelacker $20 U S
funds. (Canadian funds For Canadian orders)
YODELING SQUARE DANCE TAPE - All yodeling singing
calls by Joe $15 $5 off if ordering both 1494 Clearview
Drive, Peterborough, Ontario K9K 2A4 Canada

BOOKS
BURLESON'S SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA: Over 4800
different calls and movements; $25 00 plus $5 00 ✓h 1993
Edition New Type, New Binder Order from American
Square Dance Magazine, 661 Middlefield Rd., Salinas CA
93901.1004 Phone 408-443-0761.
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS 1989 Edition,
Round Dance Basics Book, $8 00 ppd. Now includes 10-week
dancer-proven course, dance positions, complete approved
terminology, mixers, teaching hints, plus introduction into foxtrot, tango, cho cha and ballroom Coordinate with the Grenn
record teaching series Order book and/or records from
Fronk Lehner', 2844, S 109th St , Toledo OH 43611
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POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE DANCE CALLS —
2 terrific books with descriptions and practice examples for
dancers and callers) Book 1 (Red), Mainstream, Book 2
(Green), Plus program and Al 8. A2 Please specify which
book you are ordering To order send $4 60 (including domestic postage) to Supreme Audio, Inc, P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 or contact your local square dance
shopl
SHARING • A TREASURE OF DANCES by Les Henkel A
unique' collection of easy dances for one night parties
through the Community Dance Level $24 95 it $3 50 p/h .
Order from Les Henkel, 301 Oak St. Box 18, Tobias, NE
68453-0018
HOT NEW COUNTRY WESTERN LINE DANCES: Book One
32 original new dances - waltzes, partner dances, easy, intermediate, advanced line dances, couples' mixer, The Two Step
- the line dance. Send check or money for $5 Bonnie Reimisch, 217 N First SI , CI, Dept ASD, DeKalb IL 60115
COLD FEET Beginning Woltz & Two-Stop Basics (1994) for
BEG ROUND DANCERS ($15 95 + $2 50 p/h) & Fancy Dancing 5-Book Set, Phases I•III, definitive reference series with
771 pp , 575 phot/diag, 709 clearly defined hg/variations, 9
rhythms for SERIOUS or EXP DANCERS (Set $59.95 + $4 50
p/h re ea bk $15 95 $2 50 p h) Highly acclaimed publications by K. Anderson Dance Action, Dept. AS, PO Box 7162,
Mesa AZ 85206
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Book I, Line, Partner 8. Couple dances Book II, Continues on I; Book III, Photographed
Turns!, Book IV, Teacher's Manual; Book V, Line Dances Galore; Book VI, Partner Dances, Shuffles & Schottisches; Book
VII, More Photographed Turns, Book VIII Cha Cho, Book IX
West Coast Swing, Book X El Gar'boge, Technique & Styling,
Book XI Hot Line Dances. Order by number $20 each includes psig & handling, odd $200 each outside USA Kelly
Gallons, PO Box 43425, Las Vegas NV 89116
PLUS, ADVANCED I. CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS FROM
ED FOOTE 5 books available: Plus, Al & A2 (both in 1
book), Cl, C2, C-3A Each book diagrams all rolls for the indicated program from a variety of positions, also includes
helpful hints for dancing the calls. Books are 8 1/2 x 11 with
spiral binding, laser printing provides clear sharp images
The most complete diagram books for Plus, Advanced & Challenge available today Cost. $14 10/book includes shpg.
($15 10 for C3A) (Canada add $ 65) Order from Ed Foote,
140 McCandless PI , Wexford PA 15090
ARC'S OF ROUND DANCING—A comprehensive 117,414
word glossary-reference manual for teacher, beginners, experienced dancers. Over 2200 ballroom & R/D terms, articles,
dose & definitions Order now $13 50 ppd Fred Haury, 8810
La Grima de Oro Rd NE, Albuquerque NM 87111. 505-2985050
THE CALL'S THE THING—A 'how to booklet' featuring
CALL CARDS and RACK to display at classes and dances as
a helpful quick reference for beginners and veteran dancers
Also PIE SQUARES and DIAGRAMMING DECALS, 'COMPUTER SLIPS' for forming squares by numbers, LINE DANCE
INSTRUCTION TAPES — AND MORE( $5 $1 p&h Satisfaction Guaranteed Russell L Hoekstra, 67 Forest Glen Road ,
Rm 321, Longmeadow, Massachusetts 01106
SINGING CALL FIGURES by Dick Han, Mainstream, $22 00,
Plus, $1200, Advanced (A-1 & A-2), $20 00; Teaching Manual, $26 00 (all books are postage paid) For information contacti Martha Han, 513 Bluff St, Monticello, IN 47960 Phone'
219-583-5902.
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CLUB LEADERSHIP MATERIAL

VII)E()S

LEGACY'S CLUB LEADERSHIP JOURNAL—The only square
dance publication written exclusively for club leaders, has answers and ideas that world Request your complimentary copy
by writing CLUB LEADERSHIP JOURNAL, PO Box 766, Plover
WI 54467.0766 or calling 715-341-6603 You'll be 9100

CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO, SIGHT CALLING VIDEO by Ed
Foote, well-known calor Instructor. Each Color Video about 90
min. long. Presentations organized arid complete. $39.95—one
tape. S59.95—both tapes Order from Dale Oarlock, 2107 Shunk
Ave., Alliance OH 44601

.OIU) insmiitult)its
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
Continuing Dealer Management Program
PO Box 50, Marbonough, NH 03455-0050
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398 Fax: 1-603-876-4001
Foreign: 1-803-878-3638
MEARBACH RECORD SERVICE, PO Box 7309
Houston TX 77248-7309, 713-862-7077
SUNDANCE RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
16809 Bixby Ave., Bellflower, CA 90706-5925
310-925-4882 / FAX: 310-925-1583
Wholesale Only
PALOMINO RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
2905 Scenic Dr.
Marlon, OH 43302-8386
Fax or Celt 1-800-328-3800 Ind Fax or Cal 1-614-389-5919

S/D PROMICTS
SQUARE DANCE SEALS-Fite color, aye-catching SEALS on
al correspondence, chocks, et., are 'An InvItatbn to Square
Dandng.' Order from POB1118397, Memphis, TN 38118. 3 sheets
(50 each), $1.00 +8.30 p&h; 10 sheets, S3 * 75t p&h: 20 sheets.
85.0041.50 p&h; (all alms afipppod 1st-class); 100 sheets,
817.5042.50 p&h
(Samples on request. SASE approdated)
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE THEME COUNTED CROSSSTITCH PATTERNS. 3 square books, 1 round book, 5 patterns
each. $5.00 ea.41.50 pstg. per order. Stale patterns avalable upon
request at 51.50 ea.+50e pstg. per order. Deniers welcome. Ralph
& Mary Ann Komegay, 138 Mohican Tral, Wirringlon NC 28409.
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc.
'The Professional Source For Dance Audio'
Largest selection of prolessionel calhg
and cursing equksment.
records and publications erellabis from one source!
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS,
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. YAK STACKS
P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 0:3455 0050
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398 Fax: 1-803-878-4001
Foreign: 1-603-876-3836
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, NC.
amplifiers • speakers • mIcrophanss
wireless microphones • speaker stands
1033 E Shary Circle, Concord CA 94518
Telephone: 510-882-8390
VASSCO
Rescue your EDCOR WRELESS MICROPHONE!
Rechargable Batteries - Repairs - New Equipment
875 Production Place, Newport Beach CA 92663
803-854-6280
THE 40 GORE SKIRT
rCIRCLE WEDGE - ONE TOOL - MANY DESIONSII
One V pinclglase drcie wedge, 4 sheets drcular graph paper and
40 GORE SKIRT INSTRUCT YONS BY HELEN. 530.00 plus
$3.50 postage HMS ETC.,Helen Stainvall, 1703 Karon Ct.,
Godfrey, IL 82035 (618) 486-4448
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VIDEO ALL POSITION TEACH TAPES BY ED FOOTE. Cale
are taught al position for dancers who already know the calls
from standard position. Numerous vakihrus of the more difficult
calls at each Callertab program, along volth brief samples d dancing, and hhts for successful dancing. Understandng of cats ls
emphasized. 4 video tapes avalade: Mahstream, Plus, A-1, A(2,
each tape about 90 minutes long. VHS format Cost: $39.95-1
tape. 559.95-2 tapes. Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk
Ave., Allanoe OH 44601.
KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION Instructional video tape series
Bob Howell 'Ore' $19.95 + S2.00 SH 11 'quick leach' dances for
one night stands and reasatbnal use. KENTUCKY RUNNING SET
a traditional mountain-style dance. Includes video and 2 audio
cassettes (Dances From AppalscNa and audio of Stew Shacklette
calIng the dance.) $29.95 + S2.00 SH. Send check to: Kentucky
Dance Foundellon do Stew Shacklette 460 Long Need@ Road,
Brandenburg, KY 40108

TOURS & TOURING
SQUARE TOURS-(NEW ZEALAND)
Dancers (couples to large groups) catered for with dancing, sightseeing and any other interests.
Itineraries end costs to your requirements
Square Tours, CJ-T Norton, 8 Miler St Rotorua, NZ
Ph NZ 7 384 4129 - Autotax 348-9508

TRAM,
SQUARE DANCERS ARE GREAT TRAVELLERS! Keep a canpieta diary (up to 80 days) dal the places you've traveled, deity
events, mileage, weather reports, new friends met, expenses,
photos and much more in the ON THE ROAD AGAIN TRAVEL
JOURNAL 59.95 + $100 p&h U.S. On The Road Again Ventures,
P.O. Box 310, Dept, ASD, Red Deer, AB T4N 5E9, Canada

RE.SORTS/CAMPGROIINDS
NOBODY TREATS DANCERS BETTER THAN COPECREST
Vacation In the mountains with a week of dancing at Copecrest
Our caller staff is outstanding, wIth al levels of squares. Ws offer
superb food, modem air-ccoditioned rooms, swimming pod and
a staff hat pampers your Wee Copecrest
Resort PO Box
129 DIlard GA 30537, or cal 706-748-2134
DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY, year-round
32 sessions of workshops and party dances per week Built
For dancers, owned and operated by dancers. LAKEWOOD
R V PARK, 4525 Graham Rd Harlingen, TX 78552 210.423.
1170 For reservations and information only 1-800-4594525 New residents only/ Bnng ad for free nits and dance
GREEN GATE GROVE RESORT - Rio Grand Valley, Beautiful
Mobile & RVPark with friendly neighborly people. Great pool
II club house areas, 24hr security with controlled acess,
square dancing & lessons planned. GrsienGate Grove Resort
, Bus 83 to 374 Loop to Bentsen Palm Rd. S, Mission TX
78572 (210)581-1932.
WESTERN MONTANA, Square and Round Dance Vacation,
June 2 - Sept 11, 1994. 11 miles south of Missoula. Notional
Callers most weekends. Special round dance weeks and
weekends. Camp among the pines on Lola Creek. Write or
call for brochure. Roy Granger, 9955 Highway 12, Lolo, MT
59847, 406-273-0141
MORE RESORTS
American Squaredance, September 1994

DANCE AT SHASTA LAKEI Full hookups, sparkling
restrooms and showers, boat docks, fishing guide service and
propane. Groceries, gas, and restaurants nearby. Square
Dance facility with kitchen and BBQ for groups, Bring your
own caller or we will provide. Plan your next rally now of
Lakeshore Villa R.V. Pork, 20672 Lakeshore Dr Lakeheod, CA
96051 916-238.8688

MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT
by Stan & Cathie Burdick
MIKESIDE
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MANAGEMENT
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MAGAZINES
ROUND DANCER MAGAZINE, the crimes of the best informed Dancer,, Leaders, Teachers 8 Cuers in the RD activity—since 1957 FREE introductory package. Write. RDM Intro
Pkg RD 1-8os 843, Petersburg, PA 16669-9304 Call 814667-2530.
(US Sub $20/yr.)

MONTHLY NOTE SERVICE
FOR CALLERS
COMMEIIIRT CHI O £10 SIGN TIPS
WPJ11: S L C BURRO( PO BOI 518
SLYER BR 11174

OPPORTUNMF.S
NATIONAL ADVERTISER. Monthly publication exclusively for
advertising. Lowest rotes nationwide Covers all fields: Busi•
ries. Opportunities, Self Employment, agriculture, articles for
sale, ads by singles nationwide seeking mates. And much
more. Free details. Write National Advertiser, Suite 108, 3148
Plainfield N E , Grand Rapids, Michigan 49505

PERSONALS
LADIES! CUERS, INSTRUCTORS, ROUND DANCERS:
VIBRANT GENT, 80 yrs young, 5'9% 160 lbs, do not smoke,
drink, gamble or use drugs; seeks lady with same cruelties for
danosAlle partner. Ready to trove up to Phase Ill end Al. Wit exchange recent photo; end reply to elL Please respond 13:
DANCER, 14006 User EiNd, Reno NV 89508-1634 (10-94)

EXPERIENCED, WELL-QUALIFIED

CALLER-INSTRUCTORS
FOR YOUR CALLER SCHOOL OR CLINIC
HAROLD BAUSCH

2120 Jaynes, Fremont NE 68025 402-721-4925

T.D. BROWN

PO Box 940, Rockwall TX 75087 214-771-9701

STAN BURDICK

PO Box 2678, Silver Bay, NY 12874 518-543-8824

WALT COLE

944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403 801-392-9078

RUSTY FENNELL
ED FOOTE

140 McCandless Dr., Wexford PA 15090 412-935-2734

TONY MCUMBER
DON TAYLOR

5911 Oak Run, San Antonio TX 78247 512-655-8080
1601 36th St., Hannibal MO 63401 314-221-6199

Promenade Hall, 1212 Depot St., Auburn IN 46706 219-925-3818

TOM TRAINOR
JOE ULEBELACKER

12809 Seville Dr., Sun City West AZ 85375 602-584-3607
1494 Clearview Dr., Peterborough, Ont,
Can. K9K 2A4 705-292-5352

Amerman Squaredance, September 1994
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
38 VARIETIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS & CLOGGERS
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING
ADVANCED VVORKSHOP NOTEBOOK
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped)
APPALACHIAN S/D FOR CLOGGERS
BASIC ROUND DANCING
BURLESON S/D ENCYCLOPEDIA
CALLER CLINIC (Variety of subjects)
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (399 page text)
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS
CLIP ART I (Sketches, paste-up)
CLIP ART 1 on 3 Diskettes (pcx format)
CLIP ART II (All different)
CLIP ART 2 on 4 Diskettes (pcx format)
CLIP ART III (All different)
CLIP ART 3 on 3 Diskettes (pcs format)
CLOGGING (Basic book)
CONTRA DANCING FOR S/D
DBD & TOUGH PLUS
DIAGRAMED GUIDE TO BETTER S/D
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S Material)
EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations)
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (Basic)

$4.99
$10.99
$5.99
$10.99
$18.50
$25.99
$6.99
$14.99
$6.99
$3.99
$15.99
$4.99
$20.99
$5.99
$15.99
$4.99
$2.49
$5.99
$7.99
$6.99
$3.99
$3.99

FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (Cartoons)
GOOD CLUB MANAGEMENT
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS
HOEDOWN HERITAGE (History)
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (Tips galore)
MAINSTREAM &DANCING (Diagrams)
MINI BOOK (Definitions of S/D)
MODERN CONTRA DANCING
MODERN MODULE MODE (Figures)
MUSIC AND TIMING
PARTY LINE (After-party ideas)
PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams)
PLUS WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK
PROCEDURES MANUAL FOR CLUBS
SET-UP AND GET-OUT (Modules)
SHOW AND SELL S/D (Better Promotion)
SOLO DANCES (Single, line routines)
S/D STYLING (Smoother dancing)
TEACHING CLOGGING
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Family)
WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style)
WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanship)

DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION
MODERN SQUARE DANCING PAMPHLET
NEW DANCER NOTES PAMPHLET

5.20 each; 100-515.00
5.20 each; 100-$15.00
5.10 each
S.10 each

CA residents add 7 1/4% tax
POSTAGE & HANDLING
51-34.99
$2.00 pstg
55-59.99
$2.75 pig
$10-19.99
$3.25 pstg
$20440
$5.00 pstg
$41460
$7.00 pstg
561-5100
$9.50 pstg

$4.99
$4.99
$2.99
$3.99
$7.99
$1.99
$7.99
$3.99
$3.99
$10.99
$6.99
$1.99
$9.99
$25.99
$6.99
$8.99
$7.99
$4.99
$7.99
$3.99
$5.99
$10.99

=

Due to the proliferation of copying devices, it is impossible to issue refunds on book orders, unless the book
is defective.

ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE
661 MIDDLEFUELD ROAD
SALINAS, CA 93906-1994
Phone: 408-443-0761; Fax: 408-443-6402 (During Pacific Business Hours - 8:30am to 4:30pm)

INISIMI LIN
TRY THIS
BREATH ON THE CIRCLE TO THE RIGHT
If it turns green
If it turn blue
If it turns yellow
If it turns red
If nothing happens...

you have the flu;
you have a cold;
you have arthritis;
you have tired blood;

"YOU'RE HEALTHY AND WELL ENOUGH TO GO
SQUARE DANCING"
Reprinted from Squares & Rounds, Kentuckiana S/D Association June/July 1994
American Squaredance, September 1994
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COMPUTER "RECORD" DATA BASE:
SQUARES, ROUNDS, CLOGGING, C/W, POP, MISC.
RECORD TITLES, CALLER/CUER, ARTIST,
TYPE, DANCE TITLES, PHASE, RHYTHM
CHOREOGRAPHER
RUNS ON 'DOS" TAKES LESS THAN 10 MEG !!!
OVER 18,000 LISTINGS !!!
MENU DRIVEN, LOOK-UP, SORTS
REPORTS (SCREEN OR PRINT)
INTRODUCTORY PRICE $25.00 !!!
(QUARTERLY UPDATES ONLY $5.00)
*PERSONAL INVENT. MGT ENHANCEMENT JAN 95'*
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION !!!
(PHONE OR FAX 24 HRS)

1-800-328-3800 (USA & CANADA)
1-614-389-5919 (INTERNATIONAL)
PALOMINO RECORDS, INC
TOM & PAM DILLANDER
2905 SCENIC DR.
MARION, OH 43302-8386
CALL OR WRITE FOR ALL YOUR SQUARE, ROUND,
COUNTRY WESTERN, AND CLOGGING NEEDS.
MONTHLY SQUARE OR ROUND DANCE TAPE SERVICES.
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SUPREME FIUDIO
THE POCKET DICTIONARY
OF SQUARE DANCING
Every Dancer Should Have One!
• Handiest Reference Available
• Complete Callerlah Lists
• Fits In Your Pocket
• Quick Authority for Calls

Mainstream - Book 1
Plus/Advanced - Book 2
$4.60 ea. postpaid (USA & Canada)
Quantity Discounts Available.
(Dealer Inquiries Invited)

1-800-445-7398
(USA & Canada)
(603-876-3636 - Foreign)
Supreme Audio, Inc.
P.O. Box SO
Marlborough, NH 03455-0050

